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1.
TO T'ffi GENTLEMAN READERS HEALTH. AlV
The paultring Poet Aphranius being blamed for troublince 
the Emperor Trajan with so many dotinp; Poems t aduentured 
notwithstanding, stil to present him witn rude and horaely 
5 versec, excusing himselfe with the caurtecie of the fcrnperour, 
which did as friendly accept, as he fondly offerd. f'o 
Gentlemen, if any couderane ray rat^inecse for troubling 
your eares with so many vnlearneci Pamphlets: I will straight 
siiroud my sc-lfe vnder the shad owe of your courtesies, and
10 with Aphranius lay the blaiae on you aswell for frendly
reacing t lem, as on my selfe for fondly penni .g them: Hoping 
though fond curious, or rataer currish baclib ters brectiie 
out slaunderous speeches: yet the courteous Reacers (whom 
I feare to offend) wil requite my traueli, at the least with
15 silence: and in tiiis hope I rest: wishing you health and 
happines.
Robert Greene. /
5: himselfe _7 hinfelfe A
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To the right honorable George Clifford Uarle of 




The Rr.scians (right honorable) when by long gazing 
5 against the Sunne, they become halfe blinde, recouer their 
sightes bv looking on the blacke Loade stone, Vhicornes being 
glutted with brousing on root:j of Licquoris, sharpen their 
stomacks with crushing bitter grasse.
Alexander vouchsafed as veil to smile at the croked
10 picture jf Vulcan, as to wonder at the curious counterfeite 
of Venus. The minde is sonetitnes delighted as much with snail 
trifles as with sumptuous triumphs, and as wel pleased vith 
hearing of Pans homely fancies, as of Hercules rtnowmed 
laboures.
15 Syllie Baucis coulde not sc-rue lupiter in a siluer plate, 
but in a woodden dish. Al that honour j^sculapius, decke not 
his siirine with lewels. Apollo giues Oracles as wel to the 
poors nan for his mite-, as to the rich man for his treasure. 
The stone Echites is not so ranch likeu for the colour, as
20 for vertue, and giftes are not to be measured by the wort a, 
but by the will, jjison that vnskilfull Painter of Greece, 
aduentured to giue vnto I&rias the shielde of Pallas, GO
roughlie shadowed, as he sailed more at tie fol ie of the 
man, then at the imperfection of his arte. Eo I present vnto 
your honour the triumph ;>f time, so rudelie finished, as I 
feare your honour wil rather frowne at my impudencie, then 
5 laugh at ray ignorancie: But I hope my willing minde shal 
excuse ray slender skill, and your honours curtesie shaoowe 
ray ras nes, /
They which feare the biting of vipers doe carie in their A2v 
hands the plumes of a Phoenix. Phydias drewe Vulcan sitting
10 in a chaire of luory. Caesars Crow durst neuer cry, Aue, b'-it 
when she was pearked on the Capitol!. And I seeke to shroude 
this inperfect Pamphlet vnder your- honours patronage, doubting 
the dint of such inuenomed vipers, as seeke with their 
slaunderous reprochei; to carpe at al, beinf; oftentins,
15 most vnlearned of all: and assure, my selfc., that your honours 
renowned valure, and vertuous disposition shall be a sufficient 
defence to protect me from the Poysoned toncues of ouch 
scorning '.ycophants, hoping; that as lupitor vouchsafed to 
locf-i in Philemons thatched Cotage: anc Phillip of Macedon,
20 to toko a bunche of grapec of a co'intry pesant: so I hope 
your honour, me; curing my uorke by tiy will, and w&yghing 
more the mind thai) th. ma ter, will Uien you li&ue cast a 
glaunce at this toy, with iiinerua, vnder y^ur golden 'larget
1U-: slaunderous __7 B; slaunderours A_
couer a deformed Ovle. And in this hope I rest, wishing 
vnto you, anci the vertuous Countes^e your wife: such happy 
successe as your honours can desire, :>r I imagine.
Your LgrdshinD9 most duetifull^: to commaunoe:
Robert Greene. /
5.
THE HISTORHS OF DQRASTUB AM) FAWHIA. A3
Among al the Passions wherewith humane mindes are 
perplexed, there is none that so galleth with re&clesse 
despight, as that infectious s >are of Iealour>ie: for all other 
5 griefes are eyther to bee appeased with sensible persuasions, 
to be cured with wholesome counsel, to be relieued in want, 
or b; : tract of time to be worne out, (lealousie only exceptec) 
waich is so sawsed with suspitious doubtes, and pinching 
mistrust, that whoso seekes by friendly counscile to rase out
10 this hellish passion, it foort.iwith suspecteth that he
geueth this acuist to couer his owne gulltinesce* Yea, who 
so is payned with this restlesse torment doubtet.i all, 
dystrusteth hin-selfe, is alw^yec i'rosen with fear*.., and 
fired with suspition, hnui:ig th??t wherein cousisteth all his
15 ioy, to be the breeder of his nlserie, V.ea, it is such a 
heauy enemy to that holy estate of raatrimony, sowing betweene 
the married cou.de such deadly seedes of secret hatred, ES 
Loue being once rased out by spi; htful distrust, ther, oft 
ensueth bloudy reuenge, as this ensuing llystor-ie manifestly
20 prooueth: wherein j^mdpst^ (furiously incensed by causeles^e 
lealourie) procured the death of his most louing and loyall 
wife, and his owne endlesse sorrow and nisery.
17s coupleJ7 couples A
In the Countrey of Bohemia there raygned a King called 
PandostOy whose fortunate successe in warres against his 
foes, and bountifull curtesie towardes his friendes in 
peace, made him to be grectly feared and louec of all men. 
5 This Pandosto had to Wife a Ladie called Bellaria. by birth 
royall, learned by education, faire by nature, by vertues
famous, so that it was hard to iudt;e whether her beautie,
v 
fortune, or vertue, wanne the greatest / com. lend- t'ons. Thest A3
two linckec together in perfect loue, led their liues with 
10 such fortunate content, that their Gubiects gree.tly reioyced 
to see their quiet disposition. They had not beene married 
long, but Fortune (willing to increase their ha ;pines) lent 
them a sonnc, so adorned with the gifts of nature, as the 
perfection jf the Childe greatly augmented the loue of the 
15 parentes, anu the ioy or t .elr com.ions: in so much that the 
Bohemians y to shew their inward ioyes by outwarde actions, 
made Bonefires anc triumpas throughout all the Kingdone, 
appointing lustes an-. Turneyes for the honour of their 
young Prince: whether resortec, not only his Cobles, but also 
20 diucrs Kings and Pri.ices which were his neighbours, willing 
to shewe t.,eir friendshi •/, they ought to Panoosto ? ano to win 
fmae ano glory by taeir prowesse anu valour, Pauaosto* whose 
ninde was fraught with princely libei'-ality, eutertayned the
7.
Kings, Princes, and noble men with such subrnisse curtesie, 
and magnifical bounty, that they all sawe how willing he 
was to eratifie their good wils, making a gtnerall feast 
for his L'ubiects, which continued by the spact of tvcntie 
J? dayes: all which time the lustes and Turneys were kept to 
the- great content both o-' the Lordes and Ladies there present. 
This solemno tryumph beine; once ended, the assembly taking 
their loaue of Pandosto and Bell aria; the youn£- sonne (who 
was called Ga'\iDter) was nursed vp in the house, to the
10 greet ioy anc content of the parents. Fortune enuious of such 
happy successe, willing to saew*. sa..o signo of her inconstoneie, 
turned her wheele, anc', darkncd their aright sun jf prosperitie, 
with the Histie cloudes of raisliap and ciisery. For- it so 
happened thnt Egistus King of {^ycilia< who in his youth had
15 bene brought vp with Pjmgost,o, desirous to shewe that neither 
tracte of tine, nor distance of place could dininish their 
forme- friendship, prouided a np.uie of ships, anc sayleo into 
Boheraio to visite his olt, friend and companion, who hearing 
of his arriuall, went himselfe in person, and his wife
2^ Bellaria« accompani .d with a prvat trai ~.e of Lords and Ladies, 
to meete _£pjLstus: and espyinj him, alighted fron his horse, 
eabraced him very louingl? , protesting that nothing in the 
world could haue happened more acceptable to him tlien his
8,
codding, wishing his wife to welcome his olde friend and 
acquaintance; who (to she we how she liked him whom her husband 
loued) inter-/tayned him with such familiar curtesie, as A1* 
Egistus percciueo himselfe to bee verie well welcome. After 
5 they had thus saluted anc embraced eche other, they mounted 
againe on horsbacke, and rode toward the Citie, deuising and 
recounting, howt- being children they hac passed their youth 
in friendely pastimes: where, by the meaner of the Citizens, 
I^gistus was receyued with triumphs and showes in such sort, 
10 that he maruelled how on so small a warning they coulde make 
such preparation. Passing the streetes thus with such rare
sightes, they rode on to the Pallace, where Pandosto entertained 
Sgjstus and his ;;yciliaiis with such banqueting and sumptuous 
cheare, so royally, as they all had cause to commend his 
princely liberality, yea, the verie basest slaue that was 
knowne to come from 1^/cjLlJU; was vsed with such curtesie, that 
mifj-it easil, perceiue how both hee and ;iis were
honored for his friendes sake. Bgli£Xi§ (who in her time 
was the flower OL' curtesie) willing to shew how vnfa>nedly 
20 shee looued her husband by his friends intertainenent, vsed 
him likewise so familiarly, that her countenance bewraied
how her ninde was a Tected towardes idm: of tontines conicdng 
herself o into his bed chamoer, to see that nothing should
19s curtesie) _7 curtesie, A
be amis to mislike him. This honest faniliarity increased 
dayly more and more betwixt them: for ikllarJLa noting in 
E^istus a princely and bountiful.; tai.ide, adorned with sundrie 
and excellent qualities, anc1 j^istus f incline in her a vertuous 
5 and curteous disposition, there grew such a secret vniti^g 
of their a fections, that the one could not well be without 
the company of the other: in so much thai when Pandos.tpv was 
busied with such vrgent affaires, that hee conic not bee present 
with his friend &&ig tus , Bel.larima woulc walke with him into
10 the Garden, where they two in priuat anc pleasant deuises 
would passe away the tirae to both their contents. This 
custonie still continuing betwixt them, 'a certaine mcl. ncholy 
passion entrinp the ninde of Pandpsto, draue him into sundry 
and co ibtfull thoughts. First, he called to minde the beauty
15 of "iis wife Bellaria, the co? eline^ and brauerie o; his friend 
, thinking that Loue was oboue all Lawes, and therefore
to be staied with no Law: that it w.:;s hard to put fire and 
flaxe together without burning: that their open pleasures 
might breede his secrete displeasures. He considered with 
20 himself c tha r ii£istu§ wts a nan, and raust needes loue: that 
his wife was a woman, / ano therfore subiect vnto loue, and 
tliat where fancy forced., friendship was of no force. These and 
such like doubt full thoughtes a long time smoothering in his
10.
stonacke, beganne at last to kindle in hi« rainde a secret 
mistrust, which, increased by suspition, grewe at last to a 
flaming lealousie, that so tormented him as he could take no 
rest. He then bej;an to nersure all their actions, and to 
5 misconstrue of their too priuate faniliaritie, iudgine that 
it was not for honest affection, but for disordlnate fancy, 
so that hee began to watch them more nan^owely, to see if 
hee could gette any true o~" certaine proofe to conrirme his 
doubtfull suspition. ivMle thus he noted their lookee and
10 gestures, and suspected their thoughtes and raeaninces, they 
two seely soules who doubted nothing of this his treacherous 
intent, freouented daily ea*he others companie, which draue him 
into such a franticke passion, that he beganne to beare a 
secret hate to L.^istus, and a lowrinc countenaunce to -Jellaria^
15 who marueiling at such vnaccustoraeo frowns, bef.:an to cast 
beeyonc; the Moone, and to enter into a thousand sundrie 
thoughtes, which way she should offend her husband: but finding 
in her selfe a cleare conscience, ceassed to muse, via til such 
tiae as she :dght finu fit opportunitie to detacuno t.ie cause
20 of his dumps. In the meane time Pandostoes minde was so farre 
charged with Jealousy, that he did no longer doubt, but was 
assured (as he thought) that his Friend .^/listu.g had entered 
a wrong pointc in his tables, anc so had i^layec hiia false
2s which, _7 I;
II.
play: whervpon desirous to reuenge so great an iniury, he 
thought best to dissemble the grudge with a faire and friendly 
countenance: and so vnder tae shape of a friend, to shew him 
the tricke of a foe. Deuising with himself a long tine how 
5 he might best put away Eftistus without suspition of treacherous 
murder, hee concluded at last to poyson him: which opinion 
pleasing his hunour, lie becone resolute in his determination, 
and the better to bring the natter to passe he called vnto 
him his cupbearer, with whom in s .cret he brake the matter:
10 proQisinG to him for the performance thereof, to gcue him a 
thowsande crownes of yearely reuenues: his cupbearer eytner 
being of'a gooc conscience, or willing for fashion sake, to 
deny such a bloudy request, beg-n with great reasons to 
pcrswade Pajndosto from his determinate mischief; shewing him
15 woat an offence ciurther was to tae Gods: how such vnnaturall
actions did more displease the heauens, than / men: and that
/""from Bl,1592_7 causeles crueltie did seldo e or neuer escape without reuenge:
he layd before his face, that ^istus was his friend, a king, 
and one that was come into his kingdarae, to coriTiruc- a 
20 league of perpetuall atiiltie betwixt them, that he had and 
did shew him a most friendly countenaunce, how l^j.
was not onely honored of his owne people b;r obedience, but 
also loued of the Bohemians for his curtesie. Anc taat if now
12,
he should without any lust or manifest cause, poyson him, 
it would not only be a great dishonor to his Maiecty, and 
a rneanes to sow perpetuall enmitie betweene the Sicilians 
and the Bohemians, but also hie owne subiectes would repine 
5 at such trecherous crueltie. These ana such like persuasions 
°£ F"' Laniop (for so was his cupbearer called) could no 
whit p-^euailc- to dissuade him froci his deuilisii enterprise, 
but reaainiae resolute in his determination, his furit so 
Tiered with rage, as it could not ^e appeased with reason:
10 he began witii bi:;ter taunts to take vp ais Qan, and to lay 
before him two baytes: preferment, anc death: saying that if 
he would poyson LKJsj:us , he should acuaunce him to high 
dignities: if he refused to do it of an obstinate rainde, 
no torture should be to great to requite his disobedience*
15 :Tanion seeing, that to perswade 1-anU.osto any more, was but
to striue against the streane; consented a£ soone as oportunity 
woulo giuc hia leaue to dispatch jf^gl£_tus, wherewith Panc.pgtp 
reiaained soc«hat satisfied, hoping that now he should be 
fully reuengec of such mistrusted iniuries, inteudi.^ also
20 assoone as ^isUis was dead, to giue his wife a eop of the 
Base sawce, and so be rid of those w^iich were the cause of 
his restles sorrow, While tauc he liuec in this hope, -'ranion 




treason is loued of many, but the traitor
hated of all: vniust offences nay for a time escape without 
danger, but neuer without reuenge, thou art seruant to a 
5 king, and must obey at conriaund: yet I^n;Lon. against law 
and conscience, it is not gooc to resist a tyrant with arises, 
nor to please an vniust king with obedience. What saalt thou
do? Folly refuseth / gold, anu frensie preferment, wisedoae
/13lv, 1592J7
seeketh after ciignitie, and counsel looketh for gayne.
is a stranger, to thee, and jPandosto thy soueraigne:
thou hast little cause to respect the one, ano oughtest to 
liaue great care to obey the other. Thinke this P'ranipn , that 
a pound of golci is worth a tunne of leaa, rreat, girts are 
little Gods, anci preferment to a oeane nan, is a whetstone
15 to courage: the- e is nothing sweeter than promotion, nor 
lighter then report: care not then though uost count thee a 
traytor, so all cal thee rica. idgnitie (Frjaiiion) aduaunceth 
thy posteritie, anu euill report can hurt but thy selfe, 
Know this, where Eagles build, Faalcons may pray: were
20 Lyons h'unt, Foxes may steale. Kings are knowon to coimaaunde, 
seruaunts are blau^lesse to consent: feare not thou then to 
lift at ^is-.tus • J^ildogto shall bearc the burthen* Yea but
8« refuseth J7 refused ,B
Franion r conscience Is a worme that euev blteth, but neuer 
ceaseth: that which is rubbed with the s:one
will neuer be hot. Flesh oipped in the sea Aegeum T will 
neuer be sweete: the hearbe ^rarJ;On being once bit with an 
5 Aspis neuer groweth, and conscience once stayned with innocent 
bloud, is alwayes tyed to a guilt ie remorse, Preferro thy 
content before riches, and a cleare^.ind before dignities 
so bein^ poore thou shalt Liaue rich peace, or els rich, thou 
shalt enioy disquiet.
10 Franion hauln<_. muttered out these or such like uords, 
seeing either he must dye with a cleare minde, or liue with
a spotted conscience: he was so corabered wit;; diner., cogit­
ations
that 'i& could take no rest, vntill at last he determined to 
breake the natter to L gist us, but fearing that the king
15 should either suspect or he are of sucii matters , he concealed ~% 
the deuise till oportunitie vould penait him to reueale it. $
I 
Lingring thui; in doubtfull feare, in an euening he w*..nt to :^
jb rictus lodging, anc desirous to breake v?ith him of certeiiie 1
affaires thr t touched the king, after all w^re cocr.iaun<kd I
( 
20 out of the chamber: Franion ma' e nicnifest, the whole conspiracies'^
which Pan d os to had deuiscd against him, desiring j^.-
not to acconpt hin a trr.ytor for bewraying his maister 
J7 ^pi~stus D -
counsell, but to thinke that he did it for conscience, 
hoping that although his rnaister inflated with race, or 
incensed by some sinister reportes or slaunderous / ^"32,159.27 
speaches, hau imagined feueh causelesse mischief: yet when 
5 tirae should pacific his anger, and trie those talebearers 
but flattering Parasites, then he would count hita as a 
faithfull seruaunt, that witn such care- had kept his raaisters 
credit. JEjg&stug hac not fall: heard T^ranlpn tell forth his 
tale, but a quaking feare possessed all his limmes, thinking 
10 thac there was some treason wrought, and that Franipn did but 
shauov his craft with these false colours: wherefore- lie 
began to waxe in cholor, and sayd that he doubted not
sith he was his friend, and there hac neuer as yet bene any 
breach of anitie: he had not sought to inuade his lands, to 
conspire with his enemies, to dissuade his subiectes from 
their allegeance: but in word ana thought he rested his at 
all tines: he knew not therfore any cau^e that shoulc raoue 
Partciqsto to seeice his death, but suspected it to bo a 
compacted knauery ov the I^e^iirms, to bring the king 
20 and hin at or3des. Franiqn staying him in the midst of his 
talke, told hin that to dally with Princes was with the 
swannez to sing agaynst their death, and that if the 
Bohemians had Intend d any such secret mischief, it might
16.
haue bone better brought to pas.c:e then by reuealing the 
conspiracles therefore his Maiestie die ill to misconstrue 
of his good meaning, sith his intent was to hinder treason, 
not to become a traytor and to confinae his premises, if it 
5 please hie Maiestie to flee into ^yciliff for the safegard 
of his life, he would go with him: ant if then he found not 
such a practise to be pretended, let his imagined trecherie 
be repayed with most monstrous torments. Kgislvus hearing the 
solenne protestation of Franion: becan to consider, that in
10 loue and kingdomec, neither faith, nor law is to be respected: 
doubting that Pancl^osto thought b;; his death to destroy his 
men, and with speedy warre to inuade Svcj.li as there and such 
doubtes throughly weighed, he gaue great thanl:es to F^rard.on ? 
promising if he mipht with life returne to /'^racusg., that he
15 would create him a Duke in S^cllia: crauing his counsell how 
he might escape out of the countrey. Zranlon, who hauing some 
small skill in ITauigatio., was well acquainted with the Fortes 
and Haue-ns, and fciev; euery daunger in the f-ea, ioyning in 
counsell with the Haister of iigistu^, llauie, rirgeo all their /
20 ships, and setting taem a floate let the'i lye at anker, to /~B2v9
1592JT 
be in the more readiness© when tirae and wind should serue.
Fortune although blind, yet oy chance fauoring this iust 
cause, sent then within 6. dayes a good gale of wind, which
17.
Franlon seeing fit for their purpose, to put Pandosto. out of 
suspition, the night before they should saile, he went to 
him and promised, that the next da; he would put the deuiae 
in practise, for he had got such c forcible poyson as the 
5 very smell thereof should procure sodfdne death, Pandosto 
was ioyfull to heare this good newes and thought euery houre 
a day till he night be glutted with bloudy reuenge, but his 
suite had but ill successes for Efiistu^ fearing that delay 
^' might breede daungcr, and willing that the grass e should
10 not be cut fro : vnder ..is feete, taking bagcc and bag rage 
with the helpe of I^r anjLgn , conueyed himself and his >;en out 
of a posterne gate of the Citie so secretl: , and speedely, 
that v;ithout any suspition they got to the sea shoare, uhere, 
with man; a bitter curse taking their leoue of ^johomia T they
15 went aboord, weighing their Ancres: and hoysting saylc, they 
pa.sed as fast as winde and sea woiilo permit toward es -'^c 
E^istUG being a ioyfull man, that he had safel;y past such
trechcrous perils. But as t -ey were quittl; flouting on the 
sea, so PaiiCoGtp and his Citiseas were in an vprores for 
20 seeing that the Sicilians without taking their le-ue were 
fled away by night, the ^.ojieriians feared so le treason, and ^ 
the king thought that without question hit; suspition was 
true, seeing his cupbearer hau bewrayed the sumac of his
1: Pandosto _7 £; Pandas to B 5: Pandosto __7 D; Pandas to E
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secret pretences whereupon he began to imagine^ that I?raaioD 
and his wife •jelliarla ha£ conspired with h|dstus t and that the 
feruent affection she bare him, was the onely ineanes of hla 
secret departure', in so much that incons'.d with rage, he 
5 coatEiaunded that his wife should be carried to straight 
prison, vntill they heard further of his pleasure. The 
guarde vrwilling to lay their hands on such a virtuous
Prlncesse, and yet fearing the kings furie, vent very scr-rov-
fully 
to fulfill their charge, comming to the Queones lodging,
10 they fount, her playing with her young oo,;ne Gar inter. vnto 
whon with teares doing the message: ; iemllaria astonished at 
such a hard censure, anc linoing her cleare conscience a 
sure aduocate to pleade in her case, vent to the prison 
most -willingly: where with sighs am. teares,/ she past
15 away the time till she might co:;e to her triall.
But Pandostp« whose reason was suppressed with rage, 
and whose vnbridled folly was incensed with furie: seeing 
Franion had bewrayed his secrets, and that Justus might 
wel be raylec on, but not reuenged: detcnjined to wrecke all
20 his wrath on poore H§llarin, he therfore caused a geaerall 
Proclamation to be made through all his realcx.-, that the 
Queene and Egl§t,u^ hau ^y the helpo of Fraiiicaa riot only 
committed most incestuous adulterie, but also had conspired
19.
Wherupon the Traitor Franipn WEE fled away 
vith EKistus. and Beliaria was most iustly imprisoned, ; This 
Proclamation being once blazed through the countrey, although 
the vertuous disposition of the Queene did halfe discredit 
5 the contents: yet the sodaino and speedie passage of fi/j.stus, 
and the secret departure of I'raniou induced them (the 
circumstances throughly considered) to thinke that both the 
Proclamation was true, and the King greotly iniured: jyet they
r o |pitied her cas>, as sorowful that so good a Ladie should be
^ 10 crossed vith such aduerse Fortune.\ But the King, whose 
restlesse rage would adnit no pity, thought that although 
he night sufficiently recuitt his wiuei- falshood with the 
bitter plague of pinch5.ng penurie, yet his rainde should 
neuer be glutted with reuenge, till he might haue fit time 
15 and oportunitie to repay the treacherie of E/j.sjtug with a fatall 
iniurie. But a curst Cow hath oft times short homes, and a 
willing mind, but a weake arme: for £andocto although he felt, 
that reuenge was a spurre to warre, and that enuic alwayes 
profferet'i steele, yet he saw, that E^gistus was not onely 
20 of great puissance, and prowesse to withstand him, but had 
also taany Kings of uls alliance to ayde him, if neede should
^ serue: for he was married to the Emperors daughter of Fus_sia.
^ These and such like considerations somethinf daunted Pa.ndpstp
15: treac ierie of E^istus J7 trecherie of Egistus D; treaciierie
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his courage, so, that he was content rather to pat vp a 
manifest Iniurie with pecce, than hunt after reuenge with 
dishonor and losse: determining since jSfjLstuj? had escaped 
scotfree, that Be.llariji should pay for all at an vnreaso iable 
5 price.
Remaining thus resolute in this determination, Bellari.g 
continuing still in prison, and hearing the contents of the 
Proclamation, imowinc that her mind was neuer touched with /
such affection, nor that EKistus had euer offered her sucn /B3
1592J7 
10 diseurtesie, would gladly haue come to her answer, that both ,
she might aaue Imowne her vniust accusers, ano cleared her 
selfe of that gui.ltles:e crine,
But ^Pandpstp was so enf lamed with rage, and infected with 
lealousic as lie voulci not vouchsafe to heare her nor autait
15 any iust excuse, so that she was faine to make a ve-tue of 
her neede, and with patience to beare thes-- heauie iniuries, 
As thus she lay crossed with calanities (a great cause to 
increase her grief e) she found her selfe quicke with child: 
which assoone as she felt s;ir in her bxde, she burst
20 foorth into bitter teares, exclaiming against fortune in
Alas Bellaria^ hoxv infortunate art thou because fortunc.t,
21*
better hadst thou bene borne a beg^er than a Prince: so 
shouldest thou haue briciled Fortune ^ith want, where now 
she sporteth her sclfe -with thy plentie. Ah happy life 
where poore thoughts, and -cane desires line in secure content, 
5 not fearing Fortune because to l:rw for fortune, thou seest 
$T that care is a companion to honor, not to
pouertie, (that high Caeders are frushed with ter.pests, when 
low shrubs are n:>t toucht with the wind: precious Diamonds 
are cut with the file, whei: despised peables lie safe in the
10 sand: Dgl.ipjios is sought to by Princes, not begeers: and 
Fortunes altarc smoke with Kings presents, not with poore 
mens gifts. Happy are such ^ ellarjLg, thac curse /'ortune 
for conteupt, not feare, and may wish they were, not sorrow 
they haue bene, Thou art a Princesse, Bellaioa, and yet a
15 prisoner, borne to the one by discent, assigned to the other 
by despite, accused without cause, and therforc ouchte^t to 
die without care: for patience is a shield against Fortune, 
and a girltlesse nind yeeldeth nob to sorow. Ah, but Infarnie 
galleth vnto death, and liuetu after death: Report is plumed
20 with Times feathers, and iinua.e oftentimes soundeth Fames 
trumpet: thy suspected a.'.-ultorie saall :iy in the rirc, and 
thy knowne vortues shall ly hid in the3 earth: one Moale 
staynetii a whole face, and what is once spotted with Infamy
5: low forj/ Collierj low. For £
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can hardly .be uorne out with tine. Die then
Bellarja dies for if tlu; Cods shoult. say thou art guiltlecse, /
yet enuie would heare the Coos, but neuer beleeue the Goes, /EPf*
1592J7 
Ah haplesse wretch, cease these tearmes: desperat. thoughts
J> are fit for them that feare shame, not for such ac hope for 
credite, Pan dog to hath darloied thy fame, but shal neuer 
discredit thy vertues* Cuspition Eiay enter a false act ; . on, 
but proof e shall neuer put in his plea: care not then for 
enuie, sith report hatn a blister on her tongue: and let sorrow
10 bite them which oi'fend, not touch thee that arc faioltlesse, 
But alas poore soule, hove canst thou but sorrow? Thou art .. 
with child, and by him that in steed of kind pitie pincheth 
thee in cold prison. And with that such gasping sighes so 
stopped her breath, that she coulc not vtter any mo words,
15 but wringing her hand::, and gushinr foorth streames of teares, 
she parsed away the time with bitter complaints*
The laylor pitying these her heauy passions, thinking 
that if the king knew she were- with child, he would somwhat 
appease ais furie, and release her from prison, went in all 
20 hast, and certified Fancosto what the effect of I>e 11 arias
/ •HMMMM *i •*••»•" •••n!- mi !«•< •^^W^M*W M i* -*ni"
complaint was: who no sooner heard the iaylour spy she was 
with child, but as one poc seeded with a phrensie, he rose
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vp in a rage, swearing that she and the bastard brat she was 
withal, should dy, if the gods themselves said no: thinking 
assuredly by computation of time, tha;; &gj gt as « and not fee, 
was father to the child. This suspitlous thought called a
5 fresh this halfe healed sore, in so much as he could take noI ' ' •
rest, vntil he mij.'ht mitigate his c holer with a iust reuerige, 
which happened presently after. For Bellaria was bro;i'nht to 
bed of a faire and beautiful, daughter, which no sooner
to heard , bat he determined that both Bel^aj^a. .and
10 the yong infant should be burnt with 'ire. His Wobles hearing 
of the Kings cruel sentence, sought by pcrswasionc to diuert 
him from this bloody determination* laying before his face 
the innocencie of the child, and the vertuous disposition of 
his uife, how she had continuall ' louo-0. and honored him so
15 tenderl •, t.!ia- without due proof he could not, nof ought 
not to appeach her of that crine. And if she ha-- faulted, 
yet it -were more honorable to pardon with raercy, then to 
punish with esrtrenity, and more Kingly, to je comr.iended of
pitv, then accused of riror, And as'/ for the child, ir he
1592^ 20 should punish it for the mothers of fence , it vcere to striue
against nature and iustice: and that vnnaturall actions 
do More offend the Gods then men: how causelecse cruel tie, 
nor innocent blouci neuer ucapes without ^euenge. These and
such like reasons could not appease his rage, but he rested 
resolute in this, that ^.M.-liar iff being an aculteres;--.e, the 
child was a bastard, and he would not suffer that such an 
. infamous bret should call him father. Yet at last (seeing 
Jf his noble nen were in : ortimatse vpon him) lie was content to 
spare the childs life, and yet to put It to a worser death.
I
For he found out this deuise, that seel .g (as he thought)
it came by Fortune-, so he vovJLd corm/iit it to the charge
of Fortune, and therfore he caused a 1.1 tic cock-boate to be
10 prouided, wherein he nesnt to nut the babe, anc then send it 
to the ;nercie of the seas, and the destinies. From ir-hic, his 
Peeres in no vise coal- persuade him, but that he cent 
presently two of hi? Card to fetch the chile, who beirif come 
to the prison, and with weepinc teares recounting their maisters
15 message: Ee^llariB no sooner heard the rigorous resolution 
of her nercilesse husband, but she fell dovne in r. sound, 
so tha:: all thought she hac bin de&••.., yet at lest being come 
to her selfe, she cried and scriched out in this wise.
Alas sweete infortunate babe, scarse borne before enuied 
20 by fortune: would the day of thy birth had bin the tearme 
of thy life, then shouldest chou iiauo node an end to care, 
and preuented thy fatheri ^igor. Thy faults cannot yet deserue
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such hatcfull reuenee, thy dayes are too short for so sharpe 
a ooome, but thy vntiael;y dor.th nust pay thy mothers debtes, 
and her guiltlesse crime must be thy gastly curst. And snalt 
thou sweete babe be committed to fortune? When thou art 
5 alreadie slighted by fortune: shall the sear; be thy harbour, 
and the hard boate thy cradle? Shall thy tender mouth in 
steede of sweete. kisses, be nipped •with bitter s tomes? Ehalt 
thou haue the whistling vindn for thy Lullabie, and the salt 
sea fone in steed of sweet nilke? Alas, vaat destinies vould 
10 asslpne such hard hap? What father wooU be so cruell? Or 
\vhat cods vil not rouenge such rigor? Let me kisse thy lips 
(sv/eet Infr-nt) and net thy tender cheekes with my teares,
ai-.d put thin chaine / about thy litle necke, that if fortune /C
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saue thee, it day helpe to succour thee. Thus, since thou
15 must go to surge in the gastfull seas, with a sorrowfull kisce 
I bicl thee farewell, and I pray the Gods thou raayst fare well, 
£ueh, anc so great was her tjriei'i:., that her vital spirits 
being suppressed with sor TV;, she fell againe dovne in a 
traunce, hauinc her sences so sotted with care, that after
20 she was reuiuec, yet she lost her iaerio"ie, and lay for a 
grea. time without rnouing as one in a traunce. The gard 
left her in this pe^plexitie, and carieo the chile to the
kinr, who cuite / deuoide o:' •oity, cosrianded that without Cl'
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delay it should bee put In the boat, hailing neither sail© 
nor other to g.iid it, ana so to bet; carried into the nidst 
of the sea, and there 1-. f t to the uind and wane as the 
destinies please to appoint. The very shipiuen seeing the 
5 sweete countenance of the yong babe, began to accuse the 
King of rigor, a-xi to pity the childs hard fortune; but feare 
coastrayned t.iem to tha*. w.iich sheir naturt cid abiio^re: so 
that they placed it in one o'' the enus of the boat, and with 
a few grec^e bows made a hontly cabmen to shroud it • s they
U could from wind and weacaers hauing thus trimned the boat 
they tiid It to a ship, ana so haled it "into the mayne Sea, 
and t;ien cut In sunder the eoarce, which they had no -sooner 
done, but there arose a nighty tempest, which tossed the 
little Boa^e so vchenientlv in the waues, that the shinmen
15 thought it eov-lde not continue loage without sinckii:. , yea 
the sto-:ne grewe so greet, that with :a.ich labour and per ill 
they got to the shoare. But leaning the Childe to her fortunes, 
Againc to Paadosto, who not yet glutted -with sufficient 
rcuenge, deuised which way he should best increase his Wiues 
celamitie, Jut first assembling his Hob2.es and Counsellors,
20 heo called li^i for the mo"e reproc'^ into open Cou^'t, where it 
was obic-cted against her, that she ha--" ccKaiaitxed aculte^ ie- 
with K^i.stus, and conspired with Franioii to poyson Pandosto
her husband, but their pretence being partely spyed, shee 
counselled them to file away by night for their better safety,
stanoi c like a prisoner a1, the riarre,, reeling
in her selfe a cleare Conscience to withstand her f,- j.se 
5 accusers: seeing thnt no les.e then de^th. could pacific her 
husbands wrat;:, waxed bolde, and desired that she might aaue 
Lawo and lustice, for mercy shee neythe^ craued nor hoped 
for, anc that those periurec wretches, which hac falsly 
accused aer to the Kin[;, might be brought before her face, 
10 to giue in euidence. But Pandos.to, whose ragt and lealousie 
way such, as no reason, no'" eq title could aopease: t^ldc her, 
that Tor her accusers they v/ere of such credite, as tiieir 
wordes -were sufficient witnesse, anc that the sodaine and 
secret flight of ^£istus, and F^joon confirmed that which
15 they had confessed: and as for aer- 5 it war her partc to deny
i
such a monstrus crime, anc to be inpuderit In forswearing 
the feet, since shee had past all shame in con . littinj; the 
fault: but her stale countcnaunce shoulc stand fry no coyne, 
fvr r.s the Bastard x^hich / she bare was seruec, so she should Civ 
20 with some c rue 11 death be requited. Bell aria no whit dismayed 
with t.Ms ^ourh reolv, tolde her Husband PanOost.^, that he
i_- i X f •1^.1" '«>'«•«•«*•' *»M-"^" •*'*•- f
spake vpon choller, anc] not; conscience: for he" vertuous 
life had beene euer such, a:; no :.-:pot O:.' suspition co ild euer
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staine. And if she hao borne a frendly countenauncc to 
E|?istus r it was in respect he was his friende, and not 
for any lusting affection: therefore, i she were condemned 
without any further proofc, it was rigour, and not Law. 
5 The noble men which sate in iudgenent, said that Bellaria 
spake reaso., and intreated the king that the accusers might 
be openly examine',:, ond sworne, and if then the euidence v; re 
such, as ti!.e lury mirht finde he- guilty (for seeing she was a 
Prince she ought to be tryed by her peeres) then let her
10 haue such punishment as the extrenitie of the Law will assigne 
to such malefactors. The kin£ presently made answere, that in 
this c so he mi^ht, and wo ild dispenco with the Lav;, anc, that 
the lury being once parmeld, they should take his word for 
sufficient euidencej otherwise he would make the proudest
15 of them repent it, T <e noble men seeing t e king in choler, 
wer. all whis ., but EejUj^rJUi, whose life then hung in the 
ballaunce, fearing more perpetuall infeme, then momentp.rie 
death, ;olde tie king, if his furie might stand for a Law, 
that it were vsine to houe the lury yeeld tneir verdit,
20 anc therefore she fcjl downe vpon her knees, and desired 
the king that for tae loue he bare uo liis younp sonne 
Garinter, whomo she brought into the world, that hee woulde 
graunt her a recuest, which was this, that it would please
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his raaiestie to send sixe of his noble nen whoue he best 
trusted, to the Isle or jjolrihas, the: e to enquire of the 
Oracle of Appllo y whether she had committed adultery with 
or conspired to poycon him with "ranion: anc: if
5 the God /.polio, who by his deuine essence loiew al secrets," 
eaue ansvere that she was guiltie, she ver content to suffer 
any torment, were it neuer so terrible. The request was so 
reasonable, thz,t Fane os to could not for shame deny it, 
vnlesse he woulde boe counted of all nir subiects nore wil?ull 
10 then vise, he therefor;- agreed, thai: with as nuch speede 
as night be- there should be certain© Liabassadores dispatched 
to the lie of De-jf.jjhgis : and in the meane season lie 
that his wife should ^e kept in clos- prison.
hauinr; obtained this graunt, was now raore / care full fo" her 02 
15 little babe that floated on the Seas, then sorrowfull for- her 
owne mishap. Fov of that she doubted; of h-:- selfe shee was 
assured, knowin?-: if Ap^l.'J should giue Oracle according to 
the thoughts of the hart, yet. the sentence should goe one her 
side, such »as the clearenes of her nindc in this cane. But 
20 P.gi'Klps.tp (whose- suspitious hear sfci.ll remained in one song) 
chose out six of his Nobility, whom hee Icnew were scarse 
indifferent nen in the Queenes behalf e, and prouidinr all 
things fit for their iourney, sent them to J2§i2^2£ : they
12: he J Bj be A
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willing to fulfill* the Kinoes conitaaund, and desirous to see 
the situation anu custoat of the Hand, dispatched their 
affaires with as much speede as might be, and embarked 
theinselues to this voyage, which (the wind and weather 
5j serui ; g fit for taeir purpose) was soone ended. For within 
three weekes they arriued at Delphps f where taey were no 
sooner i.et on lande, but with great deuotion they went to 
the Temple of Apollo, and there o fring sacrifice to the 
GOD, and giftes to the Priest, as the custome was, taey husibly 
10 craned an aunswere of their deuaund: they hac. not lone kneeled 
at the Altar, but Apollo with a loude voice saide: Bohepiians T 
what you finde behinde the Alter take, and depart. They 
forthwith obeyiaf the Oracle founde a ecroule of parchraeut, 
wlierei-. was written these words in letters of Golde.
15 The Oracle,.
Suspition is no proofe: lealousie is an vnequall ludge: 
Bellaria is chast: Egistuc blanelesse: Franion a true subiecti 
Pandosto tre-cherous: his Babe an innocent, and the King 
shal liue without on hoire: if that which is lost be not 
20 founde.
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As soone as they had taken out this scroulo, t'^e Priest 
of the God comnaunded then that they should not presume to 
read it, before they cane in the presence of Pandouto: 
vnlesse they would ineurre the displeasure of Apollo. The 
5 -Bohemian Lords carefully obeying his conoaunci, taking their 
leaue of the Priest, with great reuerence departed out of 
the Temple, an< went to their ships, and assoone as wind 
would permit them, soiled toward / ; ohemia.wh.it her in short C2v 
tine they safely arriued, and vlt:i pro at tryump'n issuing out
10 of their fthips, went to tae Kin; es pallace, whoa the;/ found 
in his chamber accompanied with :>ther iiohle men: jfonciostp 
no sooner saw them, but with a 'ierrie co'intcnaunce he welcomed 
them home, as.cinc whrt newes: they tolde his Haiestie that- they 
hac receiued an aonswere of the Goo written in a scroule,
15 but with this caarge, that they should not rende the contents 
before they cane in t .e presence o^' the King, anc with that 
tiiey deliuerecl him the parcanont: but his Iioble men intreated 
him that sith therein was contayned eithe 1 the safetie of 
his Wiues life, and honesty, or her ce-th, and perpetuall
20 infamy, that he would haue-^ his Cobles and Co mons assembled 
in the iudrenent Hall, where the Queene brought in as 
pryco.:er, should he a re the contents: if shee were f jund 
guilty by the Oracle of the God, then all s ould haue cause
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to thinke his rigour proceeded of due desert: if her Grace 
were found faultlesse, then shee should bee cleared bel'ore 
all, sita she had bene accused openly. This pleased the King 
s.j, that he appointed the da>, a^d assembled al his Lords 
5 'and Commons, anu caused the Queene to be brought in Lefore 
the Judgenent seate, conr.iaunding thai; the inditenent shoulde 
bee reac,j wherein she was accused of adultery with JbpjLst.us• 
and of conspiracy with Franion; Be 1.1 • riri hearing the contentes, 
was no whit astonished, but nade this chearefull aunswer.
10 If the deuine powers bee priuy to humane actions (as no 
doubt they are) I hope my patience s all make fortune blushe,
and my vnslotted life sha 1 staine spightful discredit.
For although lying Re >ort hath sought to appeach mine honor,
and Sus ition hath intended to soyle my credit with infamie:
15 yet where Vertue keepech the Forte, Peport ana suspition 
may ascayle, but ne.ier sacks how I haue led :iy life before 
Keistus comming, I appeale Pancpstff to the Gods, auc, to tiiy 
conscience. What hat'i passed uetwixt him and me, the Gods 
onely know, and I hope will pres,ntl reueale: thai: I loued
20 Lgifftus I can not denie, that I honored hin I shame not to 
.coafes.e: to tac o.ie I was rorctd by hie virtues: to the 
othe" for his dignities, ''rat as touching lasciuious lust, I
12: spiglrt:ul J7 spitefull D; splghtfully A
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say .fciEiatus Is honest, and hope my selfe to be found without 
spot; for Franloru I can neither a> case him, nor excuse him: 
for I was not / priuic to his departure, and that this is C3 
true which I haue heere rehearsed, I referre my selfe to the 
5 deuine Oracle.
hau no sooner sayc, but the King comraaunded
tha: one of his Dukes shou'd reade the contentes of the 
scroule: which afte- the commons had heard, they gaue a 
great showt, reloysinp; and clappiuc their hands tiiat the
10 Queene was eleare of that false accusations but the King 
whose conscience was a witnesse against , ,im of his witlesse 
furie, and false suspected lealousie, was so ashamed of his 
rashe folly, tha he intreated his nobles to perswade Bellaria 
to forgiue, ant; forget these iniuriec: promising not onely
15 to shew himselfe a loyall and louing husband, out also to
reconcile himselfe to i^istus, and T'ranion '• reuealing then befor- 
them all t .e c; use of their secrete flights, anc how 
treac.:erously hee thounht to haue practised his derth, if 
the good uinde o^ his Cupbearer had not preuented his purpose.
20 As t.:us he was relating the whol«.. uatte^, there was worde 
brought him that his young sonne ^ariutor; was sodoinly 
deau, which newes so soone as Bolla^ia he arc , surcharged
before with extreame toy, and now suppressed with heauie 
sorrowe, her vitall spirites were so stopped, that she fell 
downe presently deao, and cotld be neuer reuiued. This 
sodaine si^;ht so appalled the Kinges Sences, that he sonck 
5 from his seate in a sound so as he was fayne to be carried
/
by his nobles to his Pollace, where hee lay by the space of 
three dayes without speache: his corarions were as men in 
dlspaire, so diuersly distressed: there was nothing but 
mourning and lamentation to be hoard throughout al jjohcnja.;
10 their young Prince dead, their vortuous Qutene bereaued of 
her life, and their King and i oueraij_ne in great hazard: 
this traricall discourse of fortune so daunted then, as they 
went like sha owes, not nen: yet somewhat to co...fort their 
heauie hearts, they heard tiiat Pandosto was cone to himcelfe,
15 and had recouered his speache, who as in a fury brayed out 
these bitter speaches.
0 miserable j^anoosto, wliat surer witness© then conscience? 
What thoughts more sower then sucpitlon? What plague nore bad 
then lealousie? Vnnaturall actions offend the Gods, more than 
20 nen, and causelesse crueltle neuer scape- without re- / ucnge: C3 
I haue connitted such a bloud^ fact, as repent I nay, but 
recall I cannot. Ah lealousie, a hell to the niride, and a 
horror to the conscience, surpressing reason, and inciting
1: with extreame _/ whit:; extrea:.ie A_
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rage; a worse passion then purensie, a greater plague than 
laadnesse. Are the Gocis lust? Thon let them reuenge such 
brutishe crueltie: ray Innocent Babe I haue drowned in the 
Seas: my loulng wife I haue slaine with slaunderous 
5 suspltion: my trusty friend I houe sought to betray, and yet 
the Gods are slacke to plague such offences. Ah vriiust 
Apollo, P^ancosto is the '.an thai; hath com itted the faulte:
why should Garinter y seely childe, abide the paine? Well 
sith the Gods mc-ane to prolong my dayes, to increase ray
10 dolour, I will offer r.iy guiltie bloud a sacrifice to those 
sackles soules, whose liues are lost by ny rigorous folly. 
And with that he reached at a Papier, to haue murdered 
himselfo, but his Pc-.eres being present, stayed hin from 
such e bloudy acte: perswa< ing him to think, that the
1? Common-wealth consisted on his safetie, and that those 
sheepe could not but perish, that wanted a sheepheard: 
wishing, that if hce would not liue for himselfe, yet he 
should haue ca^e of his subiects, and to put such fancies 
out of his minde, sith in so^es past he.p, sslues doe not
20 heale, but hurt: anC in thinpes post curt, care Is a
co^rasiue: with these and such like perswasions the Kinge 
was ouercome, <-?nc began somewhat to quiet his nince: so that 
assoone as hee could goe abroad, hee caused ids wife to bee
L
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embalmed, and wrapt in lead with her young so -ne Oar inter: 
erecting a rich and f am *us F-epulchre, wherein hee intonbed 
them both, racking such sollemne obsequies at her funeral, 
as al Bojiemiff might perceiue he did greatly repent him of 
5 his forepassed folly: causing this Epitaph to be ingrauen 
on her Tombe in letters of Golde:
*\ The, l^ijbaph.
Here lyes entombde Bellaria faire,
Falsly accused to be vnchaste: 
10 Cleared by Apollos sacred doome,
Yet slaine by lealousle at last,
What ere t iou be, that passes t by,
Cursse him that caucde this Queene to die. /
This Epitaph being Ingrauen, Pane! os to wo ilc" once a day 
repaire to the Tombe, and there with watry plaintes bewaile 
his misfort^me: couetine no other co pan I on but sorrowe, 
nor no other harmonic, but repentance. il-.t leauing him to 
fiis dolorous passions, at last let vs co':ie to shewe the 
tragicall discourse of the young infant.
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Who beelnc tossed with Winde, and Waue, floated two 
whole dales itiiout succour, readie at euery puffe to bee 
drowned In the Cea, till at last the Tempest eea:,: sed, anti the 
little boate was driuen with the tyde into the Coast of 
5 .Rycllia« where sticking vppou the sandes, it rested. Fortune 
minding to be wtmto ., willing to shewe that as sa« hath 
wrinekles on hevi orowes: so shte hat. dimples in her cheekest j 
thought after so -mny sower lookes, to lend a fayned smile, 
ant. after a puffing storne, to bring a pretty calraet shee
10 ber;m thus to dally. It fortuned a poore mercenary tiheepaenrd^ 
that dwelled in Gycilin t who got his liuins uy other raens 
floclc^s, nissed one of nis sheepe, and thinking it had 
strayed into the couert, that was hard ^y, sought very 
diligently to find that which he could not see, fearing
15 either that the w-)lues, or eagles had vndone him (for nee 
was so poore, as a sheepe was halfe his subsbaunce) 
wandered downe toward the ea cliffes, to see i" perchaunce 
the sheepe was browsing on the sea luy, whereon they 
greatly doe feede, but not finding her there, as he was
20 ready to returne to his flocke, "nee heard a chilue crie: 
but knowing there wns no house nere, he thought he had 
mistaken the sounci, and tha. it was the bleatyng of his 
Sheepe. Wherefore looking more narrowely, as he cast his
eye to the Sea, he spyed a little boate, fron whence as he 
attentlucly listened, ho -light heare the cry to cone: standii:; 
a good while in a maze, at last he went to the s'loare, and 
wading to the boate, as he looked in, he sav the little 
5 babe 1; ing al alone, read;' to die for hunge 1* anc colce, 
wrapped in a Mantle of fcarlet, richely iobrodered with 
Golde, and haulng a chayne abo'it the necke. The vSheepeheard, 
who before har. neuer seene so fairs a ^abe, nor so riche 
levels, thought assuredly, that it was some little God,
10 and began with great deuocion to knock on his breast. The 
Babe, who wrythed with the head, to seeke for the pap, 
began againe to cry a fresh, whereby the poore man knew that 
it / was a Childe, wiiich by sorie sinister neanec wao driuen 
thither oy distresse oi* weather: maruailing how such a seely
15 infant, wrdch by the Mantle, anc the Chayne, coulc' not be 
bat borne of Ho:jle Pcrentage, should be so hardly crossed 
with deadly misiiap. The poore sheepheard pe-rplexed thus 
with diuers thoughts, tooke pity of the childe, ani, determined 
with himself^, to carry it to the King, that there it night
20 be brought vp, according to the worthinesse of birth: f;>r his 
ability couloe not a forde to foster it, though his good. 
minde was willing to furtucr it. Taking therefore the uhylde 
in his arnet, as he foulded the nnntle together, trie better to
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defend it from colde, there fell downe at his foote a 
very faire anci riche purse, wherein he foundc a great sutnme 
oz" gj>lde: which sight so reuiued the suepheards spirits, as 
he was f.reatly rauished with ioy, ana dauntec. with f-are: 
5 loyfull to see such a surrme in his power, ane feareful if 
it shoulc ;)Q knowne, that it Might breede his further 
daunper. iiecessitie visht him at the lecst, to ru-taine the 
Golde, tiiouph he would not keepo the childe: the simplicity 
of his conscience feared hira from such deceiotfull briberie. 
10 Thus was t:ie poo'f-e raanne perplexec with a coubtfull Dilemng,, 
viitil at last the couetousnecse of the coyne oue^carne him:
for what wil.' not the greedy desire o 7" Golde cruse a nan to 
doe? So that he was resolued in himself e to foste^ the child, 
and vith the suranie to relieue ils wt-nt: restinc thus res xLirte
15 i'- this point, he left seeking of his sheepo, and as couertly. 
nnd secretly as he coulde, went by a by-way to his house, 
least any oi ais neighbours aaould perceaue his ca^lape: 
assoone as he was r*ot home, entrinp in at the doore, the childe 
bersn to eric, which his wife hesrinr, and seeing her husband
2) with a yong babe in his ariaes, be ran to bee sonevha- iclousse, 
yet narueiling that her husband should be so wanton abroad, 
sith he was so quiet at home: but as women are naturally
to bel-^eue the worste, so his uifo thinking it wars sone
9: of J B; if A
bastard: beganne to crow against her goodman, and taking vp 
a cudgel (for the most roister went breechles) sware 
solemnly thpt sh< e would ncke clubs trumps, if hoc bnupht 
any bastard brat within he-p dore.c-.\ \ i'ue goouman seeing ais 
wife in her maiestie with her raace in her hand, thought 
it was tine to bowe for feare of blowes, and desired her to 
be quiet,for tliere was non such natter: but if she could 
holde her peace, they were made for eucr: and with / that Dl 
he told heT the whole natter, how he had found the childe
10 in a little boat, without any succour, wrapped in that 
costly mantle, and heuing that rich chaine about the neck: 
but a;, last when he sieved he-- the purse full.of golc, she 
began to sinper something sweetely, and taki.:g her husband 
aiiout the neck, kissed hin after her honely fashion: sa; ing
15 t'la site hoped God 'ind seene their v;ant, and now jent to
relieeue tneir pouerty, and seeinc they could get no children, 
had sent theia this little babe'to be their heire. Take hc-ede 
in any cr:.e (quoth the shepherd) that you be secret, and 
blab be it nat out when you mee-te v;ith yoar gossippes,
20 for if you uoe, wo arc like not oi;ly to loose the Golde
and levels, but our other pioodLt and liues. Tush (quota his 
wife) profit Is a good hatch before the doore: feare not, 
I haue othe^ things to tallie of tlien of this: but I pray
you let rs lay vp the money surely, and the levels, least by 
any mishap It be spied. After that they hat net all things 
in order, the sheplieard wont to his sheepe with a merry note, 
and the good wife learned to sing lullaby :..t hone with her
5 yo -g ba'je, wrapping it in a homely blanket in sted of a
rich nantle: nourishing it so clenly and carefull. as it be; an 
to be a ioll girle, in so much that jthey beran both 01 
therrTto >e ve^y t'oad 01' it, s^ei.^;, u.. it waxed in n t, so 
it increased in beauty. The shepher.rc euery night at his 
10 conning hone, woulc sing an., ciaunce it on his knee, and prattle, 
thai in a short time it began to speake and call him Dad, , 
and her Mam: at las; when it grew to ripe yoerer, that it 
wr>- r'- >'it seuen yeares qldejjthe saeph^ard left keeping of 
other mens sheepe, and with the money he found in the purst, t 
he bought him t'\e lease o_" a pretty farine, atid got a smel
flockc o-' sheepe, i;hica wheu l^a/vaiia (for s ; they named the 
child) came to the a : c of ten ye res, hee set he r to l;eepe, 
and shee v.'ith such dili[ nee perfo?-ned her caarge as the sheepe 
prospered -narueilously vnde^ her hanu* jj^ynia thought TPTQrr_us 
20 had ben her fattier, anu aoi^s her mother, (for so was the 
shepheard and his i^ife called) and honoured and obeyed them 
with such reuerence, that all the neighbours praised the 
duetifull obedience of the child. Pprrus grewe in short
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tine to bee a man of some wealth, ana credite: for fortune- 
so fauoured him in hauiug n.j charge but Fawniay / that he Dlv 
; began to purchase land, inteuoing_after nid_eatn _to__£iuc.
to his dauhter' so that diuerse rich f arciers soones- •-_ .__ 
5 catae as woers tp his house if or Fawnia was sometaiug
clenly attired, bee ing of such singular beautii. ana excellent 
wittc, that whoso, save her, would haue thought shee hoc! l
sonie he ausnly^ nymph, auti not a aortal crerturesj \in so tauc.ij ,
tiiat wheri she ca- e to the are of sizteene yeereo, s.xee so
i». 
lOi increase^ with exeultite X!er"ect": on both of body and rainde,
as i'.er nacaral oispositio.. ui_ ^c,,-, ^aat she wai; ^orne 
of some high parentage: but the people thinking she was 
caugater to the shepharc Porr us ; reBtec only amazed at hir 
beauty ariu i.it: yea she won such fau.jur anc conoenclntions
15 in euery taant: eye, as her beautie was not onely praysed in 
the countrey, but als ;• spoken of in the Court; yet such was 
her suci-ilsse modectie, that althoufh her praise daily increased, 
her ilnd was no wiiit puffed vp with pride, but humbled her 
selfo as became a country raayde and the uaughte:' of a poore
20 sheepheard. Euery day she vent fo- • tL -with her ts.^.-epe to the 
field, keeping then v;ith such care ; nc dill enet; , as e.l a€-n j 
thoup.;t she was vcrie palnfull, defendiiif: her face from 
the heat of the sunne with no othcT- vale, but vii • h r pp^lpnd
3: death to _J 3; j^ckin;; in _ A^jjocause^ or^^i?:.Eiaj:e to^ the^ copy
made of bowes and flowers: which atire became her- so 
gallantly, as shee seeaed to lee the Goudesse j'j.p.ra her 
selfe for beauty,^ Fortune, who al t:iis while had shewed a 
frendly face, be^an now to turne her back, anc to sheve a 
!? lowring countenance, int-; ding ac sae had giuen I'aWiiia 
-ia slender checke, so she woulde giue her a harder mate: 
to bring which to pa.:se, she Icyd her traine on this wise, 
tus hac but one only son called I'&r&s^us. T alo \. tao ac€
o ' twenty yeeres: a Prince so decked and adorned with the 
10 gifts of nature: so fraught with beauty and vertuous 
qualities, as not onely his fatlier ioycd to hnue so CJ'Jd 
a sonne, anc al his comons reioyceo that God hac. lent t. eta 
:,uch r- noble Prince to succec-de in the Kingdoci. .j^rls^jag
placing all his ioy in the perfection of his sonne: 
1, seeing that hee was now maria^e-able, sent Etabasssdors to 
the King of DenH.ar.:& < to intreate a narlage betwceae him 
and his daughter, who willinrly consenting, raade answer, 
that the- next spring, if i, please L/-is;cns with his sonne 
to coae into Deimqr.^e f hee doubted / not, but they shoulde .2 
24 acree vpon reasonable conditions. ^Jlstus restln- satisfied 
with l:iis friendly answer, aougnt conuenient in the meane 
tirse to bre^ce with his sonne: finding therfore on a day 
fit oportunity he spake to him in these fatherly tearnec.
IT"
Porastus . thy youth warneth me to preuent the worst, 
and nine age to proulde the best. Oportunitien neglected, 
are sixties of folly: actions measured by tine, av t seldome 
bitten with repentances thou art young, end I oldes age hath 
5 taught me that, which thy youth e&nnot yet conctiue.
I therefore will counsell thee as a father, hoping thou 
wilt >bey as a childe. Thou seest w; white hayres are 
bios somes for the rraue, and thy f re she colour fruite for 
tine and fortune, so that it behooueth me to thinke how to 
^LO dye, anc for thee to cere how to Hue. Ky crowne I oust leaue 
by desta, and thou enioy my Kingciome by succession, wherein 
I hope thy vertue and prowess© shall bee such, as though my 
subiectes want rrr? person, yet they shall see in thee my 
perfection. That nothing either may falle to satisfie thy ninde, 
15 or Increase th;: dicnities: the onely care I hnue, is to see 
t.iee v?ell aarryed before I die, and thou become olde.
tas who fron his Infancy, delighted rMthc- to die
with Mars in the I'lelde, then to dally with Venus in the 
Chamber: fearing to displease his father, and yet not will! g 
20 to be wed, rande hira t is r^uerent answere.
v Ir, there is no greater bond then duetie, nor no straiter 
law then nature: disobedience in youth is often gnlloc v/ith
despight in age. The comraaund of the father ought to be a 
constraint to the ch'.ld •' so parentes wi, ,.es are lavs, so 
they passe not all lave.1:: may it please your Grace therefore 
to appoint vhorae I shall loue, rathe/ then by ueruall I 
5 should be appeached of disobedience: I rest content to 
loue, though It .ee the only thing I hate.
fif^s; us hearing his sonne to file farre fron the ,;iarke, 
bepan to be somewhat chollLricke, and therefore made him 
this hastie aunswere. /
10 What Port-.'st us canst chou not loue? Cocimeth t.-is cynicall 
pas:ion of prone desires, or peeuish frowa^dnesse. Wliat 
doest thou thiiike thy selfe to gnoc for all, >T none good 
inough for thee: I tel thee, Lqrg.st.ug. there is nothing 
sweeter then youtii, nor swifter decreasing, while it is
15 increasing. Time past with folly nay oee repented, but not 
reca'led» If t:iou marric in age, tliy wines freshe eoiiloures 
will breede in thee dead t.noughtes and suspition, and t..y 
white hayres her lothesomnesse and sorrowe. For Verms 
affections are not fed with Kingcomec, or treasures, but
20 with youthfull conceits and sweete amours. Vulcan was 
allotted to shake the tree, but I-lars allowed to recpe the 
fruit, Ye,-lde Doras.tus to thy ; athers perswasions, waich 
may preuent thy perils. I haue chosen thee a Wife, faire
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by nature, royall by birth, by vertues famous, learned by 
edueaj. ion , ano rich by possessions, so that it is hard to 
iudlce whethe-1- her bounty, or fortune, her beau;,;/, or vertue, 
bee of greater forces I sacane torast.us, Miihania. Daughter 
5 and he ire to the 'ing of
fcfiist/as pausinc here a wh'le, looking wnen his SOL 
should :.mke him answere, and seeiuc that he stoode still as 
one in a trance , he shooke him vp thus sharply.
I'prfi.stus take heede, the tree Alp^a vasteth not 
10 with Tire, but uitheret.i v;ith the oevje: that which loue 
nourishet:-! not, perisneth v/ith hate: if thou like fcUDriaii i a . 
thou breeclest my content, and in louing her thau shclt haue 
iny loue, other\-;ise; and vith that bee flung from his sonne 
in a ra^e, leauing him a sorrov;full na , in that he had by 
15 deniall displeased his Father, and haife angrie with him 
selfe thc.t hee coulde not yeelde to that passion, whereto 
both reason and his Father pcrswaded him: but soe how fort -me 
is pluiaed with times feathers, anc IIOT-J shee can minister 
strange causes to breed© sfcraunge effectes.
21 It happened not lon£ ai'te 11 t::is, that there was o. taeeting 
of all the Farmers Daughters in ^yci.liri? whither b^wnija
was also bidden as the raistres of the feast, who hauing 
attired / her selfe in her best garments, went anor^ t ~e rest D3 
of her companions to the oerry meeting: there- spending the 
day in such homely pastines as s.ie -heard s vse, Ac t..e euenlng 
5 grew on, and their sport es ceased, ech taking; their Icciue 
at other, Fajgnia desiring one of he^ conpanlons to beare 
her corapnnie, went home by t <.. flocke, to see if they x^ere- 
well folded, arid as tr.ey returned, 1": fortuned that Lors
(who all that dave nad bene havkinc, an:, kilde store of 
10 game) incountred by the way these t^o nayds, ano cas'.ing 
his eye sodenl. on Fj;^ni a .. he was halfe afraid, fearing 
that with Actepn be had seene £ign§.: for ,iee thought such 
exquisite perfection GOU.U] not be ^ot.inde in a:iy nortall 
creature. As thus he stoode in a naze, one of his Pages 
15 told him, that the maide with the garland or. her head was
the faire shepheard, whose beauty was so mnc^i talked
of in the Court*. jPprastas desirous to see if nature had 
adorned her minde with any Inward qualities, as she had 
decke<i her body w'.th outward shape, began to question with, her 
20 whose daughter s:io was, )f v;hat age and how she had bin 
trained vp, who ansx^ered him with such modest reuerence 
and sharpness e of witte, that Dorastus thought her outward 
beau ,.ie was. out a counterfeit to oa^Lcn her inward qualities,
wondring how so courtly behauiour could be found in so simple 
a cottaee, and cursing fortune t'aat had shadowed wit and 
beauty with such hare fortune. As thus he held her a lone whil< 
with chat, Beauty seeing him at discouert, thought not to 
5 lose the vantage, but strooke him so deepely with an
inueroued shafte, as he wholy lost his libertie, and beca'ie 
a slaUe to Loue, • which before- cante^ned Lone, glad now to 
gaze on a poore s'aepheard, wno before refused the of r't- of 
a riche Princesse: for the perfection of Fawnia had so fixed
10 his fancie as he felt his mind greatly chaunged, and his 
affections altered, cursing Loue that had wrought- such a 
chaungi., and blasting the baseness© o"^ his nine! that would 
nake such a choice: but thinking these were but passionat 
toies that night be thrust oat at pleasure, to auoic". the
15 ^ vren that inchaunted him, he pub spurs to his horse, and 
bad this faire shepheard farweil.
ffawnia (who all this while had narked the princely 
ges- ,/ ture of1 Pora^stus) seeing his fact so v;ol -featured, D3v 
and er-ch lin so perfectly franed, began greatly to praise his 
2'j perfection, coniaondiiig'hin so long, till'she found her selfe 
faultle, and porceiued that if she waded but a little furt er, 
she night slippe ou*;r her shooest shee therefore seeking to 
quench that fire which neuer was put out, went home, and
falning her selfe not we^l at ease, [-ot her to bed: 
where casting a thousanc thoughts In her- heed, she could 
take no rent: for if she wal:eol, s'ae began to call to cilnde 
his beautie, and thinking to beruile such thoughts with 
5 sleep©, she then dreaded of his perfection: peetred t'->us 
with thes 1- vnacquainted passions, she passed the nig it as 
she co'ild in suort slumbers.
Dorastus (who all this while rode, with a flea_J.n_hls 
_©are) coulde not by any meanes forget th-j swc-ete fauour
10 of FjLwnia, but rested so bewitched with her wit and beauty, 
as hee coul' take no rest. Tie felt fancy to gine the assault, 
and his wounded mind reauie to yeelc as vanq'.ilshed: yet he 
bef:an \;ith diuers 'considerations to suppresse this frantick 
aff .etion, calling to minde, that Fawnia was a siiepheard,
15 01 ie not uortir-' to bee lo /k:ed at of n Prince, much lesse to 
bee louotl of s ;ch a potentate, thinking uhat a discredit© 
it wert- to himself, and what a griefc it vould be to his 
father, blaming fortune and accusing his owie follie, 
that shoulde beo so fond as but once to cr;st a glauncc- at
20 such c co'.mtry slut. As thus he was rnging against ::im selfe, 
Loue, fearing- if shee dallied long, to loose her champion, 
slept more nigh, and gaue him such G fresh wounde as it 
pearst him at t'le heart, that lie wae falne to yeeld, maagre
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his face, and to forsake the co:ipc,nic and gette him to
his chamber: where being solemnly set, hce burst Into these
passionate tearmes.
^usy art thou alone? Ho not alone, while thou
5 art tired with these vnacquainteu passions, Yelu to fancy, Hiou *• 
const not by thy fathers counsaile, but in a frenzie Uiou 
art by iust destinies. Thy father were content, if thou 
eouldect loue, and thou therefore discontent, because ttiou 
doest loue. 0 deuine uoufi| feared of men because honoured 
10 of t ic Gods, not to ue suppressed by wisdme, because not
to be eomprehen-/deu by reason i without Lav;e, and therefore DM- 
aboue all Law.
How now L!pra.stas f why doest thou blaze that with praises, 
which thou hast cause to blaspheme with curses? Yet why 
1? should they curs<_ Loue t that are in Loue?
Blush po^r.stug at thy fort ;ne, thy choice, thy loue: 
thy thoughts cannot be vttereu without chaise, nor thy affections 
without discredit.. Ah Fawni^, sweete Fajjpia , t'.iy beaut ie
20 Bhanest not tliou E^orastus. to name one vnf itte for thy 
birth, thy dignities, thy Kingdones? Dye Iprastug.* r^rastus 
die, better hadst thou peris a with high desires, then liue
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in base thoughts. Yea but, beaut ie must be obeyed, because 
it is beauty, yet framed of the Gods to feede the eye, not 
to fetter the heart.
Ah but he that striueth against Loue, shooteth with 
5 them of Sgyrutn against the uinde, r.nd with tne Cockeatrice 
packet h against the steele. I will therefore obey, because 
I must obey, £?wnia, yea £jiwn,ia shal be my fortune, in splght 
of fortune. The Gods aboue dis ain not to loue women cneath. 
ffioebus liked SJLb 111 a , I.upiter Io, anc why not I then Fjawnij*, 
10 one something i/.ferio'ir to the a. in birth, but farre superiour 
to t^reni in beaut ie, borne to be a Ehepheard, but wort:,.y to 
be a C-odcesse.
US 1 wilt thou so forget thy sclft.- as to suffer
affection to suppress e uieedome, and Loue to violate thine 
15 honour? How :;ower will thy choice be to thy Fathe^-, sorrowfull 
to thy fubiects, to thy friends a grief e, most gladsome to 
thy foes? Subdue then thy affections, anc cease to loue her 
whorae thou couldect not loue, vnlesse blinded with too auch 
loue, Tushe I talke to the wind, arid in seeking to preuent 
20 the causes, I farther tlie effectes, I will yet praise .Fgwriia, 
honour, yea and loue F;uf da ? an,- at this day follove content, 
not couns: ile. Doo I^m^rtLiis ? tliou canst^Jjut repent, and with 
that his Page came into the chamber, whereupon hee ceased
15: honour? J7 hononour? A; honor? B
from his complaints, hoping that tiue would wearc out that 
which fortune had wrought, /s thus he was pained, so poore 
Fawnia was diuersly perplexed: for the next morning getting 
vp very earel;, , shee went to her cheepe, thinking with / 
5 hard labours to passe away her new conceiued amours, D*+v 
beginning very busily to driue them to the field, and then to 
shift the foldes, at last (wearied with toile) she sate- her 
down, where (poore soule) she was more tryed with fond 
affections: for loue oeganne to assault her, in so niuch 
10 that as she sate vpon the side of a hill, she began to' 
accuse her owne folly in these teartnes.
Inf ortunai e I^nia, and therefore info- t mate because
? thy shepherds nooke sheweth thy poore state, thy
proud desires an aspiring mind: the one declare t;-; thy want, 
15" the oth-_r thy pride. Ho bastard hauke must soa^e so hie as 
the Robbie, no Fowlo gase against the Cunne but t;ie tagle, 
actions v;rought at'c.lnst nature reapc de::pight, and thoughts 
aboue Fortune disdf-ine,
JV.;riia.» thou art a shepheard, daughter to poore .Porrus; 
20 if thou rest content with this, t-.ou art like to stcnde,
if thou climbe thou art sur.. to ''al. the Herb An±tt, growing 
higher then sixe ynches becomrieth a weede. jj^lus floving raore
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then twelue cubits procureth a dearth. Daring affections 
that pass© measure, are cut short© by tiue or fortune: 
suppresse then Fawnia those thoughts which thou raayest 
shame to expresse. But ah Fgwiij.^; loue is a Lord, who 
5 will counaunc by power, ana constrains L,y force.
r^pya.gtu.^ y ah DoraGtuj; is the man I lour, the woorse 
is thy hap, ana the lesse cause hast thou to hope, • Will 
Eagles cetch at flyec, will Cedars ctou e to brambles, or 
mighty Princes Icnke at such homely trulles. ilo, no, 
10 thinke this, loract^is uisdai-e is greater then thy desire,
hee in a Prince respecting his honor, thou a beggars brat
i 
forgetting thy cal ing* Cease then not onely to say, but
to thiniie to loue Dora^tug., and dissemble thy loue Pawnia«
for better it were to dye with griefe, then to liue with-shame:
15 yet in de-cpight of "* ~>-.o I -.-I"1 '' sigh, to see if I can sigh 
out loue. I: av^iia soaewhat appeasing her criefes with these 
;;ithie perswasions;, began aft r ner wonted raaner to wnlke 
about her shcepe, and to keepe then i'ror: straying into the 
corne, suppressing her affection with the cue consideration
20 of her uns. estate, and • 1th the impossibilities of her
loue, thinking- it were frenzy, not fancy, to couet that waidh / 
the very destinier cicl deny her to obteine. El 
^u^ j-'0rastjj.r-- was nore impatient in his pa.sions; for
loue so fiercely assayled hln, thai; neither eonipanie, nor 
Eiusicke couliT cilttigate his mart Ird one, but did rather far 
the more increase his maladie: shame wooLO not let him craue 
eounsaile in this case, nor feare of his Fathers displeasure 
5 reueyle it to any secrete friend: but nee was faine to wake 
a Secretarie of himselfc, and to participate his thou.vhtes 
with his owne troubled :lnc. Lingring thus awhile in coubtfull 
suspence, at last stealing- secretely from the court without 
either --.en or Page, hee went to see if hee coulee espie
1° I-ai-vyia walking ebroace in t'.ie field: but as one hauing a 
great dcale more skill to retriue the partridge ^;ith his 
spaniels, then to hunt after such a straunrc pray, he sought, 
but wcr little the better.- which crosrt lucke draue hin into 
a grert choler, that he bej;an both to accuse loue and fortune.
15 But as he vas reaclie to retire, he sav;e Favjnia sitting all 
a one vnder the side of a hill, •r.akin,-;- a garlanc or such 
homely flowres as the fields did afoord. This sight so reuiued 
his spirites that he drewe nigh, with more iudge:-ent to take 
a view of ^er singular perfection, vhich hte found to bee
20 such, as in that count re y attyrc siiee stained nl the courtlie 
Dames of EJjCJLli.s. V/hile thus he stoode gazinj; with pe arc ing 
looke on her surpassing ueautie, Fswnia cast her eye aside, 
and spyed ^OTpjti^, which sudden s-irht mace the poore gi^le 
to blush, and to die her christal cheeks with a vc-^illion
23s Porafetus, wliich_7 Dor as t us. Which D; J22I.§£jt;-i§>
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red: which gaue her such a grace, as she seened farre more 
beautiful. And with thft she rose vp, salutinr the Prince 
with such modest curtesiec, as IK wondred hov; a country 
maid could afoord such courtly behauiour, Dorpstus, repaying 
5 her curtesie with a sniling countenance, began to parlie 
with her on this manner,
Frire naide (raoth he) either your wart is greet, or 
a shephearcis life v-;ry sweete, that yo-.-r delight ic in such 
country labors. I can not conceiue what pleasure- you should 
10 take, vnlosse you nc-ane to imitate the nymphes, beinr yourself € 
so like a Nymph, To nut ne oat of this doubt, shew ne 
what is (,o be comnended in a shepherdec life, anc v;hat / 
pleasures you haue to counteruaile these drudging laboures, Klvj 
Fawnia with blushing face made hir. this ready aunswere,
15 -ir, v/hat richer state then content, or vhat sweeter 
life then quiet., 'we shepheards are not borne to honor, 
nor beholding vnto bfu'le, the lesce care we hauc to feare 
fane or fortune: we ' ' .• attire braue inouj/> if waroie 
in.3ugli, and our foode dainty, if to suffice nature: our
20 greatest enemie is the wolfe: o:ir only car. in ssfe keeping 
our flock: in stead of courtly ditt^'.cr we mend the daies
10: yo-;rselfeJ7 your selfe B; you,selfe A 
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with cuntry songs: our amorous conccltes are homely thoughtes: 
delighting as rauch to talke of Pan and his cuntrey prankes, 
as Ladles to tell of Vtnus and her wnnton toyes. Our toyle 
is in shifting the fouldes, end locking to the Larabes, easle 
5 labours: oft singing anc tclllnc talcs, hon?elv pleasures: 
our greatest welth not to couet, our honor not to clirabe, 
our quiet not to care. Lnuie looketii not so love as chephenrds: 
Khepheards gaze not so high as ambition: we are rich in that 
we are poore with content, and proud onely in thin that we iiaue 
10 no cause? to be proud.
This wittie answer of Fg,wni_a so inflamed j^r&gjjus fnncy, 
as he commended him selfe for making s •> good a choyce, 
tiiiiil:lng f if her birth were aunswerrble to her \iii- end 
beauty , that she were a f itte mate ?o~ the most famous Prince 
15 iu tlie worlde. He there ''ore beganne to sl A'te her more narrowely | 
on this manner.
Fawnia « I see thou art content with Country lebours, 
because thou knoweut not Courtly pleasures: I comnend thy 
wit, and pitty thy want: but wilt thou leaue thy Fathers 
2) Cottape, sno serue a L ourtlie Listresse.
-ir (quoth she) begrers ought ntot to striue a rinst
: Lrnbes, .D;
fortune, nor to gaze aft^r honour, least either their fall 
b© greater, or they become blincle, I am borne to toile for 
the Court, not in the Co irt, my nature vnfit for their nurture, 
better liue then in taeane degree, than in high disdain©. 
5 Well salde, ftewnla (r-uoth I^rartus) T gesse at thy 
thoughteo, thou art in loue with sone Countrey Shep-Aiearde, E2
- No sir (quoth she) shepheardc cannot loue, that are 
so simple, and naides may not loue that ar; so young. 
Nay therefore (euoth ^orastug) raaides mist loue, 
10 because they are young, for Cu^c ir o chile, anc Vcn:..:s ? 
though olde, is painted with fresh coloures.
I graunt (--uoth she) age may be painted with new 
shaflov/es, and y?uth may haue iaperfect affections: but what 
arte co:;cealeth in one, ignorance reuealeth in the other. 
15 l^orast^s seeing Pawn^a helde hire so harde, thought it v;ss 
vcine so long to be rite about the bush: therefore: he thought 
to haue giuen her a fre:.-i charge: but he wa^ so preuented 
by certaine of his nen, v:io nisslnc thelu* tnaister, C8.we 
posting to seeke hin: seeing that he vas none r'oorth all 
20 aloue, yet before they drewe so nie that they rairht he-are 
their t-l:e, he vsecl those speeches.
^.Y H§ii£i2.9 perhappes I loue thee, anc then thou must 
needeii y^elde, for triou knowest ~ can cor.naunde anc constraine.
True tli sir (quoth she) bat not to loue; for constrained 
loue Is ^orce, not loue: and know this sir, mine honesty is 
such, as I hac'de rather dye- then be c C^nc^ibine r- •-•••• -••. _-; 
King, and ny birth is so base as I an vnfitte to bee a 
5 wife to a poore farmer. V,phy then (quoth he) thou canst not 
loue .Dc>ra.3tTus? Yes scide Fmffliq T when jforr^tug beconies_a 
shepheard, and with that the presence of hie oen broke off 
their pa^le, so that he vent :;ith then to the palace, and 
left Faj£ii£ sitti.-c still on the hill flic\. , •; .0 seeinr that
10 the night drewc on, shifted her fould^s, anc: busied her sclfe 
about other workc to driue at-;ay such fond fancies an began 
to trouble her braine. But ail this could not preuailc , for 
the beautie of £orastjis hac' made such a deepe impression 
in hc-r heart, r.<; it could not be uorne out w.'thout cracking,
15 so that she was forced to blsrae her owne folly in thi.. vise.
nic „ why doest thou gaze against the Sunne, or
catch at the Winder starres are to be looked at with the eye, 
not reocht at v?ith the hende: thoughts are to be mersured 
by Fortunes, not. by desires: falles come not by sitting low, 
20 but by clining too hie: what then shall al f^are to fal,
because some /' happe to fall? No 5 lucke corameth by lot, and E2v 
fortune ^indeth chose threedes which the desti :.icc spin.
21:
Thou art fauored Fjawiila of a prince, and yet thou a~t so 
fond to reiect desired fauours: thou hast deniail at thy 
toages end, and desire at thy hearts bottoms; a wonans fault, 
to spurne at that with her foote, which she greedily eatcheth 
5 at with her hand, Thou .touest L'ora_stus t Fawnla, and yet 
see-.-est to lower, T&ke heede, if hee retire, thou wilt repent: 
for vnles hee loue, thou canst but dye. Dye then Fjiwnia; for 
Ltpras^us Goth but ieot: the_Lyon_aeue"' prayetli on the aouse, 
nor Failleons stoupe not to dead stales, oifr downe then in
10 sorrow, cea:.-se to lo j.e, and content thy selfe, that I/orastus 
will vouchsafe to .'latter Fjiwnia, though not to fancy Fcynia, 
Heigh ho: Ah foole, it were seemelier for thee to whistle as 
a Shephearc;, t.ien to sigh as a louor, ana with that she 
ceassec from thes.. perplexed passions, folding her sheepe,
1? and hying hoiae to hur poore Co .tage. But such was the incessant 
sorrow of ^grastjis, to thinke on the wit e and beautie of 
Fffiv'njLa, and to s<~e how fond hee was Leing a FTince: and how 
froward she vies being a beggar, that he began to loose his 
wonted appetite, to looke pale- anc wan: In steac, of Irth,
20 to feede on mtlancnoly: for courtly dounces to vi-e cold
dumpes: in so much that not onely his owne r.ien, but his father 
and all the court began to uaruaile at his such.en cnange, 
thinking that so:?.e lirigring sickenes hac brought him iuto




this state: wherfore he caused Piiisitions to covae, but .uorastus 
neithe- -would let theia minister, nor so much as suffer them . 
to see his vrine* but reinainec stil so oppressed with 
these passions, as he feared in him selfu a farther 
5 incor-oenience. Bis honor wished hita to ceasce from each folly, 
but Loue fprcec hira to follow fancy: yea and in despight of 
honour, loue wonno the conquest, so that his hot desires 
caused hin to find new deuisec, for hec presently made 
hiiaaelfv.' a shepheards coate, that he night goe vuioiowne,
10 and with the les^e suspition to prattle with ^J^nigj and 
conueieu it secretl;; into a thick ^roue .laru io^nin:. to 
the Pallace, whether fiudint; fit time, and oportunity, he 
went all alone, ana putting off ais princely apparel, got 
on those siiephcardG roabe^j auu taking a great hooke in hie
1? hand (which he had also gotten} he u..nt very,an- / ciontxy E3 
to I'inde out the nistres of his affection: but as he vent 
by !;;ie VK-y, seeing hxmselfe claO in sucii vnseciviely ra^f.es t 
he began to siaile at his owne folly, and to reproae his fondnesse, 
in these tearaes.
20 Well said Ijorastus, thou keepest a right decoruru base 
desires and homely attires; thy thoughtes are fit for none 
but a shepheurd} and t'iy appc.rell such as only bee one a
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shepheard. A strang change fron a Prince to a pesant? What 
is it? thy wretched fort -me or thy wilful folly? Is It thy 
cursed descinies? Or thy crooked desires, that a pointeth 
^thee this penance? Ah Lorastus thou canst but loue, and vnlesse 
5 thou loue, thou art like to perish for loue. Yet fond foole, 
choose flowers, not weedes: Diamondes, not peables: Ladies
which may honour taee, not shepheards which may disgrace thee.
Vc-nus is painted in si.kes, not in racres: and Cupid treadeth
on disdaine, when he reachet.i at dipnitie. And yet Dorcstus 
10 siiane not at thy shepheards weede: the heauenly Godeo haue
sonetiae earthly thoughtes: neptune became a Ban, lupiter
Q J'Ul» Apollo a shepneard: they Gods, and yet in loue: and
thou a nan appointee to loue.
Deuising thus with himself e, hee drew nigh to the place 
15 wl ere Fawnlg was keeping her shepe, v;ho casting her eye
aside, and seeing such a manerl shepheard, perfectly limned,
and co ming with so good a pace, she becan halfe to forcet 
Stus, and to fauor this prety shepheard, whom she thought
shee night b ^th loue and obtai^e: uut as shee was in these 
20 thoughts, she perceiued t ion, it was i.hc yong prince I- or as t us, 
wherfore she rose vp, and reuerentl^ saluted him. Pprastus 
taking her by the hand, repaied her curtesie with a sweete 
kisse, ana praying her to sit downe by hii.i, he began thus
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to lay the bat.terie.
If thou. maruell Fawula at my strance attyre, thou woaldest 
more muse at my vnaccustotaed thoughts: the one disgraceth 
but .my outward shape, the other disturbeth iny inward sences. 
5 I loue Fawnia f and therefore what loue liketh I cannot nislike. 
Fawnia thou nast promised to loue, and I / hope thou wilt i»3v 
performe no lesi;e: I haue fulfilled thy request, and now thou 
canst but graunt my desire. Thou wert content to loue Dorastus
when he ceast to be a Prince, and granted to become a shepheard,
and 
10 see I haue made the change, and therefore hope not to misse of my
choice.
Trueth, cuoth Fownia, but all that weare Cooles are not 
Monkes: painted Lagles are pictures, not Eagles, Zeus.is 
Grapes were like Grapes, yet shadowes: rich clothing make 
15 not princes: nor homely attyre beggers: shepheards are not 
called shepheardes, because t.iey we-e- hookes and bagges: but 
that they are borne poore, and liue to 'ceepe sheepe, so this 
attire hath not made Dorastus a shepherd, but to seeme like 
a shepherd,
20 Well Fawnia, answered Lorastus; were I a shepherd, I 
could not but like thee, and being a prince I an forst to
9: and granted to __7 and to A,
11: therefore hope not __7 therefore not A
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loue thee* Take heed Fawnia* be not proud of beauties 
painting, for it is a f lover that fadeth in the blossone, 
Those W;iich disdayne in youth are despised in age: ieauties 
siiaciowes are trickt vp with tines colours, w.iich being set 
5 to drie in the sunne are stained with the sunne, scarce
pleasing the sight ere they begiune not to be vorth the sight, 
not much vnlike the herbe lupheueron. which flourisheth in 
the morning and is withered befoiv the sunne setting: if 
my deaire were against lave, thou mightest iustly cieny ue by
10 reason, but I loue thee Fawnia* not to misuse t.iee as a 
Concubine, but to vse thee as ny wife: I can protaise no 
more, and taeane to performe no lesue.
?a_wnia hearing this solerane protestation of I'orr st us . 
coulu no longer withstand the assault, but yeelded vp the forte
15 in the '-6 friendly tearnes.
y I shame to expresse that thou forcest
me with thy sugred specc ^ e to confesse: ray base Lirth causeth 
the one, and thy high dignities tae other. Beggcrs taou^hts 
ought not to re?.ch so far as Kings, and yet my desires 
20 reach as hifh as Princes, T dare not sa r Ijor;. jytus , T loue 
thee, be- / cause I an a siiepiierd, but the Gods know I 
haue honored Doras tug (pardon if I say aiiisoe) yea and
louec I/orastus with such dutiful affection as Favnia can 
perfonae, or korastus desire: I yeeld, not ouercone with 
prayer^, but with loue, resting Dora^tus handmaid ready 
to obey his wil, if no preiudice at all to hie honour, nor 
5 to my credit.
I)Qrastus hearing t;;is freendly conclusion of Tawnia. 
embraced her in his ames, swearing that neither distance, 
timo, nor aduerse fortune should dininish his affection: 
but that in deepight of the destinies he UOUJG renaine loyall
10 vnto death. Hauing thus plight their troath each to other, 
seeing they could not haue the full fr lition of their loue 
*n fiycj.l,ia for that ffpistus consent uoulde neuer bee f raunted 
to so neane a match, Dor_as,tus deter-nined assone as tine 
anc opo-"tunitie would glue them leaue, to prouide a great
15 masse of money, and many rich and costly iewels, for the 
easier cariage, and then to transporte t:iem selues and their 
treasure into Italy, where they should leade -a contented 
life, vntll such tine as either he could be reconciled to 
his Father, or elc by succession c -me to the Kingdome. This
20 deuise was greatly praysed of Fawiie., for she feared if the 
Kiisg his father should but heare of the contract, tliat his 
furie woulc be such as no lessc then death would stnnd for 
payment: she therefore tould hin, that delry bred dounger;
19: succession^? B; sucest'ion A
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that many mishaps did fai-i out uetweene the cup anc the 
lip, and that to auoid danger, it were best with as-much 
speed as might be, to paste oat of f-vcijLia« least fortune 
night preuent their pretence vita some newt despight: 
51 Dprastusy whon loue prickec; forward with desire, promised 
to dispatch his affaires with as great has,, as either 
time or oportunitie would geue him leaue: ano so resting 
vpon this point, after ~iany imbracings and sweete kisses 
they departed. Doras t us. hauirii; taken his leaue of his best
10| beloued ?awnia, wont to the Groue where hee had his rich 
apparel, and there vncasinp himself as secretly as might 
be, hiding vp his shepheards attire, till occasion should 
serue againc to vse it: hee went to the pt>llace, shewing 
by his nerrie countenaunce, t ; .at either the state of his
15 body was anended, or the ca^e of his ninde / greatly 
redressed: Fawjiia po^re soiile was no lesse ioyful, taat 
being a shepheard, fortune had fauoured her so, as to 
reward -er with the loue of a Prince, hopinp in time to 
be aduauncec. from the daughter of a poor,, farmer, to be the
20 wife of s riche King: so the" she thought euery houre a 
yeere, till by their departure they mi^; it preuent danger, 
not ceasing still to i:oe euery dayo to her sheepe, not so 
much i'oT the- care of her flock, • s fo^ the- desire she had
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to see her loue and Lord Dprastus; who oftentimes, when 
opurtunitie would serue, repaired tuither to feede his 
fancy vith the sweet content of Fawnlas presence: and 
although he neue- went to visit her, but in hie shepheards 
5 ragges, yet his ofte repaire made him n:>; onely suspected, 
but knowne to diue~s of their neighbours: who for the good 
wi 1 they oare co old Pprrus, tould him secretly of the 
matter, wishing him to keepe his daughter at hone, least 
she went so oft to the field that shee brought him hone
10 a yong sonne: for they feared that Farwnia being so beautifull, 
the yong Prince woulc allure he-1 to folly. Pprrus was striken 
into a dump at these newes, so that thanki .g -is neighboures 
for their good will: hee hyec him home to his wife, and calling J 
her aside, wringing his handes, and shedding foorth tear-es, he
15 brake the matter to her in these tearmes.
I am a'fraid wife, that my daughter Fgwnla hath made 
her selfc so fine, that she will buy r-pentancc t ~>o deare. 
I heare newes, w iich if t'.ey be true, some will wish they 
had not proued true. It is tould me by my neighbours, that 
20 poragtus the Kinges sonne begins to looke at our daughter 
Favnia; which if it be so, I will not geue her a halfepeny 
for ier hones tie at tlic yeeres end. I tell thee wife., now
3 ! Fawrtias J/ B; Fawn i as T A,
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adaies beauty Is a great stale to trap yong nen, and fair© 
wordes and sweete promises are two great enemies to a maydens 
honestie: and thou knowest where poorc nen intreato, and
cannot obtaine, there Princes may cormaund, and wil o^taine. 
5 Though Kings sonr.es daunce in nettes, they mo. not be seene; 
but poore ^ens faiiltes are spied at a little hole: Well: it 
Is a hard case where Klnges lustes are laves, anc that they 
should binde poorc men to that, which they thenselues wilfully 
breake, /
10 Peace husband (quoth his wife) take heede what you Fl 
say: sper:ke no more then you should, least you he are what 
you would not, great streaiaes a^e to be stopped by sleight, ' 
not by force: and princes to bo perswaded by submission, 
not by rigor: doc what you can, but no aore t ten you may,
15 least in sauiag ]?awnijis mayden-head, you loose your own©
head* Take heede I say, it is ill iestinf with edged tooles, 
and bac spotting with Ki.iges, The Wolfe had his skinne 
pulo ouer his eares for but looking i ;to t.ie Lions den. 
Tush wife (quoth he) thou speakest like a foole, if the
20 King should knowe that Doriiast_us had begotten our aughter 
with childe (as I feare it will fall out little better) 
the King,, furic would ue such as no doubt we should both 
loose our goodc-s and liues: necessitie there ore hath no
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lawe, and I will preuent this :ischiefe with a newe deuise 
that is come in my head, which shall neither offena the 
Kin , nor displease Doycs.tus« I 'nerne to tr.kc the chain© 
and the levels that I found with Fawnia. and carrie them 
5 to the King, letting him then to vncerstand how she- is none 
of my daughter, but that I found her beaten vp with the water 
alone in a little boate wrapped in a riche iiantle, wherein. 
was inclosed this treasure. 3y this neanes I hope the King 
will take Fawnia into his sluice, and we whatsoeuer
10 chaunceth saal be bla lelesse. This deuice pleased the pood 
wife very well, so that they deternined assoono as they 
might know the King at leisure, to make ^in priuie t> t Is 
case. In the meane time £orv_stus. was not slacr:e in his affaires, but applyed his matters with such dilirence, thai he prouided
15 all tainres fitte for t..eir iourne,'. Treasure and lewels 
he had gotten great store, thincklng there was no better 
frieno then money in a strange countrey: rich attire he 
had prouided for £awu§, and because he coulu not bring the 
matter to passe with oat the helpc ana aduise of s jcie one,
20 he made an old seruant of .is called Capnio, wno had serued 
him from iiis childhood, priuie to his affaires: who seeing 
no perswasions coulc preuailc to diuert him from his sttled 
determination, gaue his consent anu dealt so secretly in the
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cause, that within short space hee had gotten a ship ready 
for their passage: the Mariners seeing a fit sale of winde 
for their purpose, wished C.apiilo to nake no delayes, / least Flv 
if they pretermitted this good weather, c.hey might stay 
5 long ere they had such a fayre winde. Capnio fearing that 
his negligence saould hinder the iourney, in !:he night time 
conveyed the truncket:- full of treasure into the shippe, 
and by secrette raeanes let Fa^ni-a vnderstand, t.iat the next 
raornin?.- they mernt to depart: she vpon t' is newes slept
10 verie little that night, bat gotte vp very early, and uente 
to her shecpe, lo'/ki-.g euery Minute when she should see 
Dorastus, who taried not long, for feare delay rai£ht breede 
daunger, but ca-ie PS fast as he could gallop, and without 
juiy grea circumstance tool:e Fawnia vp behinde him anc rode
15 to the liauen, where the shippe lay, which was not three 
quarters o a mile distant from that place. He no sooner 
ca^.e there, but the Marriners wer reacie with their Cockboate 
to set them aboard, where being coucht together in a cab .en 
t'~ey past away the time in recounting their olc loues, til
20 thei^ nan CajDni^Q should come. _Porrus who haci heard that t.iis 
morninr the King woulc go abroad to take tae ayre, called 
in haste to his wife to bring him Ms holyday hose and ais 
best lacket, that Ue night coe like an honest substantial!
nan to tell his tale. His Wife a goou cleanly wcnche, brought 
him all things fitte, and spungd him vp very handso:.ilie, 
giuing him the chaines and Jewels in a little boxe, which 
Porrus for the more safety put in his bosom. Hauing thus 
5 all his trinkets in a reaoines, taking hie staffe in his 
hand he had his "wife kisse him fo1" good lucke, and so hee 
went toward;, tho Pallace. But as he was goinc, fortune (who 
meant to shove hin a little false play) preuented his 
purpose in this vise.
10 He met by chaunce in his way Copnio T who trudging as 
fast as IK could \;ith a little coffer vnder his arne to the 
ship, and spying Porrus whorae he knewe to be Ffewi-ias Father, 
going towardes the Pallaee, being a wylie fellow, began to 
doubt the worst, and therefore crost him the way, anc, askt
15 him whither he was going so earcly this morning,
Pprrus (who knew by his face that he was one of the 
Court) meanly simply, tol;.. hin that the Kings son liorastus 
dealt hardly with him: for he hac but one Daughter who 
was a little Beautifull, and that -is neighboures tolc him
20 the young / Prince had allured her to folly, he- w*. nt therefore!?? 
now to complaine to the King how greatly he was abused,
Capnlo (who strai;ht way smelt the whole matter) 
began to soth. him in his talice, and saio, thai: _Do,r_astus
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dealt not like a Prince to spoyle any poore rnanec daughter 
in that sort: he therefore, -would doe the best for him he 
could, because he knew he was an honest nan. But (quoth 
gapnlo) you lose your labour in goint: to the PaHace^ for 
5 the King aeones this day to take tht aire of tae Sea, and 
to goe aboord of a s ippe that lies in the hauen, I am going' 
before, you see, to provide all things in a reoinesse, and 
if you wil follow ray coimsailc, turue bac . with ne to t'ae 
haue-n, where I will set you in such a fitv.e place as you
10 may speake 'co the King at our pleasure. Po.rr.us. gluing 
credit o Ca.pni.O3 smooth tale, gaue him a thousand t ianks 
for his f^endly aoulse, and went with hia to the hauen, 
making all the way ais coruplai^tes of i^orasj^us, yet concealing 
secretlie the chaine and the Icuels. Assone as they were, come
1S> to the Gea side, tie narriners seel'"1.': CsDDio^ cane a land 
with their cock-boate, who still di.;ser.blinf- the matter, 
deniaunded of PQITUS if he wosila go see trie ship, who vnwilling 
and fearinj; the worst, because lie was not well accuainted 
v?itb Copni^, raade his excuse that he could riot brojke the
20 f-e?, therefore woiil' no^. trouble h.iia.
gpj)nio% seeing that by faire rneanes hee COMICS not get 
him aboord, coranauncU d tiie Mariners that by viol, nee tnoy 
siiould carrie him into t:.ie saippe, who liiie sturd" loiaues
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hoisted the poore shepheard on their bae&es, and bearing 
him to the boat.e, lanehed from the land.
S seeing aiiuselfV- so cunningly betraied durst, not
crie out, for hee save it would not preuaile, but began to 
5 intreate Qapjciip anc the nariners to DC good to hiia, and to 
pittit -lie estate, hee was but a poorc man that liuec by his 
labour: they Icuehing to see the si.epheard so afraide, riade 
as much haste as tiaey could, and sette him abx>rde. Pp^rrus 
was no sooner in the shippe, but he saw I-'orpstus walking 
10 with rawrjift ? yet he scarse knew her: for she hac attired 
her Self e- in riche apparell, which so increased her beauty, 
thst she© resembled rathe" an Ant'ell then a mor-tall creature, / 
tus and J^vnia, were 'islfe astonished to see the F2v
olde shepherd, naruailinp, greatly \vhat win', haci oroupht him 
15 thither, til Capnio told, them al the whole discourse: how 
Porrus was going to make his complaint to the King, if by 
pollicic he had not preuented aim, and therefore now slth he 
was abooru, fo^ the auoiding of further danger, it were best 
to carrie him into Ital:, .
20 iDqra.st_ug praised greatly his mans deuise, and allowed 
of his counsr.ile: but Fawnia, (w'^o stil feared Pprj-us . as 
her father) began to Dlush for shcme, that by hev mecnes 
he should either incure counger- or displeasure.
11: which J7 ^-^ , A
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The old shephard hearing this hard sentence-, that he 
should on such a sodaine be caried froa his Wife, his country 
and klnsfolive, into a fo-raine Lande amongst straungers, 
began with bitter teares to make his complaint, and on his 
5 knees to iotreate Dorastus. that par cloning his vnaduised 
folly he vould glue him leaue to goe hone: sweating that 
hee would ktepe all thinges as secret as they conic wish. 
,But these protestations comic- not preuaile, although Fawnia 
intreated Do^rastus very earnestly, but tiie mariners hoisting 
10 their tnaine ssiles waied ankers, ano hailed into the deope, 
where we leaue them to the fauour of the wind and seas, and 
returne to j^istus.
Who haulng appointed this da to hunt in one of his 
Forrests, called for his sonne Dpractus to go sport himselfe,
15 because hee saw that of late hee jegan to loire: but his men 
made answer that hee was gone abroade none knex; whither, 
except he were gone to the crone to walke all nlo,.e, as 
his custone was to doe euer> day»
The King willinr to waken hla out of his dumpes, sent
20 one of his men to goe seeke him, but in vaine, for at last 
he returned, but finde him he coulc not, so that the King 
went liiraselfe to goe see the sport: where passing away the
day, returning at night from hunting, hee asked for his sonne, 
but hee could not oe hea~d of, which draue the ICing into a 
great cholerr whe^e vpon most of his Hoblcrten and other 
Cou^tiurs, poasted abroad to seek him, but they could not heare 
5 of him through all Cicilis t onely they missed Cacnlo his man 
which agsine / Blade the King suspect that he was not gone F3 
f arre .
Two or three daies being passed, and no neves heard of 
jJor^ t tig T i^fiis.tu.g began to feare that he was deuourod vith 
10 so e vilde beastes, and vpon chat made out a greate troupe 
of men to go seeke him: who coasted throuph all the Countrey 
a^;d searched in euerie daungerous and secrete place, vntill 
at lest tiiey mette with a Fisnenaan that war sitting in a 
little couert harde by the sea side mending his nettes, \-ihen
iJi§. aru"3 ^aivn^ia tooke shipping: who being examined if he
either knewe or healti where the Kings f'-onne was, without any 
secrecie at all reuealcc1 the whole matter, how he was sayled
two cnycs past, and had in his company his man Catnip t J^OJ^TUS* 
and his fair® Daughter Fawnia. This heauie neves was presently 
20 caryed to t .e King, wiio halfe dead for sorow, coranaunded
wife to bee sent for: she bei g cone to the Pallc.ce,
after due examination, confessed that, her neighbours had oft 
told her that the Kings Sonne was too far.iilier with Fawnia
day, returninc at night fron hunting, hee asked for his sonne, 
but hee could not oe hea~d of, v.'hich draue the King irr.;o a 
great choleri where vpon most of his Noblerien and other 
Courtiers, poastod abroad ';o seek hi-n, but they could not hears ; 
5 of him through all ricllla r onely they missed Capnio his man 
which agoine / made the King suspect that he was not gone F3 
f arre .
Two or three dales being passed, and no neve;; hearc of 
tiis f Ji£istuj£ began to feare thet he was deuourcd with
10 so e vilde beastes, and vpon that made out a preate troupe 
of men to go seeke him: who coasted through all the Countrey 
aiid searched in euerie daungerous and secrete place, vntill 
at lest they rnette with a Fisherman thai: wac sitting in a 
little couert harde by the sea side mending his nettes, when |
15 Ijoragtiis and Favnia tooke shipping: who being examined if he 
either laieve o^ heard where the Kings f-onrie was, without any 
secrecie at all reuealed the whole matter, how he was sayled 
two caves past, and hod in his company his man Ca.rcn.l p , P.o^-usf
"aire Daughter Faw^la. This heauie ne\;es was presently,
20 caryeci to t ie King, who halfe dead for sorow, coramaunded 
Porrus wife to bee sent for: she bei o come to the Pallace, 
after due examination, confessed thai: her neighbours had oft 
told her that the Kings ^onne was too far.iilier with Favnia
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her Daughter: wherevppon, her husband fearing the worst, 
about two dayes past (hearing the King should goe an hunting) 
rose earely in the morning and went to nake his complaint, 
but since she neither hearde of him, nor snw him.
5 perceiuint; the womans vnfeynec. siuylicity, let her depart 
without incurring further displeasure, co:iceilinr; such 
secret greefe for his Sonnes rec :lesse follie, that he had 
so forgotten his honour and parentage, by EO base a ehoise 
to dishonor his lather, and discredit himself e, that with very
10 care and thought he fel into a quartan feuer, which was so 
vnfit for his aged yeeres and complexion, that he became 
so wecke, as the Phisitions would graunt him no life.
But his sonne IQT_CS^U.S li'.tle regarded cither father, 
count rie: or KingdTae, in respect of his Lacy FawnJLa, for
15 fort'-ine s my line on this young nouice, lent him so lucky a 
gale :> v.'inde, for the space of a d.-y and a night, that the 
naryners lay and slept vpon t.;e hatches: but on the next 
morning about the breake of the day, the aire be can to 
ouercas: , the winds to rise, the seas to swel, yea presently
20 there arose such a fearfull tempest, as the ship was in 
do.nge v to oe swallowed vp with emery sea, the raaine mast 
with the violence of the wind was thrown / ouer bo ore , the F3v 
snyle:; were torne, the- taclclings went in sunder, I ho s tor me
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raging still so furiously that poore Fa.ypia was aluost dead 
for feare, but that she was greatj. comforted with the 
presence of pmqra,s t us« The tempest continued three doyes, 
al which time the Mariners euerie ninute looked for- death, 
5 and the aire was so darkrie.d with cloudes that the Roister 
could not tell by his coaipas^e in whet Const they were, 
5ut vpon t::e fourth dc;' about ten of the clocke, the wind 
began to cease: the sea to wax calne, and the sky to be 
cleare, and the Mariners descryed the coast of J3phenia T
10 shooti ; g of tiieir ordnance fo^ ioy thai: they had escaped 
such a fearefull temoest.
Dprastus hearing that they were arriued at some harbour, 
sweetly kissed Fawnla., and bad her be of good chenre: when 
they tolde him that t \e port belonged vnto the cheife Cittie
15 °? Ba'i.gpl^a. where Pandost.0 kept his Court, Iyj'3.sit;as began to 
be sad: knowing that his Father Hated no nan so much as 
Pandosto, and that the King hinself had sought secretly to 
betray fc^isUis; this considered, he was halfe afraid to goe 
on lane, but that .CapnjLo counselled him to chaunge his name
20 and his countrcy, vntil such time as t'iey could get some otaer 
'Jarke to : ranspo-1 then into Itaj-.y* Doras tus liking this 
deuise raaue iiis case priuy to the Marriners, rewarding them 
bountifully for their paines, and chargirig them to sa.ve that
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he was a Gentleman of Trapalonia called Meleanrus. The 
shipnen willing to shev; what friendship they could to 
JDora.stu,s r pronised to be as secret as they could, or he© 
might wish, and vppon this they landed in a little village 
5 a mile distant from the Citie, where after they had rested 
a day, thiriking to nake prouision for their :sariage: 'the 
fame of Fqwnias beauty was spreoc throughout ail the Citie, 
so that it car^e to the eares of Pandosto: who then being 
about the a;:e of fifty, hat notwithstanding yong and freshe
10 affections: so that he desirec grer.tly to see Ifewnig, and to 
bring this natter the better to passe, Rearing they hac but 
one man, ;anc how tney rested at a very homely house: he caused 
them to bt apprehended as spies, and sent a cozer. of his 
garde to take them: who bsine cone to their lodgi-g, tolde"
15 them tie Kings message: Dorsstus no / whit dismayed, 
accompanied vith P'awnia and C.appip, vent to the court 
(for they le^t Porrus to keepe the scuffe) who being 
admitted to the Ki/:gs presence, Dorastus and Fawnla with 
humule obeysance salute his naiestie.
20 Pandosto amased at the singular perfection of FgvR}ia. T 
stood iialfe astonished, viewing her beauty, so tlu.t he had 
almost forgot himselft wh; b hee had to doe: at last with 
stearne countenance he demaunded their names, ancl of what
18: presence, _7 ^^ . J,
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countrey they were, and what caused them to land in Bohemia. 
Sir (quoth Pore.stus) know that my narie lleleaFrus is, a 
Knight borne and brought vp in Tra-palonia, and t -is Gentlewoman, 
whorae I mc-ane to take to my wife is an Italian borne in Padua f 
5 fro . whence I haue now brought her. The Cause I haue so
small o t^ayne with ne, is for that her friends vnwilling 
to consent, I intended secretly to co; uey her into Trapalpnla: 
whither as I was sailing, by distresse of weather 1 was 
driuen into these coasts: thus haue you hea^d my name, niy
10 country, and the cause of my voiage. Parutosto starting from 
his seat as one in choller, r^aCe tais rough reply.
jieleaprus, I feare this smooth tale ha In but snail 
truoth, and that thou couerest a foule skin with faire 
paintings, no doubt this Ladle by her grace ana beauty is
15 of her degree more meete for a mighty Prince, then for a 
simple knight, and thou like a periured traitour hast bereft 
her of her parents, to their present griefe, and her issuing 
sorrow. Till there Tore I hearc more of her parentage and of 
thy calliiif , I wil stay you both hert in Bohenia.
20 fioraxtus, in whorae resteo nothing but Kingly valor, 
was not able t,o suffer the reproches of P_an.dosto f but chat 
he nade him this answer. ,
2: is, J^ A
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It is not sneete for a King, without due proofe to appeach 
any nan of ill behauiour, nor vpon suspition to inferre 
beleefe: strauncers ought to bee entertained with courtesie, ; 
not to bee intreated with crueltie, least bei^E forced by 
5 want to put vp iniuries: the C-ods reuenge their cause irith 
rigor. -
Pandostj) hearing lyxpastus vtte 1 these wordes, commended 
that he should straight be committed to prison, vntill such / 
time as they heard further of his pleasure, but as for Tjiwnia T ^ 
10 he charcec that she should be entertained in the Court, with 
such curtesio as uelonged to a straunger and her colling. The 
rest of the shipraen he pat into the Dungeon.
Hauing thus hardly handled the supposed Trap_alQriTions: 
Pan_dosto contrarie to his aged yeares began to be sorawhat 
15 tickled with the beauty of F_avnia T in so much that hee could 
take no rest, but cast in his old he-d a thousand nev; deuises: 
at last he fell into these thoughtes.
How art thou pestred. Pandostg with fresh affections, 
and vnfitte fancies, wishing to possesse with an vnwilling 
20 mynde, and in a hot desire troubled with a could discaine? 
Shall thy mynde yeeld in age to that thou hast resisted 
in youth? Peace Paneosto y blabbe not out that vhich thou
•lU: yeares __/ ,8; yeaxes A, 
20: and in aJ7 and a A.
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malest be ashamed to reueale to thy self. Ah Favnia Is 
beautlfull, and it is n ->t for thine honour (fond foole) 
to name her that is thy Captiue, and an other :.ians 
Concubine. Alas, I reach at that with my hand which my -hart 
5 would faino refuse; playing like the bird J.bys in Egipt, 
which hateth Serpents, yet feedeth on their egg-es.
Tush, hot desirer turne oftentimes to c >lde disdaine: 
Lone is brittle, where appetite, not reason beares the sway: 
Kinges thoughtes ought not to climbe so hich as the heauens,
10 but to looke no lower then honour: bette^ It is to oecke 
at the starres ¥ith the younp r.;aglet, then to pray on dead 
carkasses with the Cultures tin more honourable for Pajac'osto 
to dye by concealing Loue, then to enioy such vnfitte Loue* 
D >oth Pancjosto then lo ;.ie? 1'ea: vhome? A aaide ynknowne, yea
15 and perhapps, innodest, stragled out of her owne countrie: 
beautifull, but not therefore chast: comely i^ bodie, but 
perhappes crooked in tainde. Cease then Panjapsto to looke 
at J*-£->'.n^-a * such lesce to loue her: be not o'le^taken v;ith a 
vocians beauty, whose eyes a^e framed by arte to inamour,
20 whose henrt-^ is framed ty nature to inchaunt, whose false 
teares knowe their true times, and whose swcete wordes 
pearee deeper then sharpe swordes. Here P&ndps_t_Q ceased 
from his talke, but not fron his loue-: for although he sought
by reason, and wisedone / to suppresse this franticke Gl 
affections yet he could take no rest, the beautle of F.awnia 
had made such a deepe inpression in his heart. But on a day - 
walking atr-oar: into a Parke which was hard adioyning to his 
5 house, he sent by one of his seruants for Fawnia. v:ito 
whome he vttered these wordes.
Fgvmia , I corcnend thy beauty and wit, and n~w pittie 
thy distresse and w&nt: but if thou wilt forsake vc,lr
r T whose pouerty, though a'.f&iicht, is not able to
naintair.e an ©state aunswerable ^o thy ^e^nty. 'and yeld thy 
consent to Pand ps t,o ' I vil bota increace thee v;r'-h dignities
and riches* No sir, answered! Fayn ia ; IjeJ^eji^rus is a knight 
that hath wonne ne by louc , anci none but he shal we are ne: 
his sinister r.lschance shall not diralnishe my affection,
15 but rather Increase ny good wi.il: thinlte not though your 
Grace hath imprisoned hin without cruse, timt fearc shall 
make nee yeeld ray consent: I had rather be ne^lea/rus wife, 
and a begger, then line in plenty, and be /^andostos 
Concubine. ^Pg-ndo^st^g hearing the assured aunswere of Fawn i a T
20 would, notwithstandinp, prosecute his suite to the vttemost : 
seeking wi''h frlre words a jd great promises to scale the fort 
of her chastltie, swearing that if she would grcunt t-> his
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desire, Meleanras should not only be set at libertie, but 
honored In his courte amongst his Nobles: but these alluring 
baytes could not intise her ninde fron the loue of her 
neve betrothed ante Meleqnrus.; which Pandosto seeing;, lie 
5 left her alone for that tine to consider aore ~>f the dennund. 
Fawnia beinjT alone by her sclfe, bef.en to ente- into these 
solitarie -ted it at ions.
Ah infortunate Fawnj.§, thou seest to desire aboue fortune, 
is to striiie against the Gods, and Fortune. Who gazeth at the
10 sunrie weakerieth his sight: they which stare at the skie, 
fall oft into deepe pits: haddest thou rested content to 
haue bene a shepheard, thou neededst not to haue feared 
mischaunce: better hac it oene for thee, by sitting loue, 
to haue had quiet, then by climing high to haue fallen i ;to
15 Eiiserie, But alas I feare not nine ovne ciaunger-, but Dor/istus 
displeasure. Ah sweete jjorastj^g * thou art a Prince^ bit now 
a prisoner, by too much / loue, procuring thine ovne losse: Glv 
hacidest tnou not loued Favnia thou haodest bene fortunate, 
shall I tiien bee false to him that hath forsaken Kingdomes
20 for my cause: no, would my death raipht delluer him, so raine 
honor :light be preserued. V/ith that feching a dtepe sigh, 
she ceased from her cowplaiuts, and vent againe to the 
Pallace, inioying a libertie without content, ano profered
pleasure with strml loy. But poore Doras tits lay all thin while 
in close p-^lso:., being pinched vith a hard restraint, and peined'j 
with the burden of colde, and heauie Irons, SOT rowing sometimes 
that his fond affection had procured him this rilshappe, that 
5 by the disobedience of his parentes, >.c had wrought his
owrie despight: an other while cursing the Gods and fortune,mt 
they should crosse hira_vith such sinister chaunce: vtte^lng 
at lest his passion;; in these words.
Ah vnf ortu-iatt; uretcn bom^ to .i<-::.-y-pc, ' :M ',:.y folly
1) hath his desert: art thou not worthie for thy base ninde 
to haue bad fort'ine: could the destinies fauour thee, which 
hast forgot thine honor and dignities: wll not the Gods 
plague him with despight tha 1'; payneth his father with 
disobedience. Oh Gods, if any fauour or iustice be left,
15 plague me, but fauour po~-re £awnia and shrowc her from 
the tirannies of wretchec Pandost_o, but let my death free 
her from nishap, and then welcome deaths } pgractv^s psyned 
with these hec-uie passions^ sorrowed and sighed, but in vaine, 
for which he vsed the more patience. But againe to ,Pan,dQStp t
20 who b^oyliijg at the heat of vnlawfull lust cordde take no 
rest bu sti.ll felte his :iinde disquieted with his new lone, 
so that his nobles and subiectes oarueylecl greatly at this 
sudaine alteration, not being able to coniecture the cause
. J
of this his continued care: Pandosto thinking euery hower 
a yeare til he had talked once againe vith Fawni£, sent for 
her secretly into his chamber, whit ier though Favnia vnwillingly" 
coraming, Pandosto entertained her vtry courteously vsing 
5 these farailiar speaches, which Fg.yniji answered ac shortly 
in this wise,
sto, /
Fawnia arc you becone les^e wilfull and more wise, to 02 
preferre the loue of a King oefore the liking of a poore 
10 Knight: I thinlce ere this you thinke it is better to be 
fauoared of a King then of a subiect,
Favnia.
Pandosto, the body is sublect to victories, but the 
mind not to be subdued, by conquest, honesty is to be preferred 
15 before honour, and a drarame of faith weighetri downe a tunne 
of gold. I hauc promised ^i^laa^rus to loue, and irf.ll 
perforae no lesse.
Fanuosto.
_Fownla« I know thou an-t riot so vnwise in thy choice, 
20 as to refuse the offer of a King, nor so ir. grateful as to 
dispise a gooci turner thou art now in that place when I 
may conaaunde, anci yet thou seest I intreate, my powe^ is such 
as I nay compell by force, and yet I sue by prayers: Yeelde
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Fawnia thy loue to him which burneth In thy loue, ^l
shall be set free, thy countrymen discharged: and thou both 
loued and honoured.
Fawnia «
I see Pandosto, wher- lust ruleta it is a miserable 
thing to be a virgin, but know this, that I wi 1 alwnies 
preferre fame before life, and rathe ^ choose death then 
dishonour.
Par.dogtp seeing that there was in Favaiia a determinate
10 courage to loue I-leleaff ros < and a res -, Vat ion without feare 
to hate him, flong away fror: her in a rage: svesrl^g if 
in shoTte time she would not ,-e wonne with reason: he would 
f-o^get all courtesie, ci:d co--pcl her to creunt by rigour: 
but there three- tning wordes no whit dismayed ?; wnla; but
15 that n:ie still both dispighted and dispised Faiicpsto.
Vfhile thus these two louers stroue, the o^e to wi.Jie loue 
the other i.o liue in hate: i^i^tus hear-c, certaii.e newes by 
He^chauntes of . Bpher.ia , / that his sonne Dprast-u^ was G2v 
imprisoned by ?ajj.d :3£tp ? whicji r.iacle him fea^e greet ly
20 that Ids so.ine should be but hardly intrcated: yet
considering that Bell£.ria and 'hee was cleared by the Oracle 
o.f Apollo from that crine where v/it!i fiand.os'L.o hac vniustly 
charged them, hee thought best to stud with all speed
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to Pandostp T that he should set free his sonne* Doras t us f 
and put to death gawnia and her father Pprrun : finding this 
b^ the aduise of Counsaile the seediest rrmecy tn -|-°ler<*e 
his sor.ne f 'he caused presently two of his s'.ilppes to be 
5 rirged and thoroughly furnished with prouision D.f :tn and 
victuals, and sent diuers of -is nobles, Lmbassacoures 
ipto Bohemia: who willing to obey their King, am" receiue 
their yong Prince: 1 made no delayes, for fea^e of danger, 
but -with ar much speede BL night oe, jailed towards J/^
10 tie vunce and sens fauorecl them greatly, which made them hope 
of some ;;ood ha. Type, for within three dales t..ey were lorided: 
u'lich J^and.3i^to no soner heard of their arriuall ., but hee 
in person went to neete then, intreating thera -with ruch 
sumptuous ar;'-- familiar courtesie, thnt they night mil
15 perceiue hov cory he van fir the former iniuriep hee had 
offered to fielr King, and how willing (if it might be) 
to nake amende s. As Pan^ostp mace report to then, how one 
a Knight o? Tralonja wa? lately ariuec with a
Lady called ^^Viwnja in his land, conraing very suspitiously, 
20 accompanied onely with one st:rusnt, and an olde shepheard, 
The bmbassadours perceiutc by trie nalfe, vhat the whole tale 
>ent, anc began to coniecturo, that it was Ijpr ag t;as. * who 
for feare to bee knovme, had chaunged his ne r-ie: but dissembling
r*
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the natter, they shortly arluod at the Court, v;hci*e after they 
•had bin ve^le solemnly ai;d sumptuously feasted, the noble men 
°? Slcllia oelng gathered togither, they nnde reporte of 
their .uibassage: where the * certified jfenjdog.tp that Heleagrus 
5 was sonne and heire to the King li£i_stup, and that his name 
was Pp.rastus: how contrarie to the Kings tainde he hac priuily 
conuaied away that J^awnia, intending to marrie he v , being 
but daughter to that noore shepheard Porrus: wherevpon 
the Kings request was, that Cj^pnj^g, Fawnia, and Porrus
10 night bee murthered and ^nt -t-o de--th, and that his sonne
Dorastus rai,rht be sent hotie in sa- x fetie. Paiiclpsto 03 
hauing attentiuely and with grea^ rneruaile heard their 
Embassage, willing to reconcile himselfe to j^igt;a_s ? and 
to shew him. how grentlie he esteemed his fauour: although
15 loue ancl fancy forbad him to hurt Fawnin, yet in despight 
of loue hee determined to execute Ji£istus vill without 
mercy, and therefore he presently sent for Xorastug out 
of prison, who tneruailinp; at t ais vnlooked for cartes Le, 
found at his comming to the Kings presence, that which he
20 least doubted of, his fathers Embast-adours; who no sooner 
save him, but v.dth great reuexance they honored hint and 
Pandosto embracing Dorastus, set him by him very louingly 
in a chaire of estate, l^praGtus, ashamed that his follie
Ik: fauour: __7 fauor: £5 labour: .A
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was bewraied, sate a long time as one in a muse, til 
Pandosto told him the s'nr-ie of his Fathers embascsce, 
which he had no sooner heard, but he was to'icht at the 
quicke, for the cruell sentence that was pronounced against 
£° ffftJ-ff : but neither could hirs sorrow nor persuasions 
preualle, for PcUidpjsto connound«--d that Fawnl^., POT jr us ? and 
io, should bee brought to his presence: who were no
sooner come, but Paiido.sto hauinr: his former loue turned 
to a disdainful hate, began to rr.p: against Fa\-gjj.a in 
10 these tearwes.
Thou disdainful! vasral, thou currisii kite, assigned 
by the destinies.- to base fortune, and ye'!: with an aspiring 
minde gazing after honor: how durst thou presnne, being a 
beggar, to raetch v.'ith a Prince? By thy alluring lookes
15 to inchant the sonne 3f a King, to leaue his owne countrie 
to fulfill thy disordinate lusts, n despightfull minde, a 
proud heart in a beggar 'is not vnlike to a great fire in 
a sraal cottage, which warmeth not the house, but burneth it: 
assure thy selfe thou shalt die, and thou old dontinc foole,
20 whose follie hath bene such, ay to suffer thy daughter to- 
reach aboue thy fortune: looke for n^ other meede, but c,he 
like punishnent. But C^ijoriio, thou which hart betrayed the
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King, and hast consented to the vnlawfull lust of thy Lord 
and sinister, I Know not how lastly I may plague thee: death 
is too easie a punishment for thy falsehood, and to liue 
(if not in extre e niserie) were not to shew thee equitie. 
5 I-therefore award that tho-i shall haue thine eyes put out, 
and / continually while thou diest, grinde in a mil like a G3v 
brute oeast. The feare of deatu brought a sor^owfull s'lence 
vpon Favnia and Cannio T but .Porrjis seeing no hope of life, 
burst fort i into these speeches.
10 PandostOy and ye noble, hmbassaciours of Gicilia ? seeing 
without cause I am condemned to die: I am get glad I haue 
opportunitie to disburden my conscience before my death: 
I will tel you as much as I know, and yet no more than is 
true: whereas I an accused triat I haue bene a supporter
15 of •'•''awnias price, and sliee disdained as a vilde begger, so 
it is, that I am neither^ Father vnto her, nor she daughter 
vnto me.
For so it happened that I being a porxre shepheard 
in picHia, liuing by keeping other mens flockes: one of
20 my shecpe strayinr downe to the sea side, as I wo>rtt to 
see ;e her, I saw a little bor.b driuen ypon the shoare,
- wherein I found a babe of sixe daiec )lde, wrapped in a
10: i.mbassaciours _7 Bj iJtuabassadours ^ 
19: other J li; others ^
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mantle of skarlet, hauiripr about the necke this chaine: I 
pittying the child, and desirous of the treasure, carried 
it home to my wife, who with great care nursed it vp, and set 
it to keeps sheepe, Ileere is the cliainc- and the levels, 
5 and t .is FKwnia is the childe whoae I found in the boate, 
what shee is, or of what parentage I knowe not, but this 
I an assured that sheo is none of nine.
sto would scarce suffer him to tell O',it ais tale,
but that h, enquired the tine of the ycere, the mariner of 
13 the boa;,c, and other circunstaunces, which when he found 
agreeing to his count, he sodainelie lea.pt' from his seate., 
and kissed Faijiil, a ? vetting he- tender chce".-:s with his teareS| 
aiic crying my daughter l^nlg. ? ah swcete F,avi |iwa ? I an thy 
Fathe r', Lvg\vnia.. This sodaine passion of the King draae 
15 t.-icK all i:,to «? maae, especially Fgivnia and. I)prpvEtiis_« ];ut 
when the King had breathed himselfe a while in thin newe 
ioy, hce rehearsed beef ore the Ecibasnadourc the whole matter, 
how hee hacce entreated his wife j^llarla for iealousie, 
ancl that thin was the chilce whorae hee sent to floate in
20 the ser.s.
was not more ioyfull that she ha>,. found such
a ^ather, then Dor gist us was clad he should get such a 
wife. The / Ambassador? reioyced that their yong prince
13: sweetej? JB; swtete ,A
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ha,, uade such a choice, \that those Kin pd Dines which through 
enmitle had long tine bin disseuered, should now through 
perpetual anl.tie be vnited and reconciled. The Citizens
and subiects of jioheaia (hearing that the King had found 
5 againe his Daughter, wuich was supposed deao, ioyfull that 
there was an heire aparant to his Kingdome) made bonfires 
and showes throughout the Cittie: The oourtiert and Knights 
appointed lusts and Turneis, to signifie tiifi" vllJinc mlndes 
in gratifying the Kinps hap.
10 iiighteene dales being past in these princely sports, 
Pandosto willing to recompence old Porrus , ^ n. shepheord 
made him a Knigat: waich done, prouiding a suriicient Nauie 
to reeeiufe him and his retinue, acco panied witii
Favn.ia ? anc the p^ilian, Biabassacjours, he sailed towards 
15 p^cilia, where he was aost pr'lncelie entertained by £.£istus; 
who heariup t:,is conice .1 euent, reiOj-ced greatly at his 
sonnes good haope, and without delay (to tae perpetuall ioy 
of trie two yong Louers) celebrated tae narriage: W')ich was 
no sooner ended, but Pandosto (calling to mind aow I'ir-t 
20 he betraied his Triend &fiip t us » how his iealousie was the 
caus^ of Bellorias deat'i, that co t,rnv :"': t-> thf- law of 
nature ace had lusted after ais ovme t-aughter) moued with 
these de -.per ate thoughts, he fe.:I in a nelaneholie fit,
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and to close vp the Cotuedie with a Tragicall stratageie, 
hee sieve himself^, whose deata being :aafTy dales bewailed
of l^jnig, ^joras^tus T and his deeru friend jbfiistug T pora.stus 
taking his leaue of aic fataer, went with his wife aiic: the 
5 deac corps into j^oaeciia. where after they were sumptuouslie 
intombed, i-iorastus ended his daies in contented quiet.
FINE-.




TP,6 sinister / adverse, unfavourable
13 Teaporis filia veritas. / 'Truth is the daughter of 
time'. The Latin version derives from Aulus 
Gellius, Iloctes Atticae. xii, 11,7, and was 
disseminated by itr inclusion in Erasmus's
., Basileae, 1526, p.^36. Tilley has
the iSnglisa form 'Truth is time's daughter 1 with 
quotations from 1553 onwards (T58-)). The history 
or the notto is studied in detail in an article 
by F. Caxl (' Veritas Filia Tenporis 1 , in Philosophy 
:-nd. :Iisbory« ed. Klibansky and Paton, Oxford, 1936) 
to VMich I an indebted.
16 ODpJre,..dulci« / Bee Per^Tne^ _es T p>,xv-xviii. 
P. 1,2 paultring / paltry, worthless
2 Apliranius / Applefate points oat that there was a 
comic poet called Afrenius (or Aphrinius) who lived 
lour before Trajan. Cooper ( The sa urus ) has the 
entry: 'Affranius, A Poet. 1 Greenc probably 
invunted t'-iiL- story.
/ Roman emperor, A.I. 98-117; born c.A.D.52.
3 d.Qt'ng / f o >lish
ea / ventured
stil / continually, repeatedly; the sense of 
'nevertheless' is not recordec before 1722 (0_._L.D. 
6 b).
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> **• rude / rough, unpolished
/ unsophisticated, simple, unpolished
5 excusing,.. with / i.e. offering as his excuse
6 he / i.e. Aphranius 
6 fondly / foolishly
8 straight / immediately
9 shroud / shelter
9 shaciove / protection, shelter
10 vita / like
12 food / foolish
12 curious / various shades of meaning are possible; 
the most appropriate seems to be 'difficult to 
satisfy, fastidious 1 (O.fi.D. I 2).
^ tr-auell / labour
P. 2, 1-2 George. . .Cumberland / George Cliff ore, third Larl 
of Cumberland, 155^-1605- ^e succeeded to the 
earldom in 1570. In 1571 he wes enterec at Trinity 
College, Cambridge, and vac in residence till 157^» 
He took his l-i«A. in 1576, and i^ said t .> have studied 
also at Oxford. 'In 1588', the year of Pancosto's 
publication, 'he commanded the Elizabeth Bon a venture, 
a queen's ship of 600 tons, against the Spanish 
Armada, and after the decisive action off Gravelines 
(29 July) carried the news of the victory to the camp
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(P.2,1-2) at Tilbury. The reports of his gallantry so 
pleased the que^n, tha she lent him the Golden 
Lion, a ship of 50 ) tons, -with walch to undertake 
another expedition to the Louth Sea. 1 (D.1UB.) 
Though ho had inheriteo a large fortune, he was 
nearly £1,000 in debt when he died in 1605.
Besides Panoosto, Greene dedicated to him Mourning 
Garment (1590); neither Dedication suggeststhat the 
relationsnip between them waf more t:\an formal. 
Greene dedicatee Penelope's Web (15o7) to Cumberland's 
wife, and two other works to members of the same 1 
family: The i-iirror of _I-lodesty (15&*0 to r'argaret, " 
wife of Henry Stanley, *+th i>r ; ^l of Derby, who was 
Cumberland's half-sister; anc; Ciceronis Amor (15&9) ,, 
to Ferdinando Stanley, son of Henry and Margaret.
P.2, 3 vertue / probably in a more general sense of | 
'excellence' or 'accomplishment' than the lodern ! 
use. The p.'irase 'increase of honour ant vertue' is 
common in dedications by Greene - cf. e.g. 'i'he Mirror 
of Modesty, Arbasjto, Planetoaachia aud Penelope' s K?A« 
lf-6 The IRascians.. ._stone. / fascia was a region .if southern 
Bosnia. The story here tola of its inhabitants is 
probably Greene'c- fabricrtion. C-ir Thomas ^o\;ne 
has nothing resembling it in His long section on the 
load-stone in Pseud^coxla ^pideiiica (Korla-« eel. .. .Wilkin,
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(P.2,lf-6) Vol. I, 1852), However, in Philemon Holland's 
translation of ^liny's Hatural ;IIstory (1601, Vol. 
2, £ig. Ddd Jfe) we read that loadstones 'are very 
good to JG put into those medicines wfiich are 
prepared for the eyes', so Greeue's statement nay 
not be entirely his own invention.
P.2,6-8 Vnicornes.• .p.rasse / ct". Planet ;nac.'ia. 15^5» Bodleian 
Tanner 253(2) copy, ; ig.^/2: 'lupiter glutted with 
drinking of liectar, sharpned his stonacke with 
chewinj of Phileiaons sower Grapes'. In Pancosto 
at least, Greene's statement is probably an elegant 
variation on the familiar observation that dogs eat 
grass as an enetic: cf. Lartholonaeus Anglicus, tr. 
John oi' Trevisa, De Proprletatibus r.er,upl T 1^95, 
(XVIII, 25, -ig. Bb6)j arid Lyiy, ^uphaes, ed. 
demons anc Ooll, p. 1^: 'the cog having surfeited 
to procure ..iis vonit eatet.i grass and finaeth remedy 1 . 
8 stoaacks / appetites
8 crasainp; / this is the first recorded uso in t'als 
• sense (p.h«P» 5)»
9-11 Alexander.. .Venus / Lyly (Eu. hues and his iiinrlanc, ed. 
Bond, 11,86) .ins: '.ione must wear Venus in a Tablet, 
but Alexander...' . In t..e sane work we are told 
that: 1 A St-aunger co uing into the Capitol of Pome 
seeing all the Cods to be engrauen, soine in one stone,
som« in an other, at the last he perceiued
, to bee vrought in luory, Vejms to be caraed
in lente, uhich Ion? time beholding with great 
delyght, at the last hi- burst oat In these words, 
neither can c'-sis white luory ;/it^cap T make thee a 
white Smit .;, neither this fs>ire woman leat, raake 
thee a fair© stone,.. '• Bond notes that the tale 
is probably of Lyly's invention. Is it possible 
that the two passages may have been at the back 
of Greene*s mind Viere?
> 9 croced / deformed, ugly (applies to Vulcan reth©r 
th.-n to his pictur©),
10 von^ex-^k / marvel at, admire
l'} j£iHtoi£ / skilfully, elaborately or beautifully 
wrought (.O-SjjiD^ II 7) «
10 £pj:inter;reij^e / portrait
12 ^riunS^S / P®rh«ps in the specific sense of 'victory 
procep clews' j or, more generally, 'great occasions'*
3-3 .fancies / probably 'caprices, whims 1
/ renowned 
' simple, humble
P jllle , . *$ish. / the story of how Philemon and Baucis 
entertained Jupittr and Mercury, dis; uised as mortals, 
in their poor cottage after they had been refused 
everywhere else in the land is told in Jvid's
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<P.2,15-16) Metamorphoses. VII i,618-72*+. The well-known 
story is retold in, e.g. Cooper's Thesaurus (s.v. 
Baucis). Greene also uses it in McUa (1617, 
Sir. B3).
P.2,16-17 Al...levels / 'The representation of Aesculapius 
as a physician ane a demigod is traditional Ovid, 
Met,., XV, etc.); but there is no evidence concerning 
the absence of jet/els ±-: the af..ornr,ent of his shrine, 
except perhaps a contrary indication in Zwinger's 
s ory (I,l")66) of the theft of golc and silver 
stc-tues ther: fro:.' 1 /""A.J7. (Applegate c-eens, however, 
to have misunderstood Greene's statement, which 
surely aeans 'jjpt all who honour Ksculapius deck his 
shrine vita jewels').
17-lc> Ap_ollo.. .treasure / Applegate finde no basis for this, 
claim, and points out that it is contradicted on 
p.21,10: 'DglphpjG is sought to by Princes, not 
beggers 1 . Cf. Greece's C.iceronis^/•• raor ? 15^9, -r'ig. 
A2v: 'ApollP yeelded Oracles as well to p^orc nen for 
their praiert, as to Princes for their presents',
19-20 The^.sjbang.,1 chites.. .vertue / Allc.n classes t .is as 
'invented 1 , but 'ecaites 1 is defined by O.L.P. as 
'a precious stone, dark-greeu, red, or violet, with 
febulous properties, fo.:nc in Incia and Persia'.
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(P,2,19-20) Haplet (A preene. Iorest, 1567, big. B6v) says: 
'it is In coloui 7iolet like: Anc there is a paire 
of them, Male <& Female, and be most commonly found 
both togither in the eagles Rent, w'thout the which 
the Liable can not bring forth hlr yong: and therfore 
kepetn them, as . ost necessarie in t -is behalfe 
alwaiec in air West, T-.ese stones bound to a 
womaa bodie, being with childe, do hasten childe 
birth. And I.oTraTc,i scith, that if any lan haue these 
or one 01 these, and put it under that mans meate 
or trtncaer that ae suspt^cteth to be in fault of 
any thing: If that, he be guiltie, he saall not be 
able through this to svallowe downe his meate: If 
not saith he, he may, 1
P.2, 20 yert:ie / power
20-21 girte_s...ylll / of. Tilley G97: ^A gift is valued 
by the nind 5f the giver'; Tilley gives several 
instances before Greene, and refers back to Erasmus, 
Adagla. 6l^c.
20 measured / valued
21 .'.ijson / no source of this story is known, cf.
j:,uohues his Censure; (15B?> : ig» A3): 'Alexander did 
vouchsafe of kisons rude ano vnpolished picture of 
liars: for that the prince delighted in vars. 1 
Applegate suggests that the nane nay be derived froia
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(P»2,21) that of the sculptor, Myron, who is referrec to
by tooper (.These urug) as 'an excellent caruer'; he 
wes born about *+bO L.C.
P. 2, 22 Darius / there were several Persian kiiigs of this 
name, in the sixth to fpurth centuries i-.C.
P,3» 1 shadowed. / painted or dravn (0..b.D« 8).
3 the triumph or time. / cf. TP, 2-3, and Greene's use of
/
•Temporis filia verit- s 1 as a motto. He may have 
thought of tills as an alternative title for the book.
3 S,p« • -ujs / so,.. that
3 ruclelie / roughly, imperfectly
6 s aciove / protect, screen from blame or punishment
(j.i^.D. 3b, citing this among bther instmce..). 
8-9 They.,.Phoenix / no authority for t.'iis statement has
been found: Alien classes it as 'invented 1 . 
9-1° Phyclla&...IuQry / Phidias xvas known as a sculptor, 
though Pliny says 'it is said that even Phidias 
himself was a painter to begin with 1 (XXXV, 3*O and 
Lyly calls him 'the first painter 1 (huphues_and_his 
England, ec. Bo'id, II, 3)* The ider of Vulcan being 
painted in an ivory chair may well derive from t:ie 
anecdote in j^ujotiuj...^ pno his i.a/a&n.d quoted in my 
note to p.2,9-11 of F_an_dp_sto« The same anecdote 
is even more likely to have influenced the following 
passage from Greece's Arbasto (158^, t.ig. Flv):
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(P.2,9-10) 'Vulcan was carued in unite luory, yet a Smyth 1 . 
The allusion in Pantiosto seems to aim at suggesting 
a parallel between Greene's seeking protection for 
his 'imperfect Pamphlet 1 by dedicating it to a 
noble patron, and Phidias's seeking to elevate an un­ 
worthy subject by painting him in ennobling 
surroundings.
P.3j 10-11 Caesars...Capitoll / The allusion is probably 
partly to a story told, as HcKerrow points out 
(Nashe, Works. IV,105), by llacrobius in Saturnalia. 
ii, 1*,29-33» and repeated by Erasmus in his 
ApQphth_epaat5. McKerrow notes other 16th century 
allusions. Greene varies the story, which in Udall's 
translation of irasnus runs thus: 'When he 
/"Augustus CaesarJ? returner! to Roome with all pompe 
and ioylitee from the victorle gotten at Actium. emog 
a greate multitude neetyng hym for to welcome hym 
home, a certain persone bearyng on his fist a / 
crov;e hauyng been taught to speake these woordes: 
All haile Cnesar iimperour moste victorious: Augustus 
beyng muche delltcd w ; th this salutacion, bought the
crowe, and gaue sixe thousade pieces of golde for
t
hyra. The partener of hym y hac dooen this feacte,
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t
(P»3flO-ll) because no porcion of y liberall reward© had
e
come to his snapshare, did Caesar to weete that y
selfsame feloe had yet an other crowe too, whlche
e 
he beesought of Caesar that y £eloe mi£ht bee
copelled to bryng before hym. When she was brought, 
she soued out plainly suche woordes, as she had 
lerned, whtehe wer these: All haille An ton jus raoste 
redoubted coqueror. Augustus beeyng nothyng stlered
i^
to angre, onely oomraaundec the rewarde afore geue to bee
e 
equally parted with the feloe. that was y proinotour
e 
of y later crowe. /
beeyng sebleably hailed or saluted by a
popiniaye, comnaunded hir to bee bought too. And
e 
meruaillyng at y same thyng in a pye, bought air
vp also» This exauple would not suffre a certain
poore souter /""cobblerj7 to bee in reste, vntill"e 
he must take in hande y makyng of a crove to a like
taaner salutaclon. Who wh§ he had clene beggered
t 
hymself w expenses, woalc euer nov and then thus saie
vnto the birde, when it woulu not scJe after hym: 
bothc our labour and all our cost is lost. Yet in
process© of tyrne at last by reason of contynuall
e e
beatyng it into y crowe, he mace y same eui by strong
hande that she should scwne the salutacio so often 
recited vnto hir. And whe she had therwith salued
d 
(F,3,10-11) ftuf.ustus as he passed by, Tushe tushe (q
Caesar) we haue enough of suche saluters as this 
at horae slreadie: Anon tne crowe recorded also 
the other woorcles whiche she ha'1, so ofte heard, 
brought out theitn also in this mener, bothe our 
labour & al our cost is lost. Caesar laughyng 
hertely therat, coiaaudeci a greate dele more to be 
paieci for hir the he hod geue for any such bird 
tofore 1 . (Erasmus, Apophther.ine$, tr, Udall, 154^> 
Sigs. Ilv-I3).
It will be seer; that this story does not fully 
explain Greene'y statement, which may also have 
been Influenced by vague nenories of the sacred 
geese which vert said to have savec; Pome from Gallic 
conquest by waking Kanlius Copitolinus. 
P.3,10 Aue / HallI
11 Peariced / perched
12 doubtini, / fearing
13 jjinjk / attack
vnlearned. / this may suggest that Greene considered 
himself superior in learning to his detractors,
Cf. p.1,8,
valurc; / may mean 'worthiness, merit 1 as well as
'valour, courage 1 .
Sycophants / caluraniators, slanderers (£tk»£.t 2).
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P.3,l£-19 Iupit.pj%««Cotage / see p, 2, 15-16, n. 
19-20 Phillip. . .pesaflt / no authority has b- *n found for t.jis 
anecdote, Applegate considers it 'almost certainly 
Greene's invention'. The idea is the same as in a 
passage in Antony Kundy's dedication of his Zelauto. 
1580, Sigs. d[lv-2: 'When all the braue Gallants 
and woorthy Gentleaen in Eoome T presented vnto the
JeyeJ^ and fifts of great value and estimation* ••
a poore Citti^en amongst the all brought a hand full 
of j^ over £ y and offered then to the jSjBper our , the 
which he receiued gratiously and with f;reat affection, 
and gaue him a great re-ward.'
22 aljiG / intention
23 .toy / trifle
Pp«3»23 - **,! with M inerua . • . Ov?l,e / Minerva is referred to 
here as the goddess of war and wisdom. Applegate 
says 'the owl certainly is associated traditionally 
with Hirienra, tnough I have found no specific mention 
of it. 1 A close parallel to Greeae's idea is in the 
prologue to Lyly's Cc.-npar-pe (156^): 'we which stande 
in awe of reporte, are compelled to sette beef ore 
our ovle Pallas shield, thinki;ic by her vertue to 
i- t'ie others defonsitie. 1 (Sig. A3; ed. Lond,
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CPp.2,23 - ^,1) For other associations of Mluerva with the 
owl, see Dray ton, The Ovle (in k orks , ec. J»W, Kebel, 
II,M37)i 'And for ra.. studie (of all other Fowle) 
The wise Miaorya challenged the Ovle 1 j 
and Jonson, Masque of Augurs (in Works % eu» Her ford 
and Simpson, VII, 6lf3: 11.379-81):
s Herns haw, and her Owle,
Doe both proclaime, thou shnlt contrale 
The cours- of things'.
See also Carroll, AnJ.$4L &P£lJrQ£&&P-: l$- 1 PP«28,31 
and 111.
P«3,23 Ta^r^et / shield
P«^, 2 Cffun te. s s e. . jy.au r - vi/je / see p.2,l,n, Cumberland had 
married Margaret, daughter of his guardian, Francis 
Eussell, in 1577* The marriage, w'uch had been 
arranged in their infancy, was not happy.
P. 5, 1 ill&TOKIE / atory
2-19 Among* . .reuenge / This passage is copied with very 
little alteration frota ^ughues his Jensurt- 1 15ii7, 
Slgs. Dlv-2
2 Pas sions / feelinff, emotions, sufferings /"treated 
as the commonest sense in the work; all other senses 
fully cross-referenced in CornGentary^y7 .
3 gal.leth / harasses, irritates
^ c[e>.:pight / torment j 'evil feeling, especially such as 
arises fro 1 , offended pride' (0.,L,p» M-).
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P*5» **• infectious / probably In the sense of 'tending or 
liable to infect- or contaminate character, morals , 
etc, 1 (0,fa,P. If). 
*f g.Qare,. / aore
5 .ge.iasjLble / probably in the sense of 'striking, 
effective 1 (0,I...L', 5).
/ arguments, inducements
.tract / course, passage
(rIealoujSiLire« » .e^ccepte^)/ the function of the 
brackets, which are not parenthetic, appears to be 
to emphasise a key-phrase,
.^ / 'qualified with a mixture of bitterness 1 
'ssuce', v, 2b). 
/ uncertainties or fears
fe^ / distresring, tormenting
iLL / eradicate; a c >ranon figurative use.
10 ilt«,,sas ipGicteth / 0,L f D« records no parallel to this 
use, vhich seemr to be in the sense of 'it comes to 
be suspected'. *it' is not found in the parallel 
passage in ^^ghu^ _r^is Censure • but is present in all 
early editions of J'^ij^jrto,. 
l'-- / fears or ..aspects
'"' Inflamed, excited (in contract with 'frosen'). 
/ grievous, oppressive.
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p*5» 17 couple / so bupjrmev. his.,Cei'SUT-G in the otherwise 
parallel passage. jjr^ and raooern editors follow ^, 
but it see'is unlikely that tals represents a deliberate 
alteration by Green© of the original passate, 
21 urocured / caused 
P»6, 5 Jbo, / as
5-8 bj. birth.. »comriendgt^iong / cf, Fandpsto, p.^5»23 ~ 
p. 1!^,1*; also ljaBhiues i.. [ .his Ceasur^« 1?87» -ifi. C3« 
'by byrth royall, fr,yer by nature, and learned by 
education 1 .
& / deriring, wishing
gpcimons / corn .on people; subjects. 
trijgaphs / festivities, celebrations 
arranging.
lustes / jousts, tilts 
/ tournaments
19 whether / whither
21 o^[;at / owed (0,s iis£1 'aught* v.,II 3b). 
23 j~rsu£ht / filled 
P«7, 1 ^_ubialsg..fe / submissive (p_ r B».D^ Ib, first recorded in
this use, 15b'6). 
2 magnlfic.al / royally liberal, munificent (ll.EJX
first recorded 1586 in Th_e_ ^ench^ Acr'Cemig ) . 
3 jirat.irie / reward, requite
10$
Pi7 » ** by the space- of / for, during (,Ojt£»jXt 'by 1 , 111,20) 
9 nurged y_p / bro.uht up with care; first recorded 
in t. ais sense in Shakespeare's Kee jsure. f oj Measure
1° enuious of / vexed or discontented at 
11 jsjicgesse, / fortune 
1? -Pro'-iided / prepared, fitted out 
17-18 ssvjLed . . .Bohcaia / rotaantlc geography. For a
sum-inry of the discussion aroused by this phrase and 
its relation to The _Wint» r'.s Tale, see the Hew 
Variorum edition of that play, pp. 139-1^1. 
21-22 espying* « •h3~*.r$$-y_/ the syntax is odd. T-is is 
probably the result of careless writing: Greene 
crams a rcncr liable amount of action into a single 
sentence. It is possible thst we should read 'and 
enbraced' (1.22). 
-S, 5 ££!&&££ / greeted
6 ^euising / conversing, talking (^LjW^ 
^ yl-gre / i.e. in the city.
8 Eff. t_nen ^ neape^g fff /by the instrumentality of
2 •mean' sb. II l!-)-f).
/ spectacles, pageants.
•' ^ n such, a manner.
/ fare
16 vse_d / treated
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IP her time / !,o. in her day, at that period, 
flower / finest example. 
*9 c.urteE.lej / ^-J, complete- the parenthesis and omit 
the coniKia found in A.
21 1-eVTfiied / -revealed.
22 affected / favorably inclined 
p »9, 1 rnirlike / displease
6 Arj'.^tA°'''js / various shades of meaning are po: sible, 
such ns 'emotions 1 C^.S « D, 11,2), 'dispositions 1 
(O.b.f * II/!.) or *fclnd feelings' (^LAL> II 6b). 
/ fanllior conversation (0|feE»I), 5). 
/ apprehensive.
1^ brauer-lt? / besides 'valour', nay mean 'splendour 1 or
'fine clothe?' .
16 L p : u,e « . » Ijgweg / cf. T^llej£» ^503: 'XiO'/e is lawless*, 
17-18 it... '.urn ing / c f. Tillev F2?3: 'Put not fire to 
tow (flax)*.
21 won an,, *lgue / cf, Til^ey W68l: 'All women may o© 
won* ,
22 V&ere.,..f.orc.£ / cf. njjx^j ^5^9: 'When love puts 
in friendthi;- is gone',
22 Jl£2£Z / e^orouc inclination, love (.Q^Iu 8b)»
23 ^scipother^xig / smouldering; (2iii»£». 9b, first recorded 
1579; 0 •jj,«,^» cites t ;ir as its second instance.)
Ill
P. 10, I .stogscjsg / seat cr" emotion (Q.E.D. 6) .
1 .secret / Inward (Oyi, ,3) f A3/)
2 #M £i'f t / insertion of a eora"ia seep::- necessary for
the modern reader. It is founc in ,!«•£• 
** pepruTC / appraise, consider (cf, %£.D» 6).
5 aisr- ^nstru^ o^; / O.L.D. (Ib) cites tnis and only one 
othe^ use (in 15^1) of the intransitive form. 
Gr0»-;-ne uses it alas in J-'erj/naed^ s (p.33»16-17).
6 _ji i n orcl i.nat.g / Inordinate.
7 HSJ*Z25iiJsZ x/ closely 
H ggQ^,;' / 'deserving of campassion* (.O..^^!^ Al), or
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i/T-lng, frowning
16 £12l««»ll23BS -7 Gf - I^Al^- * Mllli*: MTe casts beyond 
the laojn* 1 Defined by Tilley as 'indulge irs v,ild 
connectives 1 , and by 0«^«jD. ('moon', 3b) as 'go to 
extravagant lengths 1 . The sense her is closer to 
Tilley 's definition; porhnps 'r&ck her brnins? would 
be an appropriate paraphrase,
17 Jll3yi<L-5l££M / raigkt nave offended.
20 dura 05 / abstraction of mine or low spirits (not 
b8G~inr the laooern jocular application),
21 ciarged / burdened
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P.1Q,?2 - P«ll,l entered •••jl^y / 'tables' Is o backgammon
fconrd Cp^rfi? 'fctble 1 , I Vb) or the separate halves 
of it. A 'point' Is 'one of the twelve tapered 
divisions on each "table* of a backgammon board 1 
(2»]rLsJi! VI 33g» giving this as it:, first instance). 
In the ;/cLie, the 'men 1 proceed fron one corner of 
the board to the diagonally opposite corner by vay 
of the numbered 'point?.*, the moves being governed 
by the throw of dice. If one of the 'men' were 
T-ade to enter a wrong point It vo rid gain an unfair 
advantage: to 'play. ..false play*. (See Gtrutt, 
r ports snc Pastj.raes, 1850, pp. 319-322). It should 
be noted thai: in Greece's phrase 'enter* is in­ 
transitive* i.e. I^-istus is seen as one of the 'men* 
in the ga^e, not as t:^ player. The metaphor has, of 
course^ sexutil overtones. 
P*ll,3 ^Jiape / firtt recorded in the sense, of 'assuned
appearance, guise, disguise' in Shake :• pea'" e ' s Jjic hard
JII (159]O 11,11,27 (OjuisJit 7). 
£ / cor.trlvir.g, plotting
5 put,. s..v''i^ / obviously neans 'kill* : not recorded 
in this spnse by Q.f£fjn.^. ? though it couJc be con- 
ricer.;d an iror.j.c use In the sense of 'get ric O 
(V,38b), anc is related to the dialectal use 'to 
bury', first recorded in 1896 (V,3Sf)»
6 conducted / decided
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P*}- 1-? 7 .Aupour / mood, state of siind, tcaperament* 
9 krafefc / made known.
11 reuermes / incase (3.,L.D, 3).
12 i'O-gjt.loa / custom's or convention's (cf, Oj^.r> 7-9), P.11,13 - P> 12»17 J3t;:a;-j.*.leaujB / tiis passage is adapted
fr^ ^iPLhues aj._s_C^ng^rgy 1^7, tlic, D3,
P,ll,lU dc;^eri;j,ln.i5.te / determined upoii, intended (Pjjj^.lyi. ^> 
first recorded in 15^6, but very close in meaning
WMMM«Stw«M£*£> ^ '
/ evil deed.
15-17 vnnat ur^l . . • re _uen/;e / Greene repeats t.^ese
yentiaeata at p. 23, 21-23 a«d p. 3^, 19-20 • 
1^ be I'D re hi^ face / cf. 'J *L» _!>,» . 'face' I,3,c: ?To 
(a person's) face, operaly in his sight or hearing 
(implying frankness, effrontery or indecorun). 1 
P,12,10 tal^e. vp / 'rebuke, reprove, reprimand sharply or 
severely' (JiaJisIi. 'take 1 XJ',90 o).
. , .ctrean,e / cf. 'rilley, u;9g7« 'It is hard to
strive against the stream. '
i9 f Us. trustee] / suspecteo (OjtksJii !f » Giving this as its
onl:/ example of tais sense),
20-21 jS^p^ .0.^ t.^e ".cac^sawcja / the same kind of usage (_Q, ]/.,£.« 
'sauce 1 3a). Cf. Trl,Vley , f-99: 'to be served with 
the: sarae souce*.
P,12, 23 socret ••' scc.lu.dea froa observation, private, alone.
P»13|2~3 t reason...ffjj. / cf. Tillfiv* £6^: 'A king loves 
the treason but nates t;u traitor 1 . In Green©, 
the expression presumably means that taough ;umy 
people might approve/ the results of treason, yet 
all hate the uan who couaits it,
*f~7 t_j.ou,. « joJ3c_(jjlei:cij. / I take these* lines to mean: 'as 
a icing* - servant, you must obey connancte, even 
against lav; anu your consclonc^j it Is not gooc to 
take up arms against a tyrant 5 but neither is it 
good to gratify en unjust king by obeying him,'
P.13,3-9 find P,13,l£ ro_i.ly.. .;-,.ayne; fi, pound... then / these 
passages arc adt.ptod from ^ uph^e^, Uis Cfiisu.^-e f 15^7»
eig. E3v.
8 Follv.»«£o.ld / Cf. Tine^, FjUli 'Fools refuse 
favours' (cites only one instance, of 1$59)«
3 je^fjiseth /so i^pjiue^s, j;^, Cens^rw in tSie parallel 
passagis. All >.r*rly ecltioas of l£££$£t£ read as j^, 
but it st-eKS unlikely that I..is re-presents a 
deliberate alteration by Greene in copying from the 
earlier work.
9 counsel / prudence (0.1>..p» 13), 
10 sitrangery / the com/a a isay have been inserted
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a pouaQ . . 4eau / cf. p,#*f, 15-16: 'a dramae of 
faith woigneth doune ,-• tun.,e of gold.' Tat. two 
expressions seera like variations on a proverb, but 
not, D> tn able to trace: their origin. 
».^ocj; / C f. £££tpg£S&.t p.60,13,n» 
/ low-ranking or poor 
^ / o:-.' lfc:s_; value 
/ reputation
17 ,fio. / so long as, provided that
/ probauiy in the sense of 'nigh position 1 , 
/ descendants
19-20 v.-iffr;: ^a^Jes. » *s LteajLe / behind this passage lies the 
iue,; or the Hierarchy 01' beings. The presence of
M* eatle and lion, ::ing.: of their species, protects 
creatures lower in the hierarchy,
19 kraj , prey.
22 AJL^f-r-ft^ / i! i- SL in opposition to C^AUiii
. .reuprse / tr.is peerage is adtipued from 
^Uj3hqe£._. hip Censure, I?o7, :'ig. i>3v. (This parallel 
is noted by v..,J. Vincent, 'Further Fepetitioi.s in 
the Works oi' Fobert Greene', P«^_. , Jan. 1939, p. 76). 
. . .^iteta / of. ^ijae^^ C606: 'A guilty
conscience feels continual fear 1 . 
1 but / seems to mean 'anc moreover 1 ; cf. 0_»£«p. 
Ill, 25. Greene 's choice of word was probably
governed by tlu false effect or antithesis that 
gives.
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P.I1!, 2-3 that. .. hot / no authority for tills passage has 
been found* jLt^.»J>» defines 'goltctlte* as »a 
precious stone of a white colour 1 , first recorded 
in 1591* It is dent i one u in Maplet's A fi
forest (1567), but not as haviaf, this prope-ty. 
_*•'_! esft««. a veete / no authority for this statement 
has been found. Aegeum =* Aepean. ^.uph^es. hjj, 
C ensurex , in the parallel passage, reads 'Bgenun'.
/ no authority for t.^ls statement
has b~en found; Allc-n classes it as 'invented'. 
'tragion* is saic by O^.i^I;.* to be 'a name given by 
the Greeks to some strong-smelling plant or plants 
identified by 16th century herbalists with
... an (I Cpenpdiura .y^ya.ria. ' . It is mentioned
by Pliny and in Meplet's Ax preene jforegt « etc. (see 
0.«,fc.,jD» ) « 'Aspis* is tbt- asp, 'a small, venomous 
hoodec serpent, found in &gypt and Lybia* (Q^.*fiy 1). 
6 tyesM to / seems so :iean 'subject to' or 'bound to 
feel 1 . The closest parallel recordec by
is fro:r. Handle time's Thv, Aca^eirty of Armory.. 1688i 
'The White rrlers. ..were tyec to Fasting, Silence and 
Canonical hours, 1 
6-7 Frfeji'e.rre. » a riches / cf. I^ille;, t C629: 'Contentment
is greai: riches.' 
9 enloy / experience (cf. 0AL.D.
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P.l*f f 10-13 bpuln;: , . 4_es_t / this parsace is adapted from
conjure . 1587, Fit;, !&•
12 -S2S&&SI / stnlncd, blemished.
12 £«!&££££ / distressed, troubled (O.EUD* 'cumber 1 , 2)«
fie / (Pandopto'sO plot, I0//rtrWfy
/ the hjrphen in £ /Indicates that in A the 
vord wai split, at the end of a. line or pace, and that 
the compositor followed hie copy ernctlr, rlthough 
in jp the whole vord li? printed vlthin a Hue* 
jrreslce_ Vj j- tl. i JL.. °- / maiCG known to him
P. 15, 1 £PJ^lS£ily / confidence 5 or plan
3 Jpj-jj.tgter / maJlcious, evil. 
5-6 txif...bu,t / prove,,. merely.
o^t / reputation, honour,
/ conceal (OjrEaJis. ^^? with the subsidiary
sense of 'paint* ( 
cuim^ng, 
^ remained.
16 jftij? / probably the absolute possessive pronoun;
but it is possible that a noun such as * friend*
has dropped out. 
3-5 S22l£§£tejL./ ?OTmtl or planned by compact ( O^e. . p,_ ?
recording this as the first use), 
21 4sil^ / trifle, delay, not take seriously. 
21-22 jwith . . , cka t,h / cf. .Tiile^, S1028s 'Like a swan,
sings before his death 1 .
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2 ££2I£gl / close to (CUL,]}. 71. 17, ruoting Inter, 
£lla Chaucer, L@f&no_^f_ Gooe Women. 1,1356: 'The 
vhlte swan Apefcs his deth be-gyuneth for to synge. 1 )-
P«16j U y.T-eplses / previous statements.
5 P3£r:£.® / EubJ.? cf. p.?6 5 '-f and pA3,l8. Eee 
Abbott, L^AS Ice c p e a r 1 a n . G r c gn p r f ^ 361«
7 J5J*SjctiSJ2 / plot. 
7 TJ rgt ended / intended, purposed. 
9-10 1in._l,o^:j> « • rn£^f'-g- c ,t€ L('3 / seems related to the proverb
(All is lawful in love and war 1 j Tille^ A139, first 
recorded c,l623«
11 Jby, . •c&sjkroff / an elliptical construction. Greene 
seens to means 'as a result of his /""Egisfeus'sJ? 
death, he /~PsncostoJ7 wo^jld be able to destroy,.* 1 . 
13 vigji^ghe^d / considered.
P. 16, 16 - P,17«16 ffr.fflrd.pp. . .Fycilla / cf. tht.- following passage 
frog tjiphuer his Cepsurc. 156/» ^l£* D^ (distinctions 
of foant in the origins! are not indicated; phrases 
paralleled in Fandogtp. are underlined): f le,:-£t
^ee jcut.t f
£!^» ^^iey severally setleo them selues 
to their secret indeuaurs, for Vortyrds who^
ul l rr lnT ,t .Jif^.e^tA4mcL_gaua£erc_^.f ,,.the Ijaucnr: t 
icind ) , Cyg.^g.es about. Ithaca, prouldeci a barke and layed
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(P.16 f16 - ?.17,16) It ryaciji 4^3. soput ^ yinde oi;c
It
ir.to the aaynti, ^^...fet .. .j._r_ riae at Aufe 
fcdyna had gathered together a ma st of 
Trearure, all hir rich anC cattly levclltj yea, 
v'aatsoeuer wat any thifljj prwtiout. in the whale 
Pal] act, -which ly y m&n of ^ire vho only s.v mad© 
prluj- to t'Lis practis. , w&£ conueyeu into the ship:
villlnt; vnc:er the suppose of their ftiieitle to
hide tbe very eubstaace of thei'r Kyserie, brpaf.ht the 
via •: a Ij0utx s o A Ij^r t' for £.afjog that Vortyiuir gluing 
the Queene intelligence, PMIilifiv ..J?.^.-, .-^.-^ J'P.? ^ --fc rn
they yent.dQ-wne tot t^e £,IO^]E^ T where the Maryners ready 
vith a Cockboat, e to set theai ^Qpord^ hoiysgicliTEisiyljftg, T and 
singling into fcn« vaayoe, bad fart- well to Ithaca. 1 
P«lc,22 l^ortunc....^!.^ / cf, ffj 'tley. F60U: 'rortmie is blind',
citing this as the first example. 
P«17» 8 JJll$>c: -7 'prosecution of a cause 1 (^Lj^ II, o) - i.e.
hi? suit to Fraaion to poison i-gistus, 
8-9 joelGV«»v^^^eT' •'' cf> » ry-jU.I?.y« f'195* 'Eelay breeds
danger 1 , 
9-10 jprasse* . rfeete / cf. Tillfcy t G 5<19: 'to cut the
grass fro^ under your fee-t. 1
1^ f Io;it iiij; / float ine (A's spelling, not recorded by 
O^Lj.D,,, aay be the result of a misprint).
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«*8»1 j^j^.ac^ / Inteatian.
3 .?e&:ie_s / f>osart cji.t7.tnt s: 'A curious use of it
for "Ilia reason of th* means employed 1". 
5 £.!T-" -!!..# / close (9.jt..D. 'strait', I 2i>). 
10-11 .VVLL.J?, , .iaes.sa^ / the- construction is elliptical j 
it seen:-; ^o Lioan '-when they, in tears, had &iven 
her r,h<' tncssatc... ' , 
12 cetiniye / jmSganeut.
12-13 ]icj.>.c^e / cf. Tllley f 0597*" »A clear conscience 
laughs at fals>3 accusstians 1 .
.gejj / subdued, rendered inactive ', overcome
by.
/ wreak.
23 ..iff/^yt^QUjs / a loose use of the word, meaning not
JuucVk -ore than 'adulterous 1 (^»JA»^« Ib, first similar 
recorded use, 1632), :JT 'immoral 1 . Greece uses it 
in a ecnrjv not recorded in O.L, in
1585", Bodleian Tanner 253(2) copy, Pig. A3;
do» I tninke that P.p^slLpfrp. fell in Icrie with & Bull,
and by the raeane& or I^dc,^.^ oltfcioed her incestuous
pleasure 1 *
P,19,3 j^ls^ejl / polished, mace known. 
5' .pasgsfie / departure. 
7 t/i:.t both / both that
1P1
P.19.1S treac..crie ^T. ;j;.:istus / 'of Js ;ir^t found in £j
E to I, ai;c aat-eru t el tors follow.
Ij6 c--*-rs>*«*k£r* :\gj/ of,. TjU le y , (751: »A curst cow 
has short horns' , i.o, 'wicked men often have not 
VA, ..,jL.;.jus to oar y out tholr deci-ns', 
^6 curst / savage, vlc.loJ.s-. 
/ hatred, enmity,
19 stecl> / i.e. a steel weapon, a sword.
22 £i<K*'.ao / preamaably Beans 'arise' or 'exist 1 , though
OjjEj.I-u affords n-j parallel; perhaps asocl b;./ analogy 
tfitu tue phrase 'occasion will serve', 
22 ho W;'^ ;rigrrieja / ^ is obviously inaccurate, JJ to I. 
anc3 aouern editionc rea-, 'he married the 1 » 'was 1 
is inserted riere in the belief that the compositor 
of g is more il&siy to have omitted 'was 1 than to 
have inserted *to'. 
P«20, 1 nut up / pocket, submit to, endure.
6 H2S^uiil£ / -« e * Paadosto remain ag...
9 aiTec.tioa / the se \B& of 'passion' or 'iu^t 1
(2j£jt2js. ^ 3) sce.ts to be uppermost. 
1° ^.-t^w-r / -n t:'ie" l eS^l sense of 'a reply aade to a 
charge, a def'.:nce' (O^.^tL, 1).
15-16 jjliiliS. « »ii££S« / cr. Tixie^/ . V73» 'make a virtue of 
necessity 1 .
•^ •*»
P* 21 ? 2 bricked / restrained; made / her_/ powerless to
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(P.?1,P) harr 3'ou; 1#e, M.f you hsd been pen-, fortune 
eoulc: hove doro little to harra you, whereas now 
that you a^e In tilth estate, your fall may be the 
greater* .
P. 21. *f we.<nne / iuitnb?tious, moderate.* «--« "-•• * •*•• - i
5 l2H-£2T / £-Ii 'wafl as B; all modern editors ©mend. 
7-8 li!£&. * •OiiSfi 7 (' f - Wriex, C208: »High cecl&rs fall
•when low shrubs r^naln 1 , (Tilley first records
c.l 59?). 
7 ^ru^he^ / struck violently, bruised, smashed (Q^Kjp
/ 3ond (Lyly? Hqrks, 11,271) er-j'-s: 'The
ni stake "Deltihos'1 for "Delphi", borrowed by Shakes­ 
peare In j^njLirJ^£sJi£ ^''^ Greene's £2^-o£to, is 
perhnpr original in ^Idas,, V,i enO ill.,. 1 , 
Cooper (Jhesnu.r^s ) gives both .forms; and Cugden
haep
Jh jjs _ J^elloi;, _Pr.j^un tistg , Hanche^ter University 
Pres:, 1925) finds that 'Delphos' is 'the usual 
Elizabethan rmiae for Delphi, tfi!<:en frora the 
accusative plural of t;-e Latin.* At p. 29, 2, Greene 
mistakenly colls it nn 'Icle 1 in which he is 
followed by Shakespeare. He nay hevc been confusing 
it with the isle of Delos, sacred to Apollo, wnose 
birthplace it was said to be. 
Pel phas... bearers / cf. p. 2, 17-16 ,n.
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2i, 10 _guot^r.t to / tfiJitvC, resorted to.
16 j2£*,2l££» / spite, 131-vil ' f coiitcaptuoue treatment.
17 ^^^•..l-or-vane / cf. liii&i.j P107: 'Patience
1« a piaster for all sores'. 
19 JZsaSZjL/ rucwurj reputation. 
19-20 J^oiTorfr* • -£g£^Ml£ / seems to mean 'a bud reputation
cireule.U-£ ruickly1 ,
20«-21 4--jjulfc> ^. tjnHapet / envy (or 'diclilce 1 ) often causes 
ri;-: to ciroulftte, 
uji^g.cjtj^. « .earth / O^^fart c -.'.pares rhakespe
•Juliu:: Cpfjifir ? III V11,GO~1. 'The c-rll that nen do 
live:: £fter t/ieKij The good Ir oft inte^-ed with 
the i^ fcTBcc 1 . cf, ?illcy 7619 s "Ten goo... turns 
Ii§,..c2erd mid one il.1 dcod report o.broad does spraac. 1 P. 22, ^f J-s^rneg / exprensionr. , (this) r.ennc- or speaking 
(n i; T'I T ir ill-)\ v** L.»» 1 ' > .» • • JU V / •
7-8 ap_tie>Ti . • > ^lefi /' for the le^al terninology, cf. 
fihakespeare, f'oimet 65-*
'Hoi; with t)?in rage pnall beauty hold a plea, 
Whose ectioa is no s :;roncer th; n a flower'.
9 ;^;£22l*'
/ confines.
17 -nag.; long / sufferings or passionate outbursts.
P. 22, 20 citified / inform*: o, assured.
^ fffftfifr / appears to be used in the sense of 'purport,
drift' (.Q •*••!.•.. 2b),
P.23,1-2 was wl;triajl / Collier, Haslitt ano ThoGas all print 
'was /~blg_7 withal...', but the sense is 
satis rectory without an interpolation, £.«•£ read 
as B.
16 aiffiejpch / accuse
^ .extrev-jty / extrene severity or rigour. 
16-19 fflQre...riKor / cf. TiUfiji, P371: 'It is better to 
pity than revenge 1 C.lrst recorded by Tilley in 
1616).
18 s£ / for
19 ri/ftr . / harshness 
21-23 ynnataroll. . .reuenj^ / cf. p. 11, 15-17.
23 shapes / escapes. The construction is forced; we
have to understand * ,he who .. _s lie ds innocent blood'. 
P.21!', 7 a,eal^.e / plan
9 cpck-b^ifite / smell ship's-boat
s / harsh 
J / swo^n
20 _tegr-;e / end
P»25, 2 pay..«d_ebtgs / expiate.. ,r. ins. 
3 vastly / terrible
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P*25» **• ^pr^une-? Whep / the breaking of a sentence by a 
question-mark followed by a capital letter occurs 
also at p.61,2«U- and p. 66 ,11+, so cannot be regarded 
as an irregularity in this text. 
/ harmed
surge / toss on the waves (O.&^D. 1). 
/ drea,ful, terrible.
vjltjal spirit^ / substances or fluids necessary to 
life! 16tri century physiological terminology. See 
P-si'jslL?. 'spirit 1 16.
_guifii3T'essieiQ / brought lov; weighed down (Q^fc.,:^. 6, 
quoting this among other illustrations). 
19 sott&d / besotted, stupefied. 
22 ^rgle&i^e / trouble, cis tress. 
> 2 other / any .other thinf; (O.b t £). B7). D-L read
'rudder 1 - surely a sophistication. Ihomas follows 
JD, while recording ^*s rea<;ing. 
9 aTs / so far as
1° trimu&d / prepared, fitted out. 
11 -.;.alcd / drew
fiea / nigh sea
21 o, greeted / brought as a charge. 
P. 27, 10 ^iue In / give
12 IPX / as far; cf.
,cjv djl^.-g / repute
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P*27, 18 sftale / an ode use; perhaps it means 'stale's 1 !
3 , 
cf - Q*E«P» sb , H: 'used ss a tern of contempt for
an unchaste woraan 1 . Q.&,D, does not record an 
adjectival use In thi. sense. Grosart suggests
•decoying, beguiling (as a "stale" or decoy)*.
15 countenance / various meanings a~e possibles
'bearlrt£ f (Q.k.Di 3:); f appearance 1 (0. ftE.P. 2);
•face 1 (^_«jk«Df. 3>j 'confidence of mien 1 (0. ..,»!-• 6). 
3$ &t and . . . fioynp / I take tnls unusual phrase to mean
•have no power 1 , 'be of no avail 1 5 cf. 0•.&.»£..» 'stand 1 , 
?lf, and Papdosto. p.28,l8,n, vStraininc after 
alliteration see s to be the cause of the difficulty 
in this line, which may perhaps be paraphrased*
•her vhorisa assumption of innocence should be 
of no avail 1 •
P«28, 8-9 Prince. «.peeres) / D is thc^ first edition in which 
the brackets are rearranged. All later and modern 
editions follov, all but Thoiaas oeitting the comna 
after 'peeres 1 .
9 Fringe / Queen (Q^.13* I Ibj usually applied to a 
queen in her ovn -"ight).
16 whist / silent 
3-^ .stand for / serve in lieu of
P.28,21-2 that...that / the repetition nay be the result of 
carelessness on Greene's part. The position of the
12?
(P. 28, 21-2) words on the- page in A makes it unlikely that 
the second *that' is the resuU of compositorial
P. 29, 2 Isle of Delphos / see p»21,lQ,n, 
g / nature, character.
12 rn^-ane ge.asffn / meantime
I1* carefull / solicitous, anxious
16 tjiat / i»e. tht fate of her baby.
20 TtjpA onc^ sonjg / in the sane state (cf, 0«i.-«D«
Ub). Cf. Tllle. . : 63^1 'To sing t'ae same (one) 
song 1 .
22 l^dj,^ f erejT^ / Crrosart suggests 'imparticl, un-
prejuaiced', but hov could the nen be impartial 'in 
the Queenes behalf e 1 ? Pandosto at this point in 
the story would hardly choose sen prejudiced in the 
Queen's favour, the passage makes best sense if 
thy phrase 'in the Queev.ec beholfe 1 is taken to 
mooify 'chose out'; it voulc then taean: 'Pandosto 
chose on bea&lf of the Queen six of his nobles who, 
he knev, -were hardly ;nprejudiceG ! : i.e. who uere
^
prejudiced in his favour: cf, 11.1-2. It is even 
possible that the phra e 'in the Queenes bthalfe* 
has been accidentally misplaced, and that it saould 
corae after 'chase out',
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P»3Q» 2 custome / vay of life; customs. 
16 ^uspii.ion.•...pro if<? / Til lev, MQ19. 
!& yaeauall / unfair, unjust (O.h.l;« MJ, citing this 
as its first instance of the word in this sense). 
19 Hue / £-£ read 'die 1 (or 'dye 1 ). All odern 
editors except Winny (whose copy-text Is E[) read 
•live 1 . There is no reason to question A 1 s reading; 
it is noted here because the fact that Shakespeare 
in The Winter_«a....Yale (III,11,136) Uas 'the king 
shall live without an heir* is taken as proof that 
he used one of the pre-160? editions. It should be 
n >ted tnat '^arne'/s's note in the Sev Varioruia edition 
(1893) gives an entlrel- false impression; he was 
misled bv Collier, vno is wrong in stating 'the 
edition of Pandas to of 1^5 reads., .''the ;ling shall 
die without an heir©."' Collier's edition reads, 
correctly, 'I 4 ve'» 
P«3*» 9 t^yu^ah / po^p.
19 honesty / reputation, good name (Q.^«D« I Ic), 
P«32,12 string, / eclipse, overcome, outweigh.
12 snir'itful / the obviou correction is found in D-l,
and all modern editions except Grosa^t's. 
^3 .aPpeach / cast imputation upon (O^.D. 3). 
P«33» ^ r^heareed / related, described.
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P»33fll vitlessjE / unreasonable, r.enseless 
12 /else / falsely (O^.D, B), 
/ brought about.
1 w.itii / A reads 'w ith*; B makes a false attempt at 
correction with 'which*; C follows jj J> has the 
obviously correct reading found also iu all later 
and modern editions, 
3 PTgjsantly / instantly
5 £&yp& / obllped
6 J
dluersl 1 / In various ways (used nalnly far the 
alliteration).
/ onward cotrse, proces of events (O.
1, cites this passage arstong others)* 
13- ogtunted / dazed (Q^j^fif 5). 
13 sfcado.ve.g / enaciated, feeble people (0T.L.i . IT 6f,
citing this as Its first example) . 
17 Vhff 1: . . .con science? / cf. Tllley y C601: 'Conscience
is a thousand vltnesEe:'.
19-20 Vnnatur_all. « .reuffnpff / cf. p. 11, 15-17 and p. 23, 21-23. 
35» 8 seeljf / -elple^s, defenceless (O.tf^Dy A Ib), 
lffs / innocent 
igt.Q ( -T--1^Q / '^^ ^ts existence based u,;on, or
depending on 1 (Q^sl>* Ub, eitiug t.ls as its first
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p»35» 20-21 thin^ejg. . ,c arras .Iu0 / cf. Til ley. C&3; 'Care 
is no cure'; arid i>haKe:;pesre, .1. jteriry VI T 111,111, 
3s 'Care it no cure, but rather corrosive,
For thing:; that sre no* to oe remedied'. 
21 corraslue / grief, annoyance (O^ ,D. 'corrosive',
B 3). 
P.36, 10 dooroe / Judgenent
1® passions / see p. 2?, 17. 
19 discourse / cf . p«3it,l2,n«
l:lQjrtune» . .clieeices / an allusion to the favourable 
and unfavourable aspects of Fortune: cf, PJUffi.etOr 
lil^.. 1585, Bodleisn Tanner 253(2) copy, Sig. D3v,
first, series J > TCna,pn£^a,g had a dimple in his cheeke 
when he h.-ti a daggar in his hands'. 
/ c&prlclous.
9 puff.lnj; / blowing in pui'fs; uer^ used in a stronger 
sense tn«?.n is mv current? first recorded in this 
sense by 2&ks£» in 1-1^ ('puffing 1 , ppl. a*, 1).
*0 <3sIIy / '««-t sportively 1 (^AiiJi*, ^) see is the least 
inappropriate recorded sense.
10 jFaercenar,y / hirec; serving f:>r va^es or hire 
A2; first recorded in 15^9).
13 c^ouert / place giving shelter to animals, e.g. 
•tnicket ( 0 ,A. I;* 3).
16 substgunce / possessions, wealth-
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P. 37, 18 sea luy / the exact nature (if any) of this
plant has not been determined. See Q,i;,D,« 'ivy* 
2 and 'sea 1 III,23f. 
P-38| 11 wrythed / twisted about.
!3 sinister / dishonest, und< rhand, unfortunate. 
l*t geely / see p. 35, 8. 
16 hardly / harshly, cruelly 
21 abJJJJL. / pecuniary power (0^,1). !f). 
P. 39, 8 though / even if
8 jlraplicity / straightforwardness; f reedo ; f r ?m 
duplicity.
9 feared / so all tht: early editions. Collier, how­ 
ever, reads 'scared 1 (an easy misreading of the 
black letter type) and is followed by Hazlitt, 
Thomas oddly and wrongly records 'scared' as the 
reading of j), though he does not adopt it.
a / first recorder in :opular use in 1590
(O.E..P* 2).
/ burden, load.
21 wanton / ungoverned , lascivious 
21 abroad / out of his own house (.Q.L_.D« 3). 
PAO, 1 crow / exult loudly, swagger (O.^.D. 3, citing this
pas. age). 
1 goodmon / husband
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2 most Trial ster / ruler, coiamander, waster ( 
"most* , A le),
2 KQjrt. . . . brcecoles / cf. .TJLj.jL.cy f M?27: 'Most master 
wears no breech 1 and Shakespeare, 2 Henry VI » I, ill, 
1^-9 » 'Though In this place most master wear no 
breeches*.
3 raial£e»««iit;irifflDg / make physical force- decide the 
matter - punning on the terms In card games, 
cf » T llle y « Ci+53* 'Clubs arc trump 1 , where this is 
cited cs the first instance,
/ stetellness (used sarcastically, OjtL
l*-c, record in;.; this as the only instance). 
5 ipge / 'sceptre 1 (Ojj-^I^ 2), continuing tue sarcastic
imagt of royalty begun with 'meiestie 1 . 
7 QQjl such / no such (p^ti/t 'suca 1 , 27c)«
in^: / rather (Qjf>.*jj>. B 2c, citing this as its
first exetaple of the wore in this sense qualifying 
an adverb of manner), 
®-- / friends
22 grpfjlt..,dp^rc / cf. Tllley f H207» 'It is eo-->d to
have a ha cu before the <Soor r , 
22 hatch / small gate or wicket* r to have a hatch
before the door': 'to keep silence' (0_>L«D. lb),
, 1 la.v vn / put away in a plac for safety (!)_±Lf £*_ VIII 
60).
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F,**-!, <S c^ejaly. / an unusual use of the word, meaning
peraaps 'wholesomely' (cf. p.L*Lu,j)» a) or 'aciply 1 
(cf, 0•&•£>». b).
7 AgJi^Y / lively, pretty or fine. 
21 and honoured / it is possible taat the original
version represents what Greene actually wrote, either 
through carelessness or without feeling it to be odd* 
Abbott (3#2) says: "The Elizabethan authors 
objected to scarcely any ellipsis, provided the 
deficiency could be easily supplied from the context; 1 
and cf. Psnoosto, p,7,21-22,n, J3-D reau as £j 
E makes the alteration adoptee hero, and is followed 
in all other editions before 16M). Winny suggests 
*Fav.:nia who thouclvt,..' (1.19).
P,*f2, 2 cjigrf^ / pecuniary burden (O^I^Ljt II 10),
6 &L(-nIv / e vague ivordj 'neatly' or 'fairly 1 could be 
appropriate here •
7 vit^g / intelligence, 
1^ bill hi^ib^eo / for t:ds type of ellipsis of the
nominative pronoun, see Aobott t 399« 
22 fiainfull / painstaking 
P,^3, 1 bovje^s. / boughs
2 £iilloj£!ill2; / splendidly, finely.
^3» 2 Flora / the Bonan goddess of flowers and spring.
6 .chectce• • .,agte / a riguratlve use (coraiaon in Greene) 
of the terms in the garni: of chess.
7 layd her trsine / probably a figurative use of 'train 1 
in the sense of 'a line of gunpowder' (O y iii«.D« III 13)• 
1*1*, 3 measured / an odd usage, perhaps in the s.-nse of 
'fudged'. The phrase- seems to mean "actions 
cone at tne right time 1 .
7-15 I!li£u« » .a^n^tj^es / this passage is adapted frosi 
Eu/'h-ues hisr Censure. 15B7, tigs. FW+v. 
vhite...jgjg.ue / Cf, TiUe» J'J31i 'Gray hairs are 
death't blosr.orns' (quotes P^ndosto as the former of 
two uses). Hazlitt notes: 'Percy, in his Reli_c.ueg, 
ii,177, ed. 1812, cuote-s the following as part of an 
olo song on the story of the Beggar's Daughter of 
Bethnal Green:
•His reverend locke^ in co i©lye curies did waxe, 
Anc on his aged temples greve tne blos;: O!nes of the
grave 1 .
colour / iiiuj?hues his ^.ensure in the parallel passage 
reads 'coullers'. By modern grammatical standards 
tills is preferable, as it maintains concorci vith ; he 
verb in fche preceding clause, Hovever, in Greene 1 s 
rewriting the singular form :;my have been used by
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(P,M4-,8) attraction to *frulte f , so PaiHk>sto*s reading may
stand. 
10-11 jlea ue by .d.e.a;tl} / 'by* may nesn 'because of (p^D
36). The parallel passage In ffjjphue_s his Cen sure 
reads 'my Crowne I :,mst leaue appointed so by fate'; 
the absence of * appointed so* in Panel ogtjp nay be 
accidental, though it coulC also be the result of a 
deliberate cliaagc for stylistic reasons, 
17-19 to _c*ie... Chamber / cf. pfiryaiecep, p. 71, 21 - p. 72,1: 
•It is for youth... not. to d&llye in the chamber with 
.Pfir.ls , but to -aarch in the field with Hector* « In 
viev of the association of Mars and Venus, the choice 
of names in P^and^sto is not happy. 
18 dally / sport, flirt
21 straiter / stricter Cp.B.D. 'strait' US). 
P. *+5, 1 ce^-pifhjb / injury, contempt
2 £o,»«»^i / therefore » »•. (Q^E t D. II 10).. .provided that
(P^JL»J3». V 26).
3~6 EJ.C\^> . »])&»§ / *• take this to mean: 'If you decide 
whom I ought to love, I shall love Her even if to 
do so is most painful to me, rcther taan incur the 
charge of disobedience by refusing 1 ,
7 marKe / target. Cf. ilashe, Terrors of trie Night t in 
Works .. ed. McKerrow, I f 31>&> 17-19? 'as an arrow... is
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+5» 7) sent forth raanie times with such force, that it 
flyeth fnrre beyond the narke'. Greece's -netapaor 
appears loosely to mean that Dorastus's alms eld not 
coincide vlth his father's intentions for him.
10 c.vy&ca.,). / churlisa, misanthropic (O+K.Dt's first
recrrdeu use of the word). 
H Pa.sg.ipn / see p«22,17,
11 j)rone / the vaeanln.f.. Is uncertain, & and sll later 
editions before Ifc^O read 'proud 1 , for which 'prone' 
could easily have been misread in the secretary hand, 
Hovever, 'prone' covlc mean 'eager' (Q^tk* 7), snd 
the sense may be 'over-anbltlous* (cf, 11.11-13, 
'What.«.thee f ) . Alternatively, and oppositely, it 
may In a figurative sense iesn 'inert* or 'pensive', 
though no truly parallel usage is recorded in p^WD.
11 XS?£SZ^H®§se / perversity
15-16 Time.., recEl led / ci\ Tllleyy T'332: 'Tine past lie
cannot re-call 1 . 
IV .^^5^ / perhaps 'deadly 1 (0,L.D. 9) or 'ilieffectual'
(O.E.P, 17).
2^ conceits / thoughts or fancies 
2"} snours / lovt; (O.-t^.i.^ 2).
20»22 Vulcan* •• fruit / an allusion to l-iars's adultery with 
Venus, Vulcan's wife*
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/ cf. p. 6, 5-8 and n
lp--ki;i£ / a-waitl'-.g the time (0 •,£.«£-. I 3c).
'iR .A-ffi;. MJSCP / ratad soundly (Ojj^ylj.' 'shake 1 III,
21f).
10 jbree..* ^gve / no nourc>. for this statement iias been 
f DuncU 'Alpya 1 is not recorded in p.iJ.U. In 
Lyly*s K^phue^ and his . ^ng.latict (ed. Clenans and Croll 
p,2S7) we rean of 'A strange tree, . .called Alpina, 
vhieh bringeth forth the fairest blossoms of all 
trees', on w'deh the editors soy: 'This May >e one 
of the cast's in which Lyly maket a nant from the 
name of the place where the tning named is found* 
But the source of nis statement ic not known'. Alien 
clascea Grecno's r:tatRiaent as 'invented*,
t>
13 SiMEiJLSSls/ for *^e use °^ a semi-colon to :ark 
interrupted speech, see Simpson, £]:|,ake spc.arj^jgn.
_P_-.mp.tU'i-tipn <, pp. 60-62*
/ fee-line j iove (^.^..JJ, 8, first recorded in
Shakes pe are ' s T j, t us A n<3. r .00 lc.u s £"1 ^ 8^7 , I r , i , 36 ) - 
17-13 fortune , , . feat ;ierg / fortiune changes wita time; cf.
p. 21 ,19-20 and n.
, 1 ml stres . . * fc.a_sl / ti.e feast is presumably a s ieep- 
shesring feast such as those held in England in 
Cfreene's time, Strutt ( i japrt s__ ano^ _Past ime_s_. 1850,
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(P* }*7, 1) pp.363-1*; first pub. 1801) writes* 'There ere 
tvo feasts annually helc among the farriers jf this 
country,..the first ie the sheep-shearing...celebroled 
in ,-mclent time:: with faastinr and variety of rustic 
PCS times ...The particular manner in which the she^p- 
shearing uas celebrated in old time *.s not recorded. 1 
However» a gooa deal ca be deduced at ut it from 
The v.intor' z X^j.^ y IV tiii-iv» In Greene's ^enfi^jtion f 
t arse la is aade raistress of the feast: 'aer welccaae 
was great a*' all the cotipanie, & for that she was a 
etranger they graced hei to uake her the talstres of the 
Feast* (1^89, Sig. Llv).
6 ^t / of
9 ^JVPJG /' abundance
11-12 fenrj.ng...liiij|i£ / a rtfer<.ncc to the eonnon story 
that Actaoon SP.V Tdana bathing, wac turned by her 
in';o a st&c and was t^en torn to pieces by his ovn 
houndsj told by Ovid, Hetamorpjiosgs T ILl,15^ff. 
23 count erf ai|; / an unucunl use of the word; the cost 
appropriate sons>.: recorded by 0^,^, seer.s to be 
* likeness, portrait' (C'3). Perhaps 'tsask 1 -would 
best convey Greene's meaning. 
23 j£Tii£B / destroy the clearness of (0,.t..D. 8).
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2 gJ-^fi-nred / perhaps 'concealed' (0,1. . pj 6) or a
figurative use of Q,E»D ? 5: 'to intercept or dim 
the lig'..t of (the sun or other luminary) 1 .
/ despised
9 fixer) / given constancy to 
11-1 5 curw.lrtfc, . , i ir|chaut'ateo / tiiis passage is adapted from
» -; ig* CH-. Another version
of th«» passage occurs in j^r^^es T p. 32, 2-8.
P^S.S- i qna^l: / of changeful -nood (Q^j.^j). 3, first
r corded 1589) or affected with the passion of love
(O.+jk..!/, . first recorded 1589 in Grcene's Hejaaohon).
toies / idle fancies
j.llj^ie, « . gropes / cf. ^Till^y^ 8380: 'to be over
shoes 1 , O.A.I). ('shoes 1 2e) defines as 'deeply 
immersed or ;:unk (in something)'. Cf. Greene, 
< 15t>9j -'ig« ^Iv: 'the countrey maldes
thetnselues fel in loue with this faire Wiraph, and 
-coulo rot blame i-.e^ia ; ">l\p$ for being ouer the shoes 
with such n beeutifull creature',
? 2 Cftatiftg / cansidcririg
6 vnacauainted / unfanlliar f strane©
, 8-9 :*!lth*«»ear,e / cf. Ttlle^, /35^: Ho go away with 
a flea in his ear 1 . Used here in the sense of 
'anything that surprises or alarms, natter for 
disquietude or agitation of spirit* (Q.£,D, 'flea 1 ,
9 ^no-ir / perhaps 'goodwill 1 C),.b,D, 1), 'beauty 1 
or 'charm' (Q^g. 8) or simply 'face' (Q.j-,«D^ 9b).
11 - P»5Q»3 >®l.Lt« • .J#jffir.es / this passage is adapted 
from x-uphue r al s , Cen s urg T 156?i £lgs, C^f-CUv, 
Another adaptation of the samt passage occurs in 
, p. 32, 15 - P«33$l^.
P. }-}-9» 13 ..Crj^TvtJlcIc / probab"! :* in the sense of '
foolish' (cf, 0,1,. D^ A2).
4I1* ft^fi<jgjt3von / probably in the sense Aeither 'feeling
as opposes to reason' (Oj^iilli ^ 3) or 'love 1
21 JolJJ.ed / loitered, delayed.
P. *f9, 23 - P,!f),l ng.ufirjE?. ..tf.ace / in spite of his resistance, 
notwithstanding all he could do (Qiy £.._Dy 'mrragre 1 B2),
P»5°» 3 J2£2^i2£Sj£S / impassioned (Qj^jiSjt. 2b, first recorded 
in 1581).
P. 50, 9 - P.51,3 ^t, .jjeaxi / this passage is adapted from
K_U7)ha_e :: his Censure , 15B7, Pigs. CW-i/1. A version 
of thfe firet part of tht passage (up to 'Law', 1.12) 
Is also to be f ounc in Flanetoaac;iia. Ilodleian Library
(P,p,9 - ?*51|3) copy Tanner 2^3(2), rig. CVv, let series.
P. 50, 11 vitaout...Xj>w / cf. TJ4Llfi> , L5.")8» "Love is lawless 1
Bee also p.9|l6. 
13 blaze / deecribe, celebrate (.Q.&.L. ^a).
P. 50,16 - P. Jl, 17 JSlusju . *£.oes / Another version of this 
'pa scion 1 , which in j^iuos to seens to derive from 
-^u,..'i.uc5. his j^gnugu:rae T is to be found in r^
/ ^uohues. rds Cerjgiy^> in
the corrsspondi.ig passage, reads: 'tliy ta> eh 
cannot be conceiuec wit."! mt secret siiame, nor thy 
affectioiis vttered without open discredit 1 . This 
distinction is a true one, for which Pando.sto 
substitutes a weak antithesis. However, the 
different position of 'vttered 1 in g&gC ^ Jbp suggests 
thiit Greaae wai- waking a deliberate alteration.
jittered. / probably 'disclosed, msde manifest, 
divulged* (Q^.-D. 7) rather than simply 'given 
expression to 1 (p..j.._>iL« 6). 
P. 51, **«5 ^•••wlliSlS / fl::j sourc. for this statement is known,
Cf. ho-wever, Til ley. V/H-31, 'to fight against the wind 1 , 
Grt'-one may be ornament tar the proverbial ejqr es.:ion 
so as to j.ivc- it an air of significant fact. Cf. 
Ale lea, 1617, - ig. C3i 'fight not vita the Jj
against the- wind, . .necke not v^ith them of lic.yros to
Ilr2
thoot against the Ctarres 1 . *!BO, Cooper
records Mcyro;;. r, certa^nc wyn<5e, vuose
hurtful! blast, it, of all Greece kuowne onely to 
then of At. sens', so it Is possible that an ir.perftct 
recollection of something Greece hac read underlies 
the allusion in loo.
J4v-ji,' • " t Jit r^ofi t,,h . , , stffejle / cf, Lyly, Qsiupaspff . in 
y..or^ » e<3. Boad, 11,3^2: 'i.es, ^es, Apellev* thou
naist. . .pccite against tn», steele vita the Cockatrice 1 * 
For proof that Greene draws on Cf^p^j^ elsewhere 
in Pcndosto, see p.30,l1+-22,n. u'o source for Lyly 1 8 
s^aterient is known. his iaea. is not ruentionod 
by £ir Xhcsuas Brovne in his chapter on the basilisk 
(or cockatrice) iu r jj^.^c^od onpcj_au ^£<1 cj Qi"ti£j£ (eti. C, 
Willdj;, Vol. I, Io52).
9 j*A i Q fe ^ M^ * • »!• J-A1-1!^ / ^-i^ce the context &akes it 
cl-:.ar that Phoebuc's "liking" for ribylla is more 
than his favour shown in giving her (or them) 
srjphetlc powers, the allusion nust be to .--vid's story 
o.f Apollo's fruitless attempt to win by bribery the 
love of the Cuiaaean Sibyl 1 (j-igLt». -UV, 129).' /\J7« 
9 lu^vi^er, Ia,y The storv of Jupiter's love for lo is
t&lo by Ovid, i.etotaor;jh^e^.« I, ^36 et seq» 
P, 51,13 - P s 52,2 wilt. . .vi;ouiiht / tills passage: is adapted 
from £i up hue s his censure, iy67» : ifi. !>!•
P.51, 1*1 aftyrtJjw / see p.V9.lU. 
^•7 nffectloi.3 / see p.9,6. 
*9 tol!:a ton th.o^ yJLRfl / wac^e breath O B^;> 'wind 1 ,
I 6). Tilley, W^38.
P.52,1-2 tlffc,..v>rj3u|rh£ / cf. Tilley. T326: '.fliae wears oat 
all things'.
7 slil.f t t^e^.fcadea / move the pens or enclosures In 
wcdch the sh'-ep graze,
8 ?™t ' 'infatuated 1 (1.^.1). 2) or 'tender, loving 1
(0 »£,£-• p).
13 ^iQ-Jite / shepherd r s crook 
15-21 ikj.••-S^JS / cf. P@T;/'ic-oes T p.36,13-17? 'i>oest thou
not know p ^.> > T e ? ro eld or 7 tnat actions v;rou«;ht against 
nature, reape despi^ht, and thoughts aboue fortiine, 
disdsine: that what byro gaseth against the Sunae^ 
but t lie Eagle, becoiaraeth blinde^ and thai such as 
step to ciignitie, it' vnfit, rail 1 . This derives 
from fiuv.'huei' his Cousure* 15B7, D2-D2v. The 
passage In Pandostp coilc! be- derlveci froa either of 
the earllc- versions; it. is also different enough 
from both to be an independent recollection of 
stock plirnses.
1>-16 ]j£.».£i&le / cf. Lyly, ^,:qufi.s t fee. Bond, 1,231:
/ 
'no birde can looke agoine toe Sun^e, but those that
bee bredde of the ^.agle, neyth^r any ilawice soare so hie
C D « 52, 15-16) os the broo <e of the Hobble'.
p «52> 15 bytgrt? / of inFcri .ir brccc (O.i^D. 02).
16 gobble / f s small species of falcon, Falco subbu 
"owserly "I own at lark? afcd other small birds' 
(HsHsJls.) . Turbervllle sr^'s f .-:he In of the mriber 
o" t':i r.se hnwkes thn<- arc hye fleeing* (The^'jso-.e of
/ cf. T 11 1 gjr t I-3: 'Only the enrle can 
at the ston'. Ttlley's first example Is of 
1578* The proverb probably derives f^ora JPliiJ2» 
TIT,lii: *7he sea-eaglo only compels It? -tiJl 
unfledged chick? by beating taer.i to gaze full at the 
rnyr o*' the sun, En*? if it notices one blinking and 
with 5ts e irei waterlnn flings it cxt of tr.c- nest as 
o bastard fin^ not true to stock, vhercns one whose 
geze stand? firm against the light it rer-rs 1 . Tiiiey 
records two eyp'spler fror; Lyly, and the iden also 
occurr in Meplet, A.JSS£P-^_I!2S!SSJi (1567). 
17 ctegpijrht / eee p,^5t l. 
21-22 Herb . . .^weede / Alien classes this statement as
"invented 1 . Batman speaks of a her., called 'Anetum 1 , 
spying that 'The roote thereof Is somnrhat worth 
v lie it Is greene, snd of no valewe, when it is
, 15^2, Big. B3v). He
attributes to it wrious raecicp.l properties. Greene 
ic probably indebted to Lyly, Can ho. and Phag_
(P.52,21-2?) fpr. 12&5 e<U Bond, 11,382): 'Anyta, vhlch 
beinp a sweet f.lover at the rising of ti-:c sunne, 
becT'.net.; r, we»de, if It ue not pluckt before the 
setting*.
P,52,?2 - P-5^ ? l My;i jig ...dearth / Greene is probaoly indebted 
here (perhaps indirectly) to PJJLnj, V,9» where it is 
said that 'An average rice 1 in the vaters of the 
Hile f ir one of 2U feet. A sraaller volurae of water 
doe;; rot irrigate all localities, end c larger one 
by retiring tr>o slovl; retards agriculture? and the 
letter uses up the t!r.ie for sawing because of the 
moisture of the soil, while the forme^ rives no time 
for sovlnp becaus* the sail ia parched. The province 
takei- careful note of ooth eKtrewes: iu a rise of 
18 foet it rc-nses famine-, and ev«;.r> at one of 19& feet 
it e^.lns to feel hungry, but 21 feet brings cheerr'ul- 
ness,,. 1 . It is of interest that Holland's trans­ 
lation (1601, V._>1. I, 6ig. i-Clv) has '12 cubites 1 
whera t :a«i modern one reeds '15 feet'. It will b« 
seen that, if Greene is in fact indebted to Pliny here, 
ha sonewhat Misrepresents him« I-yly (^ni,.asae, ed. 
Bond, II, 1?) has: 'It was a signe of famine to 
Aegypte, when Nilus flowed lease then tvelue Cubites, 
or more t-en eifhteene 1 , v-iich slso o^-vioualy derives 
frosi Pliny, AE Gret;,e is known to have used
- P,5?,l) In writing Pandoirto (sec p.BO,l*f-22 fn.) t 
this ripy sickly ^ a vanton alters, tier- of Lyly's
» 1 j)rocurt;th / enuses 
3,7 - P.-?1*,? WJ.ll t ..Linj^injT / this primage IB adapted
fron Lujhuco his Cfc^ur.v> 15&7, £lf. D2v. An
fedaptr.tion. if" the sp.ae passage occurs; in _Pj. rvrieyies.
(p. 37, 6-19). 
3,7-H yi nll..>.i-lyor / cf. gjjjjfj , El: (The Eagle dots not
catch flies'.
8 y ill... brambles / cf. !ili£i, C208: 'High Cedars 
fr.3.1 v/:ei: low a irub remain 1 .
9 ..t^y^-l^w-l / could be less cleprecatorj' thr.n in modern
usage (&j;ADf. 2), 
1^ X:V^2£.(iyjL£ '^ ef teeming, careful of (cf. the parallel
passage In jjJ.-,j}Ug.s j.iisj^et^yrv • 'shre is a princess©
that respecteth hir honour 1 ) , 
19 affe^tioij / see p.^9,lU. 
> 2 jaittlfiajyfc* « «aiU±iIil2S§ / a typically euphuiotic phrase j
cf, T.yly, Jtl-L,; hiif.?- » ft^» f5ond, I, p, 207s 'that the sight
o.r' /; ira taigut lailtigate sorae part of njy 
taric / confidant
6 mn'tJ.ciiiate / share'
7 Gj2^J)tjj.jTJ. / see p.9,15 '-. 
20 stained / threw into the s'lade, eclipsed (O^E.I;. ifc),
P«5V, 23 j£gx ,£J . t. : ' J=b ^ X 'J--&-* / ,£ firct xstess the obvious veroal
correction, at the saric i;l;ie altering t:;e punctuation. 
other edition:: to 16!*0 f*o: OM. Collier and Hazlitt 
r* tain 'with 1 . Thnzips, printing 'which*, notes that 
fterllt.t reads »vith» , but not that thii ie the 
orijjlBsl reading,
P»55» 3 ^]j.rt^:j.^s / pT'ib;3bly 'obeisances'.
**• ^i£22J^ / yielu naturally (Q VL.,I>, 7b, quoting this 
as it: first instance or the word us-sd thus of 
persons) • 
5 r>-Larl,iv /' converse (first recorded in this sense in
1591: ^f^.L>» 1). 
13 ^j4i^rU-,;.ual,3^e / compensate for 
18 br^us / fine 
P»5^> 3 j^jton / lasci/ious
3 Ji,£^££ /' onorous dallying (Q»^_»D» II). 
^ L_ftgogs ? / the comma seenis n«ces,-ary to the sensej 
it ic found in ^-,0 and .J-L; il anc I reac ar A* 
All mocern editor? use the coiar-ie.
'The
greatest wealth is contentment v/ith a little 1 ana 
€6^9-* 'Contentment is great riciies'.
11 J*3JLL£ / intelligent, wise
13 ^unc3-.x;r^bl6 /' corresponoing
/ subject to close quectloning (_D,£..D. 2b).
3 nurture / breeding, 
-Slsiff.l.e.. / several sense;; ere possible, e.g. 'humble', 
1 unaffected 1 , 'poor'. ID any casfe, the sentiment
Sfetiu.£ Odd,
.skauawes / probably 'colours used in painting 1 
(ci'. Cuxva-'j 3).
foiVecti^s / se<~ p. 9, 6
15 Jb.cldc / probably in the sense of 'restrained'
17 -<r-u&r%y / attack (the iirct figurative use recordec'
I8b) is in 1752).
£ps.i. iug / travelling speedily 
^ar^c. / conversation, discus;; ion
17 cj:.tCi-.,. LijLliice / cf. TillLc-:>' f W^los 'He catches the 
lyiric iii a net ' .
17-lS starres.«.ho£de / cf. Tllln;, S82?i 'One may look 
at a str-r but not reach at it. 1
18-21 ^qou^tg, . «r&.ll / tills pcssegc is aclp.pted fros
f.iios-iuc^ his, Censiiiie, 1537, ^1^« £2v. Anotfier version 
occurs in ii£I^B£ilx§ (p»36,17-20| see note). 
/ appraised
21 l^t. / chance, fort'one, fate 
P. 59, 1 o£ / by
2-3 Jhou. . . b^U^e / of, ^ife,,; W^° J |A vouan says 
n«y ?nd ;ueans aye 1 , u.lso «J6?:2* 'A vottaii'e heart
one iier tongue arc not relatives'. 
goujr^...|KHK: / of. T^l^ T 7231: f to thrust away 
vl*'a the 11;. tic finger v^hat one palle back viLh the 
whole hand' .
JL£}£~JJL23 » • »£21.l^. •' probably a reference to the 
fa'^le of Aesop in which a cnuse earn: a lion's 
grsbitude by nibbling at s net in which the lion 
!:• caught, so freeing hia. Cf. Tille/ L215: »A 
lion nay POWO to be beholden to a mouse 1 ; Til ley 
refers first to Caxto 's J^,.J^L^J^.
ai-d. Fables pf £a^e (I lf8 !f, Big
s the story ic told of the lion and the rat. 
Cf, also Ctcphea Gar,, 35,, Trie L,jhaol of Abuse (first 
printed 1579; ed. Ar-:er, .JSrir.ll.3U AgprJUit.r. T p»56)s 
*When the Lyon is caut ht in a trap, Ae.spjTg, mouse 
by nibling t^io cordes sets bin at libertie 1 . * 
££i.U-^SIL^»"*£lsi££ / ^° authority for this statement
ban b«f?r, found. .Alien cl&Rf-es it an 
9 rjsaltis / decoy-birds




P.59f 18 /reward / perverse, unreasonable
1® Ltfeat / so £-1, and all modern editors except flazlitt,
Emendation seems essential. 
21 ^uianes / see p. 10 ,20 
P. 60, 3 .to. sie.his vrine / a common method of medical
diagnosis; cf. i- hake spe are, .'lyejlfth Might. Ill, 
iVjll^j 'Carry his water to the wise uo;ian.' 
5 Ificoauenifence / caisfortune, injury 
11 ha.ro / close
/ whither
/ 'aft'. r theyhanner of an aiicient or elder, 
* (QAH,D, ^ ? citing this as its only
instance of an 'obsolete and rare 1 use). 
fandoes.se / folly ( 0«fc» j>> 1) or foolish affection 
(j).frirl). 2).
.s.ald / the phrase means 'Well done 1 , and is
here used ironically. Set English, .Di.ale,cxt 
.Dic.ti.o..nrar^i » '-well 1 , 2,8, and Hlocleton, oft 
ed* liawcutt, IV, Hi, 20 5.
22 apfiarel. . .fiecgge.. / Q^I)., does not record 'apparel 1 
with plural agreement, but Greene uses 'clothing 1 
similarly et p. 62,1^. ^-.L read 'becomes'. 
P«61, 1 .Resent? / the quect ion-mark is probably used as an 
excla>.iat ion-mark (see ^impson, Sq 
Punctuatioa. p
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P»6l| 5 thou lougj / 'loue' nerx- seems to mean specifically
'succeed In love* , or perhaps 'express love*. 
9 disdaine / appear: to nean 'objects of disdain 1 
not recorded by 0,E,D, . wuich has however one 
instance of the word used of the 'quality which 
excites aversion 1 dated 1590 (3b). Greene's use 
might be regarded as a close variant of this,
10 sh,ame / fec-1 shame
11 sometime / sometimes
11-12 |jejrtane.« • •ja&ejph.eftyjfl / these three examples of the 
transformation of gods in love are all to be found
in Ovid, HitamorpMosest VI » 10 3-12^ and in Lyly, 
T ed. Bond, I,23t, and IrsHUir. ed. Croll and
demons, pp,78«9. ^yly» as his editors observe, 
is almost certainly Indebted to jvid; Oreene may 
have been following either. G.C. Moore Smith 
(jS,«ScQ. . iHh Decetaoer, 190?> p. li-6l) suggests that 
his debt is to Lyly but does not refer to Ovid*
/ ordained, destined (CkE.D. 11). 
/ 'talkiug 1 (cf. O.L.^. 'devise 1 , Ik") or
'considering 1 (O.h*!,,, 'devise 1 11 ) % 
16 iaan,eTJL^ / 'respectable' (O.i^D. 1) or »well- 
mannered' CO^..*,!/.* 3)«
16 l^iyqcc / limbed
P»62, 1 IAX. -.tyhg., jba tter.ig. / carry t te plan of attack into 
execution (2A=±D«. 'battery 1 3b).
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P.62, 5 yhat«««Bi.9like / I take this to mem 'I cannot
displease anyone whom love pleases 1 . 
9 granted / B and C read as As P reads *arid became 1 ;" — •"" ~ — • •"^^•" ^~ m*at*» ••» 7 4»» 
f
JJ-JL read 'end became*. It seems likely that a 
word war; omitted by the compositor; and the 
probable lacuna in 1,10, too, may suggest that the 
manuscript was damaged. The choice of "granted* to 
fill the gap is of course conjectural,
10 the T tfpTQ_ Jippe nr;?t / all early editions read as jlj 
so do raotiern editors except Wiriny, who prints 'and 
(ought) therefore 1 . Some addition seems necessary.
10 Kisse of / roll to obtain (O^.D, V, 23a). 
12-13 aj.jL. < .?^onkeg / Cf. Tilley. H586* 'The covl oakes 
not the monk' .
/i.e. 'cowls 1 * hooded garments worn by monks
and others,
Zgus^s . - > sjiad^xes, / 'the familiar story that birds 
flew at the rrepes Zeoads painted (Eracaus, Apophth. f 
VI, Varie i;lxte, M); etc.; cf. Pliny, XXXV, X)», 
/""A^T* Coope T> , Thesaurus . s»v, Seuxis, says; »An 
esicellent Painter, which, so painted a boy carying 
grapes, that Jirdes came to the table or picture and 
picked on the t:rape^ , wee-nine that they had beene 
ve^-y grapes: which Zeuxis beholding, was with
himself', angrit, and salde* if I had made the
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(P. 62, 13-1^) boye as well as I haue done the grapes, the
fairdes durst not hsue come so neere to the Grapea..-'*
P. 62, 1^ clot filng Lciake / Qt&.j). does not record 'clothing 1 
vith plurrJ agreement; but cf. p. 60, 22* All 
early editions of PandoBto read 'make*, 
/ illusions (see .O^D, 6b).
16 were / wear
/ probably used in tae general sens*, of a
sort of pouch: Oj,£,P. 1, quoting Coverdale, 1 Gpau 
xvii,ltO: *And put then in tae ehepardes bagge 
which he had.' Cf. also Greene, Menau-ton« 15B9, 
t"-igt 1^3* 'they searched the shepheards bagRes, and 
so emptied tneir bottles... 1 .
P«63» 1-2 bejiutios. , .^losgocie / cf. Tllley bl65« 'Beauty does 
face like a flowtr 1 ancl ; 169 » 'Beauty is but a 
blossora' • 
3*5 Be a u ties . « ^yj, t h, the s mane / cf. Lodge's
in Bu.lloutk II f p«l62: ' beautie. paintings are trickt 
vp with cimes colours, vhich being set to drie in 
the Sunne, peris a with the saiae*. 
jBnaurave^ / presumably in the sense of 'an unreal 
appearance* applied rhetorically to a portrait as 
contrasted with the original 1 (O.L.I), 6b): the 
woman is seen in neo-platonie terns as a 'ahadow 1 or
(P.63, U-) 'reflection* of the ideal of Beauty, and this
suggests the idea of a painting, v.aich is continued 
in the phrase 'tines colours'.
^ trickt up / scorned
^ ^olqurs / pigment, paint (p_«jK_«jDy II 8), with soia» 
sense of 'false appearances' (Q.K»D, III 11), 
t Vie her be •». s.e 11 la r / 0«&«D« (3) records 'epheraeron 1 
ss 'a plant described by ancient writers...some 
ancient authors distinguish two plants called 
ephemeron: one so named because springing up and 
dying in one day, the other a.-, being a poison that 
causes death within a day. 1 ^O.^^D, also refers to 
Sir John Hayward's ^anc^ugj'j.j^^pX sa. Troubled C oulg 
(ent. 1600} first recorded edition, 160^; qu. from 
tdition of 1620, ^9): 'Many writings are like the 
plant Ephernejoft t which sprlngeth, flouri-hetii, and 
fadeth in one c'ay.' In his Herfcall (:irst pub. 
1597? QU. frora edition of 1636, tig, SBUv), Gerard 
refers to < ^jpj.«>g_erjp_ i-IatthiojLU Quick-fading 
flour©',
Alien says, mistakenly, that the- name is
invented. It ocr'.irs In Pliny (.>aV,H7,etc,), but 
not uith this pro erty.
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P.63, 16 tha£ / that which 
P*6*f, 10 J2JL&E& / plighted
21 contract / 'agreement ' (O.E.D. 1); or perhaps
'betrothal' (O^b^a. 3b).
22 stand for / be counted as, serve for (O.JE..D, 'stand 1
71f). 
P.65» 1-2 many,..lip / cf. Tilley, T191t (Many things fall
between the cup an«3 the lip*. 
** des.jj.lEht / see p.21,16,n. 
7 resting / coming to a stop (O.K.P., v , 3c).
11 yficasln/; / undressing
12 ffcc.asj.on / opportunity
15 c^se / condition
21 pj'.'rj.iejcit / escape, evade (Qj.j^*_D« II 9» first recorded
in 1591). 
P«6€, 3 f.pl'CJ' / 'inat:lnation f or 'amorous inclination*.
5 repairs / report, hrbitual visiting (Q.E.r, la). 
12 duiai) / rit of depression 
17 buy.. .dftar. /,Tiilcv T P81-2 
P.67, 1 sta^e / see p,59»9 (fig. use).
3 honestie / could have the specific sense of
•chastity' (0.£,D.. I 3b).
5 d^auncc in nettes / 'act vlth practically no dlgguise 
or concealment, while expecting to escape notice 1
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(P.67, 5) (0*E»rj f 'net' 2b, first rec. 1583). Cf,
'You dance in e net and think nobody sees 
you'. 
12-13 .great... 'orce / cf. Lyly, .Baptio. and Phao. ed. Bond,
**tP«391i *Canokes /""staff sJ7 must be boved with 
sleight, not stregth; water <Is^ to be trained 
wit: pipes, not stopped with sluses',
-Sleight / special skill or cunning.
3-7*18 The Molfe>..dein / see Pejynedes T p, 16, 12-13, n. 
P,67,23 - P. 66,1 nec^ssltie < ..l,gw© / Tl.lJ.ey, H76. 
P«6c-, 6 ^egten^ vp / i.e. beaten ashore
/ devoted his energies to (L£. !-&•
P. 69, ^ t>re termi tt eci. / onitted to avail themselves of
j.t?3 E t/t.n ce / "ado 1 , ceremony. 
j 2 .sjRun/^^hj.m^vp / made him spruce, sranrt or trim 
(;!•&«.?>» 'sponge' I 2, citing this as the first 
instance),
1^ croe^ him the wgy / crosced his path ( 0_, S. D f 'cross' 
12s first recorded in 1608).
17 J3im''^y / honestly, straichtforwarcly
S2 JL2SI1 / detected, knew by instlntt (Qd^l* 2).
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P»?0» 23 jgoth / humour, encourage (Q f i.,,D. 'soothe' 
P»71» 11 fiPQfttfo / plau.slLble
/ ashore (P,r,,j}. 'aland 1 3),
19 broofee / endure 
^•72, *+ Pj'euaj:!^ / bo of use
& -estate / position, condition
1^ dl>: e ours e / tale (i3 f.L f i)« ^).
17 p^li.cie / skill or cunning
20 .allowed / approved (0^.«L, I, 2b). 
p*73» 10 M^.^ / sailed 
P. 7^, 10 ffad^.puj; / sent out (Q^&yjj^ 'nake 1 , 91).
11 c.Q,ats.t e& v t nrpu/th / explored, scoured 
t / S'ieltered place
P«75> 2 Aft hiint^r^: / huntini (for the obsolete p-'-epositioiial
f an', gve p^^Pty 'an 1 ,
tnen
'caiceaving1 j Collier,
Hazlitt, e***- Grosart anc Thonas all hav-_ this as an 
emendation. It Is certainly very plausible; but 
'concoiling' nay be- defended, both because the phrase 
'without incurring further displeasure' does imply 
sone concealment, and because the concealing of 
grief might according to contemporary medical theory 
have been regarded as a cause of sickness,
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P. 75? 10 quartan ffruer / a type :>f fever 'characterised by
the occurrence o a paroxysm every fourth (In modern 
reckoning, ev.ry third) day.* (0«£» DJ )>
t / j roralco, foresee
I1*- JLa respect of / in c >mparlson with (Oi,K,D» ' respect 
sb.,1,3).
21 jtga / heavy wave
» ^ .looked for / expected
22 JGjliyi / fc^own privately (ef, Q-»j»»D« AI U; usually 
the people are 'made privy to 1 the case} no 
construction parallel to Greene'r, Is recorded by
J2ili!LP«S. ' *
? 1 Tr a|ml oni_a / not otherwise known, 
1° .af.feetlons / see p.U9,i^»
17 sturfe / cf, j^j^-JiA, Ilg: * property, esp. movable 
property, household golds'} also Lyly, SQ^p
fh^o, let I, ,, . ii (ed. Bond, 11,377): 'goe to 
Syracusa about by land, where you shall meet© my 
stuffe* .
2 JLS, / B anc- £ read as lj J} and all later editions 
before 16*+3 read 'ray name is M^l_ea 
^p / as
e / ordinary (jMjsJDi A II 5) .
19 psllim: / position, rrnk
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P»79» 2-3 ypon«..beleefji / to deduce that something ie to
be believed upon the basis of acre supposition. 
** .10 treated / treated 
5 put v^./ e /ad are, suffer tamely 
.tickled / pleased, attracted
df-Ulses / purposes (ff^Dj, 2); desires (OgJiylV 3) 
or schemes (^«^,»Mf 6).
J2 / 'new' (Orfc.i. r^ All), or 'vigorous, active 1
(Q •£«!).> A II 10). 
/ see p
P*79fl9 - P»SO,6 vlFhIne...egres / this passage is adapted 
froiri ,>pl anet o • . igc,^ J.^ (l^^S* Bodleian Library copy 
Tanner 253(2), ig* Cif first series). Peryfiedes 
(p»73,21 - p.7J^ ,l) ^Iso adapts pert o the passage. 
(This parallel is noted by C»J, Vincent, 'Further 
repetitions in the Works of Pobort Greene', IV^s., Jan. 
1939, p. 76) 
2° ^c in a / so j^g.nj-.tpj^chj.a in tne othervise
IceDticel pa^sagfe* All early ano r:odern editions 
read as A j but in the lij-ht of the parallel , 
restorction of 'in 1 to the text of Pane os to seens 
essential,
the . bird... &&.&§. / see Per:/medes, p. 73, 22 - p,7^,l,n. 
£le>- / cT. p. #2,16,11.; this passage may
be & variation upon the Idea referred t:> there.
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o, 10-11 .pgcfce at / first recorded in 1601* (O^Ifc 'peck1 v1 , I, 2b)*
22 jBooth. , ..Mrfordqs / This passage Is adapted froza a 
soliloquy n>f Hephestion in Lyly's Cempasp,* (first 
pr, 158V; ed. Bond, II, 330-31). The r, levant 
passages f r .>a the? .play arei "But you loue, aji 
grief el but whom? Cai&ffisp.e • a4> sparse I a maid© forsooth vnkriowne, vrinoblc, & who can tell whether immodest? w;;ose eien ar;: frased by sr-tfc to inamour, & whose heart was made by nature to inc haunt* I, but she is bc-wtiful} yen,, but not therefore ciiast: 
Tj but she is comly in al parts of the body: yea, but she raay be crooicec! in sore part of the winds.,, a woraS, vhope false teares know their true times, 
whose smooth words vound deeper then sharpe swordes. 1 
(This parallel wns noted by G,C. Moore Smith, 'Lyly, Greene and ShakeppeareJ EJ&&* $%?• 1^-, .1907), 
alcen / captivsted, ensnared
20-21 v{hos(L ftilsem . . tl'iQg / i.o, who 'icnow the times ot vhica their false tears will be DOS'' efTectlve.
21-22 whose, . .fflfOEde.s / of. Tillgv, W839: ".v'orcls hurt (cut)taore than swords'. 
P.8l» 2 .a/fqctlQp / seo p. ^ 9,1^.
li _incrcasg / aake greater Q^jE.D,, 8).
13 weare / possess and enjoy as his ovm (0,^,1).. I 85)
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P.81, l*f rginigter / unluclty, tlsastrous
22 ffraant / agree
P.82, 8-15 Ah* » .g^serig / Greene here makes Fawnia repeat 
the sentir;entr>, and some of the phrases, that she 
had ut terecS r ;; p . 58 , 16-20 ,
10-11 lhev> . •J4&J. / c ^« liiiSi r»82?i «To lo .-k at the 
stars arid fall into a ditch, *
/ 8ee p.
6 j3g?j)i£ht / see p. 1?-?,!,
7
13 .desT^iryht / see p,^5,l.
, 3-^ wlii^ ier» . .cfm^inp / a more netural wore -order would 
be 'wiiither Fgwnla camming though vnvilllngly 1 : the 
meaning Is: 'when rawnia came, though e gainst her 
will'.
v reputation 
15*16 a _d.rrapae..«^olc' / cf. p,13,13. 
.05, 7 Tape / honour
9 d.gtt-r::4na£e / determined, resolute (p.E.D^ 5, first
recorded in 1557).
15 jdigjji^iteo. / treated vita contempt. 
•86, 7 rjgc^jiue / so all early editions. Collier suggests 
'relieve' in a note, and Hazlitt. emends accordingly, 
Other Eiodorn edit >rs read as ^, The original
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<°.36, 7) rending asy be supported by reference to p.rB+P 
definitions *tj> meet with signs of volcano or 
salutation 1 (II 9) or 'to get (a person) into 
one's cus-.ydy . control; vicinity, socle-ty, etc,*
an, 17).
-Walch / appears to be an example of the 'vulgar 
use, without any antecedent, as a nere connective 
or introductory particle' , first re-corded In 1723
21-22 £ercelu^.,.!BsnJt / cf. Tjlll^j TlU»fi 'The half shows
vhat the whole .leads', 
P. 87, 6 .PXliiil^ / secretly
I1* ^u our : / B's alteration is followed In all other 
editions printed before 16^0. Collier prints 
1 labour* but notes 'Later editions read f^vaur for
, which IK clearly right'. This is ambiguous:
I take him to regsr 'favour' as the correct 
reading* All other nodern editors read 'favour', 
A slir/ht defence nlfht be put up for 'labour 1 based 
on JlsjEJD^'s definition ac 'palnc, trouble taken 1 (5) 
but the fact f at a compositor in 1607 felt an 
alter- tion to be desirable tips the balance in favour 
of the emendation.
18 ynlook^.c. for / unexpected
20 doubte c of / was in fear of (O^^^D., II 8) %
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P.Sy, 21 honored / did obeisance or homage to (Q.ft.D» 1), 
23 -MEate.- / state
tuacht . . . a»4ckg / cf. Ijy^e^, Q13i 'Me touches 
hlu to thv quick 1 .
/ insulting f scornful 
. . . / cf. Tij.lev T !i32*M 'A proud heart
; a beggar's purse agree not 1 * 
17-18 .f;reat...jlj / cf. lil^ey, F2**9s 'Better a little fire
to war-! us tuarj a great fire to burn us', 
&9 5 3 to, jLI/Ofr / an elliptical construction: 'to Callow 
thec*) to live 1 , ~ 
Jille / until
5-7 ..them.. ,j:;oast / the punishment of Gaason (Jud.£es t 
ch. -rvl), 
y^lde / base, of little ace
P*90, 9 S3iUi£T / Icind, sort
11 &Q>F$ / reckoning - alaost in tlio sense of 'meiaory 1 , 
/ see p,22,l',7 .
/ state of bewilderment 
roeitheq ^iagelf^ / given himself a breathing space
,fl, 9 j^?JlM!^££ / exprdsslag pleasure at (;-)*^j.jjJt 3).
9 jia£ / fortune
16 coElcall / happy, fortunate (0*^*1). 3, first recorded 




/ as only Pandosto required toecliately
to be entombed, it. aust be asrumed that 'corps'
1$ the plUral USyd of a -ir-Sla body, and equivalent 
• resins' (0..,^, 3d, first recorded i«
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COLLATION
fl ate * this appendix collates .4 with Jg, except for the 
section lacking in £ (pp. 11,16 - 25,23 of our text), where 
collation is between and .
p. 5,1*M flr©ci_7 fixed B
p«9,19* consit.ercq.J7 considereth Ji
p, 12, 18 1 hoping that nowJ7 hoping now C
p.2Q,2»3» reucnge wit. dishonarj? reaenge dishonor £
p. 20, 6 1 thls_7 ^E £
p»20 t21j tesrtaes.^ teares, £
p#23,3i assuredly^/ that surely C!
p»26,li inJ7 into £
p, 27,7-6: hopec; for,_7 looped, B
p.27,10: But ^andosto. 7 Pandosta. jj
p. 28 ,7s anu ifJ7 if B
p,29,12: 116^7 B; be A.
p. 30, I*: thisJ7 the B
P«31, 21-22 J as prysoner,^ ^; as a prisoner, J3
p»3i*,l: wit J whith ^j which B,
p.3l^,15« a fu^yj? fury £
P.39,9' ofj? £J lf ^  
p.U6,3i As/ And B 
p. ^ , 22s herJ7 the B
13: thic_7 his B
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p.50,15* thatj? willch j, 
p.62,31 myJ7 mine B
p,62,16-17« but that theyJ7 but they JJ 
p«69,10* gotte vpJ7 got her vp £ 
p»70,3* cheines.J7 cnalne ^ 
p«70,3» and IewelsJ7 arid the levels ^
p.72,1?? a nort?'ll crest are ,_7 a creature. J3
p,72?,15* CapniqJ7 Bj Cspino A
p,75,15s IcntJ? let j,
P«7>,23« tackllngs,/ tackling £
p»77>8: eares.7 care B
p,7& »!!?•* her degreej? hyer degree ji
p,60,2: is not forJ7 is for B
p.87 tl8s this J7 his B
p,89,6s wh!lcJ7 till B
p.59,19* otherj7 B; others A
p,91,6« his.7 their B
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APflbdDIX ft 
WORKS BRRIVIHG FRQK PAHliOSTO
AIL England.,
The earliest work known to have been influenced 
by Parsdosto is a two-part poem by Francis kabie. Little 
is known of the author• He published four bioks of poensi 
three in 1595, and one in 1596. The first two of the e 
concern us. They are called The Flasher-nans Tele; Of 
.t}ie .f'uiqcms Actc-,- t Li "•.: a _d. lou. of C^y>rAJ<iDffl. a Grecian
Knight end "L-WA*^. FORTYNE. The second part and fin!shinr
1 
.°.f.... ^ ie. .-AS.-.9^aris Tale. Sidney L<, e, in the Dictionary
1, This has been claimec as a source of The Winter*;.: T
see b.A.J, I'oni£taonn, ' cc-o. dory ; ourcec of The VQ.nte.rjp 
1 » Philological C:\i£rter^y. Jn-.uery 195',' 2^-38
of National Pi ^ grabhy, follows J.P. Collier in identifying
"2! A Dibl L scras n'lc - 1 e . Cr ? tien.1 ^ 1
ks D the ~nrlis!i LRnr^u:.re T 186 5 j I,
the author with a Lichfield schoolmaster of the sane narae 
son Ldound vas apprenticed to a London stationer in
;:,dr;iind was adnitbed s freeman in 159^ (Artgr^ II,
3« The source of this information is £rj£T, II, l}4-6.
71lf). In the dedicatioii of The
refers to himself ai if he were a young can* his verses are 
the 'vntiraelie fruites of my first spring. 1 fie, the
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gardener of the gro md where they grew, 'was none of the 
skilfullest, but lacked thot cunning vhich riper yeares and 
longer experience night peraduenturt hsue supolyed, 1 He
refers too to his 'veake parentes 1 who, elonr with himself, 
were much indebted to the dedicatee and his family, and 
fears that, 'should the cods allot vnto t e tearrse of ay 
life, NcjESjbprji yeares,* he voulu not be able to r-epay his
debts. These reaarks seen r ther Inappropriate for a 
aan with a grown-»up son, I therefore doubt whether tne poet 
was iititeund's fether, though he taay have been of the same 
family,
That Sabl© used PancJostff in writing both parts of 
The Fissher-Bans Tale Is undeniable; but Mioney Lee is 
unjust in calling it 'a paraphrase in monotonous blank 
verse of Pandosto,' It dr-ws also on the tradition of 
chivalric romance, and has elenentc of Greek romance that 
are not present in Farmosj^p. Sr.bie hrs made something 
different from his source materiel. He was not a major 
poet; lie vac not even a ai.ior poe of any real distinction: 
thii ;.voo!n nbounc.s in bombaetic pseudo-clas. ical heightening 
and is not well constructed. But v.'thln the cor^eations 
of its ag-^ lu i- a reasonably competent piece of narrative 
verse. The following suriaary will show the induct of 
calling it Eioply e paraphrase of Papdosto. Quotetione are 
caosen parti;; to illustrate Sanie's style, and also to
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present some of the passages In which he is mast closely 
indebted to Greene,
In the first part of the poem, the- story is set 
in a framework: a fisaerman tells how he was shipwrecked 
on an island. In a bower he ca-ne upon an aged man, and 
asked him to tell about himself. The olo nan was calltd 
Cassander, a notable Greek warrior, son of Menalchus, an 
carl* He left ills fnther - who soon died -to seek fane, 
and performeu grea exploits in t.;e Holy Land, 'aiaon;; trie 
Pagan folk* 1 and in many other places. In return for 
helping King Mathias of 'Boheme 1 to rescue his daughter 
Lucina from trie Turks, he was offered daughter and crown, 
but refused any reward. Going on to Arcadia, he there 
fell in love with a beautiful shepherdess. ile asked an 
old shepherd who she was*
She is (quota he) supposde the daughter of
°ld Thirs.ls. she her self doth k ow no lesse? ^i^7.
She is not so, I heard him oft tiiaet ssy,
(He is my brother) that he founde her young
Wrapt in a scarlet mantle, rich in price
As oncfc he pass*-. c kv the sillier strearae
Of gjqpb.tr •> lying in a wherrie boate,
He brought her vp, ful many wold her houe,
But she reiecteth all, I mu-e at it. (^ig,C3vj cf.
Pand ?sto T p
His love disturbed dm; his palfrey, which before
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he had looked after more carefully than himself, he shut 
In a little cottege and scarcely fed. In a verse-passion 
he cossplained of love 1 power i
What vlll the Eagle smile vpon a wren?
Or vll the Lyon looke vpon a mouse? ( ig.C1*;
Panel os t o • p • 59 ) •
and)
Loue is a god respecting no degree,
Loue is a god and will be honored,
Loue conquers all things: it hath conquered
once, it ma<5© him be a svaia*, /
Tea nightie n^rjs in arses inuincible,
It forced hath to lay asice his speare,
Loue made the sea-god take a Waslls shape,
Yea -ifhty JCoije., whose rage makes earth to shalce,
Loue nade to take the snow-vhite shape of Bull*
And shal not t' en Cs s. sender yeeld to loue,
He -ortall, it a conquerour of gods,,,
He solci his horse, cast aside his 'warlike
v®stiaeates r t cat his heir, bought country clotnes, a <-og t and 
some sheep, anc beca-'^e a shepherd* The girl, lora, had 
fallen in love with him « ae she though1!, hopelesslyj he 
repeat^ her 'wofuil teannes' in tiils sltuafcion, Wearing 
his disguise, he went into the fields anu ca.e near where 
Flora sat on a hill. r !e craftily praised her sheep, not
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to her face, 'but so that she nlrht heare. 1 lading got 
into conversation with her by asking vho owned the sheep, 
he asked how she dared sit there clone, In danger from 
lions, bears and wolves; she would be much safer married 
to hits. '-he retorted that the cares O:' narriec life 
would be worse than this danger. i© then revealed himself as 
a noble knight, but Flora was unimpressed, and pleaded her 
unworthinecs; he replied that love nakes all alike, and 
she gave in to his importunities. They met freruently, 
but in secret. Eventually her father he-arc of it and kept 
her at hone, goinp out with the sheep himself* After
some days of thls f Cassander dressed as a ragged beggar
• f' - 
and went to Thyrsis's house. Flora gave him bread and
cheese fro . t.-io window, recognised him, and. askec hin t;> 
help her to eseepe, as the next day she w:?uld be forced to 
marry Corioon* They arranged to elope at night. He 
arranpec a passage on a ship going ta Greece. That night, 
while Thirsis nnd his wi:t slept, Cassende^ took Flora, 
But trieir horse neighed anu woke Flora's father} he
discovered her absence, guessed its ccuse and followed the 
lovers. They succeeded in boarding the ship; but 
Thlrsie inveighed ag-lnst then from fit- shore so violently 
that C; ssander, afrrid that his cries would attract 
sympathetic attention, leapt ashore aiid carried him boc.'ly 
Into the ship. During the journey, Cassander says,
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Poore F^ora sate vpon my louing kn&e* 
Anci scarslie durst behold her engrie Kire. (i>if«&3) 
But
JEnuious Fate, prosperities Archfoe, /
Mine'1-.}£ to shew her fickle deity,
That in her .forehead as she dimples had,
Jo sac ha'- also wri sckle;.; in her front,
That BS she siailde, so she could also frowne,
-i'ow turnde he^ wheele, and wrought our endles wot.
t,3-L3vj cf .Pantos to t
A great st.xra arose, and the ship was wrecked. 
Casgander was separated frerti Flora and the other people on 
the ship, and washe^ a.:; on to the island where he still 
lives, woncering what had happened to Flora an? her father,
In Flora';- Fortune, the next part of the poem, we 
hear that Flora and her father floated together until the 
storm subsided, when they were picked up by a chip and 
taken to * Pels-has He*. In despair, riora wished to kill 
hersc-lf, but her father dissuaded her and suo-ested that 
they ask Apollo's advice. They went to Apollo's churchj 
in answer to their pleas, a voice said:
'Take what yo gc<- Arcadians., shun
AnC whgre_ tjijs....ghjg. sets you on land f there s.tf-y.
niV" 33)"
They received a scroll which aaldt
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Thirsis, vj.sc: /.pollo pJLtlfl.etp, ,th.£g y 
LQp» of bis propgets hencefoorba them shalt bet
14ue Florr, yit a tuy^ • irp t enfl nofc.^ay, d.a^.eg t
Cassander Hues apt drovnd Is he In seas.—c IE. EB)
Tiiirsis went straight to the ship.; but Flora 
perceived the ambigu'ty in the last line of the oracle, and 
this made her unhappy. Her fnther persuaded her to follow 
his*, and they set sail for Greece, where Thirsis was 
received as a prophet. He gained much money by telli g 
fort-mes, and set himself up as a sheep-fartser on a large 
sc'le. Flora still acted as shepherdess for him, grieving 
over the loss of her lover.
The poet sa $ that he will now tell of Flora's 
origin. When Agenor, King of Greece, was dying, he 
called to him his only son, Paleraon, arid advisee him to 
choose a wise and virtuous wife. Prleiaon succeeded to 
the throne, but was still unnar^ied three yee-fi leter. 
His counsellors advised him tnet the neighbouring King 
Tuiston of Germany (sic) had R fai^ daughter. Palenon 
sent ambassadors to make sure th?/t she wss still un- 
betrothed^ they returned -with a pres^inp Ir./ltstion, He 
set sail, and was velearned to Germany by the kl.:f and his 
daughter, lulina* Palemon fell In love with her, --nd 
they were marrltd* Very soon afterwards, however, he
i; seized with a .1 oaring to ret-irn to Greece, end sailed 
thither with his wife, whose father soon afterwards died of 
grief at her Absence, When t ; la news reached Pole"on, he 
had to return to claim the crown on his wife's behalf. 
He left her In charge of a 'grrue and senile man, f.rlsto cald*, 
who raace amorous ad/ances to her* She scorned hin. 
Anxious for revenge, he circulated a false report tliat he
<.•
had seen lulina making love with Lord Alpinor, whom he 
causec to be^thrown into a dungeon. j>isto persuaded a 
knight ? Calingo, to support the false charge, and wrote of 
it to P&lemon, who, believing the story, sailed back to 
Greece intent upon revenge. c.risto went t •> Pandiin, the 
keeper o f t:,. uuol, am. to^d him that the report WPS false, 
aski^E him to kill llpinor in such a way that he woulc be 
thought to have corasaitted suicide* Panolon, after a 
struggle wit a his conscience, did so. Palemon, on h.u= 
return, caused his wife to -^e t rown into a dark pit. At 
her trial, she protested her innocence and expressed r- desire 
for revonre on her slanderers, !er husband wac convinced 
of her guilt, but one of his nobles sug ested that the 
evidence wes not co elusive, and that Paletaon should send 
to Apollo or Themis to learn tiK truth. Paleraon cent 
lulina back to prison, Gne waa pregnant,
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Which when Palmaon saw, and old behold,
Her vonb, which swelc with of spring therin closda,
He sware by heeuen, and all the Oodi the eln,
The bastard brat should snart for ^ires offence, v
cf.PancostO.P.23)
He sent two nobles to the ale 'a church f >r the 
lulina in prison gave birth to a daughter, Pandion took 
the news o Palemon, who charged him to take the chllU, 
pat it ia o a boat and let it float on tfcu. sea. The 
$Vf*fn s lamented over her babys
Shelt thou be f*.d with frothy salt sea fone, 
In steed of thy sweet mothers sugred mil 1 e? / 
Shall. ;.hou be rockt with windec anu raging waues t
In stfeed of miide and gentle lullabies?
< E I g s , DUv-El 5 c f •
P. 2?
Sh© put with the baby a ring, a chain anc. a purse with gold 
in it, wrapping them in a rob© and a scarlet mantle. The 
baby wai put in a boat and left to the -ercy of t v .« ; ea« 
The es_engfc.rs returns a with a scroll from the oracle. It 
read i
In Prlt';_esan not
What £r£gj.g,r, .yji-jpj?' .^^an . j.ust in penile 
lulinn c ha,g .t « Alpinor ^i
Pandion wlcke-. . MC if Destiriie
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Helpe not, Paletaon jgsiJ.ee se shal 1 die. (Rig.Klv) 
Palemon, horrified and ashr.med, had Kristo, Pandion 
and Calingo arrested. They conferred, and were burned 
at the st-ke. lullna died of grief.
The baby floated down to the Humber 'Which mildly 
runs by sveet Arcadian dovnes 1 , an; cane to rest among the 
rushes. iiearby lived Thirsls, one of Damon's shepherds, 
who heard the child cry, anc ran to it, supposing it to 
be one of his lambs. He found the jevels and parse, and 
took them and the child to his wife, i^epsa,
Out knaue (quoth she) out cuckold-so ; Ing rogue, 
whoor-ttunting slaue, brln t-st thou thy bsstardi here?
~ "' ' f~ "9 ' '
SP Auaunt thou knaue, thou arrsnt knaue, auant /sl£/, 
Thinist thou that I thy b&se-borne brats will keep
Out vhoore-nunting scab: 
Depart (I say) or els I sweare by loue. 
He nake clubs trump, this dlstaffe shall bumbaste 
Thy lither loynes, and I vill tr-ke the brat,
And ding the brelnec against the flinty stones. v
(-lg.I-.3v} Paaipsto T p.ifO)
He drew her attention to the valuables, and this 
made all veil with her. He tol:' her that they should 
keep it secret from the king, and s^rrnged for her to 
pretend to pive birth to 'he child herself, which she did, 
Tiiirsis bought flock, of his o;n, anc as she grew up his
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•daughter*, Flora, helped to look after them. She was 
beautiful, and in summer
With garlands orauc she vould t orne her selfe,
And shade bouchs to keepe away the heat. \X(Gig.lJtvj cf. Pane! os to. fp.^2
She had nany suitorc, whora she rejected, until Henalchas' s f' 
son cr me and carrier her away. As a result of the ship- 
vrec 1:, she and her foster-father wert- now 'n her real 
f.-ther'i co ntry,
After seven yearr, CassandeT was rescued by a 
passing ship and taken to Greece. rTer* , Eristo'r -in 
Dryano held high power* -n his way from a boar-hunt, he 
saw Flora and fell in love with her.
But whet PxJiffli? t what meanst thou, scith :c,
To talke of such a ragged cuntry drudge?
If she llkt.- thee, thou raaist co piaund her loue.
Coramano it? yea, anc fo^ce her thereunto.
(r>l g,!^j Cf. .P
He sent Kylo, a 16,jfc» to woo her in ds i>ame, but 
she scorned nis offers. Mylo reported tliia to i>ryano, wno 
for revenft o?'dered him to say that he had heard Flora and 
her 'father* speaking treason, and to have them both
-/5» etr^Jj-'Imprisoned. T 1r- v?>= ro e, find the King sal as their 
judge, with 1/ryano beside him.
Cascander, now wandering as s rilrrin, cane to see 
the trial. The p^!so er: were condemied, Fljr; to be
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burned and Thirsts to be hanged. Thirsts spoke from the 
gibb«tz he declared their innocence, and told the story 
>f the finding of Flora as a baby, anc of her elopement. 
This revealed to Cassander who they were. Peleman, realising 
that I'lora was his daughter, veleo ;ed her, one sai^ that
she could not be happy as she had felt that Dryano 9 in 
revenge for her rejection of him, had engineered the 
charge;: against Thirsts and herself, Mylo and Dryano were 
hanged. Flora war still unhappy because of the loss of 
Cassander*
Would I were stil a Swatne, so that he liu*d,
He liues (quoth he) and caught her in his ermes,
(Sig.Glv)
So Flora and Cascander wtre married, Paleraon 
abdicated in favour of Cassander, and Thirsls was made 
faoous, Thirsis sent for Mepsa,
iich one was filed, eac.i ane contented was,
And long tine iiu'd, and dy'd in endlesse blisse.
(. ig.Glv)
The next yritet- to draw on Pandosto was a mtnor 
novelist, Jorin Hynd, who graduated B.£« at Caabridge in 
1595-6• He wrote - or compiled «* two romances: Lysitaachus 
and yarroua (160U>) and £Itosto LtLtdtnoso (1606), These
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are aaazing compositions. Collier realised that Iljmd
j, 
was well acquainted with Green® 1 s works, but he had no
see e.g. J.P. Collier, The Poetic si iXvCsneron, 1820, 
Vol. II, p.!5i and An. .Acco;int of the barest I>q.)ks in 
the JSnrJLish Loiif-m-; c_t 18^ T Vol. I, pn.VjQ and 509.
idea just hnv extensive was Hynd's debt, not only to Greene, 
but to other euphuistic writer: , notably Pettie and Lodge, 
Hynd*s two romance are ingenious patchworks constructed by 
re-asse.-ialing long sections of tae vorks 0.1 .ils pre- 
dte«£sors« It would probably not b« too much to describe 
hira as one of the nost unscruv^ulous, as well as ingenious, 
of plagiarists. Works composed on this principle could 
hardly have much overall merit? what is surprising is
that they should read as coherently as they do. No full
5 study of them has been published. The following table
5. ~I a-i indebted to !>. Ghasr.an lialeh for drawing my 
attention to these works,
shows which parts of Pgndogtp appear in thetn. Hynd'c 
alterations are very slight, i eing confined usually to proper
names*
P Slid OS t.0 ...
p. 6,1 - p.7|l^ kliosto Libidimsp,. Bl-lv
,1*-) n Blv-2
p. 36,1^-18 )






p. 5^,16 - p., ,2 " i^
p. 59,15 - p*6o,a « i,2v-3
p. 66, 13 - p.69,12 » Gl.lv
p.69,15-l& •» 02
P.75,17 - P. 76,13 )
p. 72, L2-23 ) " C2-2V
P. 77,^-6 )
p, 75,^-12 » G3v
p. 92,1 •
It is of course the chief glory of Pafidqsto t&at
usec it as the basis oi' T^ie ivjlnt.fc-r * j^_ ^aj.gi t 
written c. 1610-11 ano first printed in the folio of 1623, 
In the oracle (III,ii ? 136-7) , Shakespeare has *t:ie king 
shall livo without aa heir, if that which is los , be not 
found.' This follows closely the text of Pandosto in 
editions earlier than I) (1607), in v.hic ; 'live 1 is changed
to "die** It is therefore essumed that Shazseapeare used
6 one of the earlle1" editions. t'liaicesp'-are'a debt to
6« The note in rf.H« Furness's Iie\v Variorum edition -)f 
v-'inte-r'/j Tal^ (Philadelp.iia, 1696. p. 128) Is entirely 
unreliable on fchis p6int, the edito^ havi-:p been misled 
by au err;^r of Collier 1 r. Kenneth lluir (•'hrkespcare'^ 
Sources . I, 1957> p. 2^0), in stating that there is 
evidence that Shakespeare used £, was apparently unaware 
of the existence of B and £.
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PandoEto seems to have been noticed firct by Gerard 
Langbaine, in whose book, An Account of tfhe ^.n^l^s-jo-,
£ (Oxford, 1691, pA66) occur the entry: ' .Inter *g 
* a Tragi-eomecy. The Plot of tbdU Play may be read 
in a little Stitcht-paiaphlet , which is call'ti, as I 
reraeaber, The Selectable History or Dorastus and Fav ,la;
O
printed k , Land* ——— '. Thus began the scholarly, as 
distinct from the pop'ilp.r, interest in P_ancjp_st,o« The roost 
recent study of Pandosto in relation to The Winter* r Tale 
is by Kenneth Mul'' (op.cit., pp.
Ho leter work deriving from Pandosto ha: any 
artistic merit. All are interesting only as testimony to 
the work's continuing hold on the popular imagination^
Thomas Jordan's A, ^py^ Arbor, of Lo,yal Poesie^ vhich 
is undated but appeared probablv in 166V, is a collection of 
miscellaneous verse, including speeches written f'v civic 
entertainment?., Pr-olo^ues an Epilogue r to plays, 'Acrosticks, 
Annagrnas, Epigrams, Elegies and Epitaphs,' anc songs, 
Some of the?e songs (or ballads) are based n plays, 
including TjieJ^ercjiiant, .of. \r en^.ce f PMlaster and Much Ado 
Abou$ Kothinp* (^ ne is based on Pajj^ostp, It is heeded 
'The jealgug Ihikej and, the, jL^Jttr'd Dutchess: A atory. Tune. 
The Dream. 1 It presents much simplified version of the
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storyj in which the names are changed: andosto is replaced 
by the Duke of Pa-ne; Dorastus, by the Duke of Padua 1 !? son. 
It la evidently bnsed on Pando^to rather than on /he Winter's 
Tsle; for instance it begins like Panda.tot
of all the wedlock plagues that be,
None are so fierce
As Jealousle,
and, as in Paado.:to t the Duke's wife dies. There ore 
twelve stanzas. The versification is very rough, as the 
final stanza vill show*
The Lord that bore the Childe away
Seeing the name,
Did boldly say,
Great Duke jf Par^a f this is she
Which you did send away by taej
*Tis ynr own Laughter? then the Duke ful of tears
iambrace ££•!£? t2l®m both, and now
Another Marriage day appears;
Bonefirer, and i.ells, the Conduit' all run witii wine:
By this we see there's nothing can •
Prevent the Powers divine,
In 1672 appeared * Fortune & Tgnnif-liajj. | OR, The 
Most ^aceellent History -f i.jorastus an< Fawnia. Rendered in 
Delightful English Verse; and worthy the perusal of all
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sorts of Pfcople, By 3/%J7 G, Gent. 1 Wing (Shprt;-
7. I have not seen the edition of 1672. The title and 
quota? ion- given here are from trie edition of I6o8.
Title Cg.talp/nig. 16UO-1700) identifies S.s. with Samuel 
Shepparc* As the latest book other than ^ortunes Ter.r
attributed to ME was prirted in 1653 , t-ds seems
quest io .able; and if there is any truth in th*. story that
8 
in 1606 Gheppar-c! was Ben Joo son's amanuensis, the
8. cee D.II^;. , c'.v. Banuel . 'heppar ; alr-o t-ie note 'Ben 
Jonson anc -anmel Sheppard 1 . signed ' periend 1 . i.otes 
end fttierie.2. Moron 27,
identification seems evc-n less likely to be accurate* 
To withdraw F ^ortunej. Tennist-BalLJ, from the canon of Bheppard's 
worka would not do h m a disservice. It is a worthless 
production* Though very short - the edition 3f 1688 has 
twelve pages - it is divided into three ' cantos', v.ritten 
in heroic couplets, it follovs closely the events, and often 
the wording, of the original. The following passage Is 
representative*
They had no sooner -old the Embassy,
But Kin Pandosto sendeth presently
- Heir
He knows, and he is gla he has him there:
Djrastus wonders at this elad m tatioa,
But more to see so ..-e lords of his ov;n nation.
There Is no bopllnp nou, Pandosto's glad
That he shall manifest the hate he had
Conceiv'd 'gainst Fa v. 4ft fsr her grand disdain
Commanding she and C-apnio should be slain.
j;Vvnl£ (no doubt, inspir'd by Heaven) cries f
0 why diti the cruel Des-ci. ies
Cause Prince Dorp,st 145 to affect a Maid
So for beneath him, now to dept betray'd?
But since I a-ist forsake the World, take here
jrave Prince, this chain, vhlch still for ;-.iy sake wear,
Which from my Infancy has ever been,
About ay neck, but till now never seen.
Two other ballad-type adaptations of P.andostp are
9in own to me onl" by reference. In Censura Literaria t Sir
9. first printed 1805*9; the quotation j;iven here is from 
p,295 of Vol, II of the second, re-arranged edition of 
1615.
Egerton Brydges says that Pandpatp 'war versified probably 
the beginning of the last century, and consists of fifty- 
eight stanzas. A short specimen from the beginning will 
suffice.
Into Bohemia dwelt a
Pandosto high to naraei
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He had o queen, riellaria call'd 
fair, beauteous and of fane.
He had a friend, Egestus call'd, 
a King of great renown, 
And for love of P&ndosto he 
did leave his land and c^owiu
And to Bohemia he did sail, 
Pandosto for to seej 
Who vith Beliaria his queen, 
received him royally.'
10 
J»P. Collier wrote of f an old ballad 1 called
10, 'Old Ballad u: on the Winter'c Tale'. IJotes and cueries. 
Jan, nth, 1851, 1-3. ^^
The Foyal Courtly .G.&rlar;0 f or Joy after Sorrow 'on a story 
similar to the* of Shakspeare's Winter'p. To.lc t ant in some 
particulars still mor 1'ke Gretne's no/el of Piinclosto. 1 It 
was published as a broadside without date; Collier 
conjectured its dr<te as 1690-1720, suggest in- thr t the balled 
itself was 'coni-iOerably older 1 . It was in six parts, 
which 'fill a closely printed broadside. 1 Collier wrote 
that it was not Jordan'- version; and th-1 /,-, o ^a© 
characters In it had a name* It cannot therefore be the 
bollad described by Urydges* The specimen stanzas tliat
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ier quotes are undistinguished. He asked to be informed 
of the existence o ' other copies of the sasae ballad, aociing 'T 
an unable to ceclcie uhctae^ it vns . ounded upon Greene's novel, 
iihakspeart ' s play, jr upon cosae independent, possibly foreign, 
narrative. I am by no me>-.ns satisfied that Greene's novel was 
not a translation, an<* we know thf.t he was skilful in Italian, 
Spanish and French,' ilia query seems riot to havt been answered. 
I have not been able to trace n copy of t e ballad,
The fir ^ llr-gJT
It has been suggested that a dr? mctlc version of Pa^dos.to 
other than Xhe Wintc-r * £ Tale exi^sted in the eirhteenth century.
In The, The.^trfe of the London Fairs in the Eighteenth c.-entury 
(C.0.P, I960) Hiss Gybil Fosenfeld records three performances 
of a droll snout Dorastu;.- and Fawnia* The first was at Parlor's 
Booth, Bartholomew Fair, in 1703 > when the title was The Pars ms 
jlls "orv pf . Tioras :..jig and_ Favn.-.ij (op« cit., p»16)« The second 
was at Bullock's Booth, Bartholomew Fair, in 1729, unde- the 
title of i-or-stus end. Favn^av or the Ro.val, •'.'•hepherdegs (ibid., 
P«33)« Ta€ third was at the Kev Wells, May Fal^, in 
as Dorastuc .agd^ Favn^.i, Or« The 'oyal jjicphera and ^h 
(ibid., pp. 119-120). Hiss Posenfeld assunec (p. 120) that 
the droll fiven was the saiae on each occasion, and there is 
no evidence to the contrary. It has not survived * She 
also assumes ths 1 - it 'w?5S tnken fror. Greene's P,andpsto
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which was also the source df .The. Winter's X&M** (tbidM 
p. 16). There is reason to doubt tiiis, Miss Rosenfeld 
gives (p«33) a partial cast-list of the 1729 performance 
ftoa an announcement in the Doil: Post for 25th August of 
that year. This was reprinted more fully in The London
as follows: 'DoT-astus and 3'aunia or
lit Part "ll, ed. W» van Lennep, L.L. A very, />.'u fcouten, O.Vf. Stone Jr. and C.IJ. rogan, Illinois, I960, Vol. II.P. 10V3.
.The, Boyal^ohep'ierdes^. Leontes - Ogdenj Polixene - Chapman; 
Dorastus • Houghton; Old Hob - Smith; colin - v. . Bullockj 
Queen - T^rs. T'icej Fnunia - Mrs. Chapaan; Hob's ^ other - 
Mrs. Martin? T-lopcn - Mrs, Moreen.* Only two of th« 
character naner in this list are certainly from
r; and ^avnla* Leontes and Polixene/TJ7 are frora 
fT|ic .W^tor^s Tale} Mopse is common to bot'i; Queen is 
equally appropriate to Greene's Bellaria and Shakespeare's 
Hernione. Olc Ho , Colin ?nd 'ob*s Mother are names that 
occur in neither pan_dost.o nor ^e_y Inter' s Ta^.e. There is 
almost certainly sorae confusion here. Old Hob and Hob's 
Mother are the names of characters in Flprn^ a ballad opera
by John Hi pisley adrpted fron C alley Cibber's Hob r or thf 
° Flora waa on the bill with I)or.a.stnp and
12. ;-ee e.g. The^ LonCoa ytjiife t Part II, Vol. II,
Fawnia at thlc performance, so it oay wall be that these 
natten were accidentally transferred fro:u the cast-list of 
one piece to tiia o. the other. They arc not included in 
the cast-list of Jlora.
The presence of the Shakespearian character-names in
this list would surely be very odd if the droll were a 
direct adaptation of Pandosto. I suggest that it w,n in 
fart a version of ffhe Winter*^ Y,ale« It seems provable that 
an adapter would drav on an existing dramatic version rather 
than on the original pamphlet; and the Shakespearian 
character-names prove , of course, that the ac-pter at least 
laiew of The Winter's Sale. The alteration of the naues of 
Florizel and Pe-niita wouid »,e earily explicable - would 
indeed be a very astute nsove - in viev of the continued 
popularity of Greene's pamphlet among the class of people 
likely to frecuent theatre- at the fairs; people w:io were 
not likely to be attracted by a title associated wit ; a 
Shakespearian play unperformed in theatres of that period,
If the droll was an adaptation of The Winter's Tale, 
then its performances are the first recorded of any version 
of this plsy after the Restoration. .' ; rofesror Hicoll has 
shown that Shakespeare's play was allotted to vhooas Killiprew 
and his conpany, the Kind's Men, in January, 1669 » but
Hie all, A. nisuyy of English . Drama T ... 
ridi-e, 1952, ITp
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there Is no record of their having performed it. After 
the Restoration the first recorded performance in any 
version is that at the mihor theatre of Goodman*s Fields 
on Jan, 15, IT^l* An adaptation was playea at Covent 
Garden in November of the same year, and during the rest
1*U C.D, loj 
Oxford,
of the century The Vvinfo-.r/^ la^e vas performed fre> uently 
in one version 01* another nt the patent houses,
A puppet play called Dorastug and Fawnla• or the 
,poyel Shepherd, gjad j Shei5hi>rcSe.ssi ..vas performed in 1728 by one
Mrs* Martin, whose shows were given at the liar's ver/e in
15James -treet, London, As the title and sub-title are
.£• see George ^peaight, The Mstory of. the, Kn^illsh PuppeiLt 
Tiioatrc. 1955, p?.328" and 3!?.
tiie same as those given to the droll mentioned above at 
its performance in 17^9, it seems possible that the puppet 
play was a version of tills droll.
raii eft »
Pandosto has tlie distinction of being the fir^t
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English novel to have been translated into French,-^ The
16, s«e Kenrl Potez, 'Le Premier Roman Anglais Traduit en 
Praneais 1 , Be;nieja > Ht_st ^ro ^tteVairc dc 1& franca.vol. xi, ~^
translation, by Loulr ftegnault, was entitled 'ITistolre 
Tr^ girlie de Pand->sto, Hoy de ;oheue, ct de Cellar ia sa 
Feaaae, Ensemble 1©: anours de Dorastus ©t de Faunia, 
Ou sont comprises les adventurer de Pandosto Poy de Boh&s©; 
enrichles de feintes, noralit^^, Allecories et telles 
autrer divers itc coavtnables au sujet, l.e tout tra^.uit 
preni^renent en Anglais, c!e la langue Joh^ne, et de 
n->uv«au mis en PranpoiF.,, 1 It was published at Paris in 
1615* Potez, in nls interest in:; article on this version, 
shows that the translation is not always accurate, and that 
there are soae deliberate changes airaing at refinement of 
the original: *en general, 11 ^Tite, Beg!iaultJ7 simpllfic, 
11 eclaircit, il abrfege, 11 ennoblit., .Kegnault, avant 
d'offrir le ronan de Creene au p blic, lui a fait sa 
toilette.*
Another rrench translation appeared in 1626 as *Le
j» 
nn d'Albanie et de Syclle par le B ' du Bail. 1 Of this,
Jus : ©rand says that it ic •rather an adaptation than a
17
translation; he alter:- nanec and ©vents. 1 It was
1; . J.J. Jusseranc, 'X,,. _..inig.r. tj *ale' in The Bch ypj, f, X ^,. . . . l '
rdors anc 0 ther IsS^iV 19^ i ?.2w?»
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reprinted In 1628 (Provost, p«287).
Yet another version pnppTed In 17?2 entitled 
*Histolre ce Pandolphe roy •> ;.^no ct de Ccilarie 
ensemble le amours de Dornste et de Faunia. 1 Thi is 
anonymous, According to Judaerand, it is an adaptation, 
but not cs free as du Bail 1 . ,
There were also two I .'ranch dramatisations of 
PiijDd.Qj5..t|0. The fir. t, called siiaply Pandp^Cf war by 
Alexandra Hardy, a prolific nlaor dramatist, It hashot 
survived. Tht second was by Puget de la Eerre and was 
called
It wra printed at Parir.- in 1631, and at Lyons in
1632, It is divided into two 'cays' ( f jDurn^es 1 ), each of 
fivt short acts, P«G« Thomas reprints the second 'day 1 
in his edition of Pandosto* Jusrerarid u describe- the
play thus» 'It 'r written in time prodigiously florid and 
style which was the^ fashionable with many,,.
Pandosto opens the play wlta a ranti^r speech vortay of 
Herod: "Am I not a lucky taan not to know what to wi/h for?.,. 
The sweetest uleacures which can be tasted in this nether 
world are t e everyday dishes for my t;ble,.»0 Fortune, when 
wilt thou c an e thy face? Thy contiguous siaHec incline 
ne to co a-wceping." When he think :-• he has discovered that he 
s not quite so happy as he believeu, his reproaches to the
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"Ttoyne Belaire r,on espouse" are couched In tfce MBM stylai 
"Dost thou continue dragging oa UK.- earth the dunghill of 
thy body to give the plague ta Its inhabitants 7, ».opeak, I 
charge the©, Infatsous one, but speck fron afor, lest th* 
wind fron thy uouth prisons tae." .ielalre, In h:.r turn, 
descants to her little daughter on their sad fate: "Thou 
crie..t in vain, asay helplessness raakes me <3«af* It see-ms 
as If thy tecr? v.-jald drown thew in their- i/aters, to nake 
good the curse to which thy fete has condemned thee, ,,et us 
mix our tears together and undergo the same shipwreck." The 
child IE put -; o ses , an'j discovered on t .€ op oaite shore 
by a veil-taught young shepherd, yho t finfiing it so pretty, 
wonders If "it is not some nev Cupi-: to vnieh Venus has 
givt-.u uirt.i in the sea, whert cht w^v- born."
In the second day Dorr.gte and Fawye plight their 
troth and excliaflge cweet speeches:
t cKaractex .. :• , . •.; v;..-... . ( o sustain
in order to s:sov you the sincerity of ray
The character o: 1 a shepherd,
Dprsste.* I am one a Irea '•"•:, for from t .e first clay 
that I s-:w you, ray desires an<! rsy thoughts have watched the 




The Poem in Pafidosto
The poem associated v/ith Pandosto is almost certainly 
not by Greene, though it JU still sometimes attributed to 
him. It has not been included in any raocern edition of 
Pan do s;t o. It vac, howewr, reprinted by Collins in his 
editiou of Greene 's Plays.. apcl Poeias , and has also found its 
vay into a number of anthologies.
1. e.ti, Tte Oxford Book of ^jLxteenth century Verse,. ed. » Chambers, Oxford, 1932. P;J« 37^-1; j-^er. Chansons lne/. y by /". Delattrc and C. '
19lw, p.333T feligabathan Lyrics, ed. K. iluir, 1952, p»llu| Poets Q the ^ i;: jJuT,'; ..^;.; iiKUSJie. t ed. V/.H. Auden and I'i.H. Pear son, "1^52, Vol."ltLf pV.73-1; and Tae Atlantic Book of Britis;: and Amferican Poetry f 1959 » Vol. l\ p.182, "jf the ed i t6rs of" the". • • ooTlt cTi one , only Chomoers and Muir indicate that the poera may not be by Greene.
It seens to hav- been r^printtd ''ir^t by Dyce, in his 
edition of Greene 's Plays and Poepjg (1861, p. 29^). His 
text is fro?a the 169^ edition of Jiasdosto. He not ess 'I 
find this "love-passion" on the back of the title-page of 
some of the latest editions of t ; ii.'.; tract, when it was pat 
forth under the name of I>ora.stus and gav.iai in none of the 
eariie^ editions have I ever met vith it. ' r. Collier 
conjecturer that "it may possibly hav<* been taken fron tht 
eariie.t, and now lost, edition of Paj^^osta," Introduction 
to Pandost . ?« p.iii - r: hake s pe are * g Library . * There is no 
evicence in support of Collier •s ttifgestion that there heel
been an ed ; tion if Pando>;to befor the earlie t nov known. 
Even 1C there- hnd been such on edition, it is not likely 
that s poem in it woult have escaped inclusion in t >c other 
pre-lfo^+O editions, only to appear in a later one. Pruvost 
found tha the first extant edition in which it occurt is 
that of 1655» He iustly remarked that 'en t nt que poerae 
de Greene il d >it etre regards co:.me apoeryphe 1 . The -/"irst 
fourteen line <*or-i a ' hakespearian 1 sonnet; the remaining 
lines are in thfc fom of such a sor-.net vith tht.» firct four
t-
lines omitted. Greene is not known to have used this form. 
The flppt our liner had bee:- :;-inted in 162"' in
K art in Peerson's hriual^e ._. Kus icke._.tji_Ori_J',hj^ .^trst. Bp :'ke; _qi. /•• :;
2 rjidj_ Dialogues . " One is therefore inclined to assume taat
2, reprinted in ^agli^h iia.arif,&l err>e. 1 Swo>Ib 12 f ed. 
Pelloves, Oxforc, 1920.
the entirti »oem had a ptarec iu print by tni;- cate*
Thy poeni has only the most general relevance to 
PaiKlosto. Though its matter is com onplace, the expression 
shows genuine poetic skill. The version Eive-: below is -
3, iidit:-. f'itwell writes of the lact couplet: 'the lines... 
are scarcely short of vhat aight have been written by the 
greatest of all English poets? but thoug the- splendour 
of imagination is there, they h&ve not the utmost 
"splendor of diction, because the j?'s, ant-, the soft £ of 
imagine, are a little un.ih-pl..t: cue: sluggish 1 (.Atlantic 
j)^Br 1 LtJLs h jsmo. Aae_ricab Poetry, I, 182).
based on the first"known edition, 1655> from the copy in the 
library of Trinity i.ollege t Cambridge.
1*5
Dorastus in a Love Fnsslon, writes these few Lines 
in praise of -.is losing end iest-leloved F;::wnla.
Ahl were she pittyfull as she is fair, 
Or but as milde as s-ic Is seeming so,
5" Then were oy hopes greater then my Despair; 
Then all the World were Heaven, nothing wo. 
AhJ were her heart relenting a© her hand, 
That seems to melt even with the mildest touch 
Then knew I wherv to ser.t Tie In a Land
10 fnder the wide Heavens f tut yet not such*
So as she shews, so seems the buddinr Bos©, 
Yet sweeter far then is an earthly flower. 
Koveraign of BeautyI like tne • pra; she grows, 
Corapast shee is with Thames and cankered flower: 
Yet were she willing to be pluclct ant uorn, 
She would be gatherd though she grew on thorn.
AhJ when she sdnps, all Musick else be still, 
none must be compared to her note;
breath1 d such glee froa Philomela's bill, 
20 Nor -from t e morning Singers swell if7 throat* 
Ah! when she riseth fron her bi'ssefull .Jed, 
F»he comforts all the World as doth the Sun, 
And at her slfht t;.e night's foul vapour's .Jled; 
When S!K is eet, the gladsom oa is done;
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0 glorious £un j lmagiae nee th,s West> 
Sink In ray armes, anc set thou in my bre^t.
1; Ah! J AaJ
ES J at, 16 Sj 
12 1 flower. 7 "^ 16 fj r
*"* •~JK**£*ii*
21s -throat: _7 ^ throat 5 
23: fled; ^7 v
12-11!. Colliiic notes t 'The expression "coropass'd 
with. .» canker ! d flower M lr. ct-rtainiy not very intelligible; 
and ."lower cr,.n scarcely be repeated, Dyee adopts Fev, J, 
Kitford's conjecture 'bower 1 *.. 1 , Collins adopts this
reaeing,
,sink _7 some editions read '^26.
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